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City Completes $180,000 Worth Of Street Paving
By DEBBIE N.LEE
Staff Reporter
Around $180,000 of paving was
completed in Murray on Monday, according to Ray Clark, city superintendent of streets.
"Streets were paved on a priority
basis, using traffic patterns and traffic
loads as the criteria. Gatesborough,
North 14th, South 15th and Sycamore
near the high school were some of the
highest priorities," Clark said.
Other streets that were paved were
Fairlane, Audubon, South 17th,
Magnolia, Hermitage, Belmont,
Dogwood East, Dogwood West,
Mimosa, Henry, Story, Cardinal, Loch
Lomond, Locust, Broad, Farmer, Oakdale, North 17th, aSha-Wa, Waldrop,
Arcadia, Payne, Elm and South 10th.
Lake Paving Co. of Gilbertsville was
the contractor for the project. They
began work in Murray Aug. 22.
Clark said that about $40,000 was
spent last year for paving as compared
to this year's $180,000 figure. The
enormous increase was attributed to
last winter's severe street damage.
"There are still some questionable
streets that probably won't last through
the winter if it is as severe as last
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PAVING WORK — Lake Paving Co.of Gilbertsville is shown paving the lot behind the Peoples Bank. The company
has recently completed three weeks of paving city streets at a cost of about $180,000. The paving of the Peoples
Bank lot was paid for by the property owners with the city providing the engineering and the gradework for the surface.
Staff Photo by Debbie N tee

year's," Clark said. Some streets
were left off that should have been
paved because they weren't traveled as
much as the others."
A map was worked out listing Riving
priorities with Gatesborough being
paved first. "Dr. Curris asked us if we
could pave North 14th before the
university opened, and we worked on
Saturday and got it done," the
superintendent stated.
The shoulders of the street had to be
cut back about afoot to a foot ancta half
in order for the paving machine to be
able to pave the streets. Clark emphasized that now that the paving is
finished, city crews will be pulling the
shoulders back and leveling them. Any
excess will be hauled away.
The lot behind the downtown Peoples
Bank was also paved. This was paid for
by the property owners with the city
providing the engineering and the
gradework for the surface.
Regarding anotherAgioblem street,
Clark said that Glendale Road was in
the process of being turned over to the
state. However, in the meantime, he
plans to regravel it from Ninth Street to
Broad and patch the holes from Ninth
Street to South 12th Street.
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Unannounced Meeting With Begin Confirmed

Carter Still Striving For Summit Pact
By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
CAMP DAVID, Md. (AP) President Carter met unannounced
with Israel's Menachem Begin on
Tuesday night as part of a personal
search for a way to compromise Israeli
and Egyptian differences over the
future of the Palestinian Arabs.
The session was belatedly confirmed
today by the White House press office.
It lasted more than an hour. Carter and
Begin had not met since last Sunday.
Carter, it was learned, is working
closely with both nations' delegations
on the precise language of a statement

or declaration encompassing the
Palestinian and other issues.
He has yet to impose a deadline for
winding up the week-old Middle East
summit, although it threatens to
disrupt his own schedule for speechmaking and politicking.
White House press secretary Jody
Powell said on Tuesday he knew of no
plans to cancel Carter's planned trips
Friday and Saturday to the Carolinas,
Pennsylvania and Ohio.
"If we get to the point that it becomes
an issue, we will deal with it then," he
said.
The summit itself represents

Fiscal Court Votes To
Name Road For Waterfield
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
voted Tuesday to change the name of
Tobacco Road to Harry Lee Waterfield
Road. This change was made to honor
the native Calloway Countian who was
born at Tobacco

City School Board
Meets On Thursday
The Murray Board of Education will
meet at 7:30 p.m. Thursday at the
board office building.
Items to be considered are the food
service audit for the 1977-78 school
year; test scores for the 1977-78 school
year; bids on repair of roofs for Murray
High School, Carter Elementary and
Robertson Elementary; working
budget for 1978-79; correspondence;
treasurer's report and monthly
financial report; bil)s, obligations and
transfers; and personnel recommendations.

Other road names changed by the
magistrates were Myers Road to
Mason Road and Collins Read to
Harmon Road.
U. Gov. Thelma Stovall, who is
running for governor, opened the
meeting with a brief statement. Mrs.
Stovall is vacationing at Kentucky
Lake. After the court approved the bills and
the treasurer's report, County JudgeExecutive Robert 0. Miller stated that
a representative from the Kentucky
Association of Counties would be in this
area the last 10 days of September to
work on the county's workmen's
compensation plan. It was noted that
the expiration date on the present plan
is Oct. 9.
Judge Miller also said that Egyptian
Roofing and Waterproofing of
Harrisburg. Ill., would be in town soon
to redo the roof on the courthouse. Work
on the courthouse clock should be
completed by next week. The clocks
will have new faces and new
mechanics.

County Board To Face
Lengthy Agenda At Meet
A lengthy agenda is in store for the
members of the Calloway County board
of education at their regular monthly
meeting Thursday at 7 p.m. at the
board office on College Farm Road.
Items listed on the agenda include:
- A review of the mechanical
systems in the elementary centers;
- A review of plans for a new middle
school;
- A review of the board's policy
handbook;
- A review of the status of tuition
payments;
- Purchase of new school buses:
- Personnel recommendations and a
review of the salary schedule for
certified personnel;
- Discussion on the need for a
maintenance person.
Also on the agenda is a report from
county school superintendent Jack
Rose. Among items Rase is expected to
discuss are
- School enrollment;
- The facility survey team's visit to
the local system;
-- System transportation;

-- The band and football programs;
- Potential new programs;
- School food service program;
-- The annual meeting of the region
school board association.
The board office building is located
adjacent to Calloway County High
School. The meeting is open to the
general public.

potential political peril for Carter,
whose woes would be compounded by a
failure here.
On the Palestinian question, Carter's
goal is to find language acceptable to
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and
Israeli Prime Minister Menachem
Begin as well as Jordan's King Hussein.
Hussein has a big stake in the issue
because many of the Palestinians live
on the Jordan River's West Bank - a
region Israel seized from Jordan in the
•
1967 war.
Poweil belatedly acknowledged on
Tuesday that Sadat had telephoned
klussein a day earlier. He gave ne
details but said the Jordanian leader
would not join the talks here.
Carter hopes for a Begin-Sadat
compromise that would draw Jordan
into the peace process at some futui-e
point. Hussein, however, has pledged to
boycott Mideast peace talks until Israel

Mrs. Parks To Head
Hazel Arthritis Drive
Mrs. Max Parks of Murray has been
named 1978 Arthritis Campaign Hazel
City Chairman for Calloway County
The appointment was made by the
Executive Committee of the Arthritis
Foundation. The State Campaign is
scheduled for the month of September
with a goal of $241,400.
The Arthritis Foundation is the only
voluntary agency working in the field of
arthritis which affects over 321,000
Kentuckians. Arthritis, the country's
Number One crippling disease, actually
is a variety of diseases. The cruelest.
most severe type is rheumatoid arthritis, which afflicts some 5 million
people.
Two variations, one sudden and
violent in its attack and the other
relatively mild, strikes children in the
form known as Juvenile Rheumatoid
Arthritis. Juvenile Rheumatoid
Arthritis is now recognized as the
fourth major cause for the crippling in
America.
The State Chairperson is urging for
100 per cent participation in this year's
campaign from all Kentuckians
Arthritis is a serious disease financially, emotionally and physically and
is one that warrants the support of all
If anyone in the County wishes to help
the County Chairperson-, please contact
the campaign leadership immediately.
The campaign in Calloway County
will have the active support of Mrs
Max Parks, Mrs. J. B. Burkeen, Mrs
Laurel P'Pool and the Hazel and
Murray Woman's Clubs.

Farm Loan Program To
Be Explained To Public
A public meeting will be held on
Graves, and Marshall counties.
Monday night, September 18, 1978 at
Persons unable to attend the meeting
7:30 p.n. in the Expo Center located on - may visit or call the Farmers Home
College Farm Road, Murray, for the
Adminigleation office in Mayfield(241purpose of explaining and answering
%25). Office hours are from 7:45 a.m
questions on the Farmers Home
until 4:30 p.m. The office is located on
Administr ion (FmHA I Emergency
Old Jizntovrn Road just off Highway 45
Loan prog am.
North. Application forms may also be
Buddy 1.. Hix, district director of picked up at the Agricultural
FirnHA will conduct the meeting ac- Stabilization and COnservation Service
cording to Robert E. Durbin, county (ASCS) and County Extension Agent's
supervisor of FmHA for Calloway, offices in Murray or Benton.

agrees to withdraw from the West
Bank.
A compromise acceptable to Hussein
would bolster Arab support for Sadat,
who has risked alienating other Arab
states for his willingness to negotiate
directly with Israel.
Begin last year offered civil self-rule
to the 1.1 million Palestinians living on
the West Bank and in the Gaza Strip in
the Sinai desert. Sadat rejected that
proposal, which would have left the
Palestinians under Israeli military
control.

MHS Band Going
To Contest Of
Champions, MTSU
The Murray High School Band will
participate in the Contest of Champions
at Middle Tennessee State University,
Murfreesboro, Tenn., on Saturday, Oct.
14.
A special charter bus for parents and
other interested persons will go to the
contest. Anyone interested in going on
the bus at the cost of a round trip for $10
is asked to call 753-8)21 by Thursday,
Sept. 14, at noon, according to Hugh
Noffsinger, president of the Murray
Band Boosters Club.
,Investigation

On

Assault Continues
Murray Chief of Police Brent Manning said this morning that the investigation of last week's sexual abuse
and assault case is at a standstill.
"The victims are being shown
photographs of suspects in an attempt
to identify them, but as of now we are
not making much progress," Manning
stated.
The incident occurred early Thursday at a residence on Main Street. One
woman was beaten about the head and
left on the ground outside the residence,
and the other said the assailant tried to
rape her.
Manning and Sheriff Max Morris
reported no incidents during the past 24
hours.

FLEXNER MOSAIC — The mosaic mural designed by Joe Rigsby, assistant
professor of journalism at Murray State University, will be dedicated at 5
p.m. Tuesday,Sept. 19,in the School of Medicine Tower of the University of
Louisville. It recognizes the late Dr. Abraham Flexner for his work in improving medical school teaching techniques.

Murrayan's Design Used
For Mosiac Mural At UL
A mosaic mural designed by Joe
RigsbY, assistant professor of journalism at Murray State University, will
be dedicated at 5 p.m. Tuesday,_ Sept.
19, in the second floor dean's foyer of
the School of Medicine Tower at the
University of Louisville.
Dr. Harold Berg, a Louisville surgeon
who studied art under Rigsliy, executed
the mosaic, which is approximately 7
by 15 feet and honors the late Dr.
Abraham Flexner for his work in improving medical school teaching
techniques.
The speaker for the dedication
ceremony will be Dr. John A. D.

Special Auditions For
'Thurber'Set Tonight
James Thurber's stage adaptation of
his own stories, "A Thurber Carnival,"
may raise a few eyebrows of both men
and women as the Community
Theatre's first fall production,
according to a spokesman.
Thurber often wrote about the battle
of the sexes and, although he usually
pictured the women as the dominant
character, he didn't paint a very nice
overall picture of them. His men were
almost always the hen-pecked "Walter
Mitty" type.
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The Murray High Tigers haye an open date coming up
October 13 but it wasn't planned that way. Sports editor
Tony Wilson examines the situation in his column in
„, today's Sports Section, pages 12, 13 and 14.

chance of showers
Generally
cloudy
today
through Thursday with good
chance of showers and thundershowers. Highs today in the
low to mid 80s. Lows tonight in
the mid to upper 60s. Flight
Thursday in the low 80s
Friday through Sunday:
Chance of showers then
becoming fair and cool Saturday
and Sunday. Highs mostly in the
70s. Lows mainly 50s.

Cooper, president of the Association of
American Medical Colleges.
Rigsby and Berg have collaborated
on several other major mosaic ycrojects
in Louisville in the past 10 years, including murals at the Health Sciences
Center of the University of Louisville,
the Jewish Community Center, the Red
Cross Blood Center, and the new wing
of Jewish Hospital.
A former senior vice-president of
Doe-Anderson Advertising Agency in
Louisville, Rigsby joined the faculty at
Murray State in the fall of 1977. He isa
graduate of Louisiana State University
and the Art School at Pratt Institute in
New York City.
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A special session of auditions has
been called for tonight at the local
library, 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. Any men
interested in trying out, or a role in
Thurber's delightful comedy should
drop by, according to production
chairman Mickey Lents.
Director Richard Valentine, is interested to find out just how Murray
audiences will react to Thurber stories
on stage.
'Many people might remember
Thurber from the televison show that
starred William Windom in 'My World
And Welcome To It.' The women were
either pushy, scatterbrained, 'dumb
blonde types,' or all of the above," said
Valentine,"Men might enjoy this show
because it pictures women as they
really are whereas women will like it
because it,. is so far removed from the
truth."
The play is a series of stories and
fables for adults that range in subject
matter from a wife trying to have her
husband committed to the booby hatch
to a husband coaxing his wife down to
the cellar so he can bang her over the
head with a shovel.
Man is also pitted against man in the
business world, on the battlefield,, and
out shopping. But his greatest friend
and ally is Woman. Thurber 'closes the
show by asking the ladies to keep their
seats while. the - men leave ,the„.
auditorium because "they need,
goodness knows, a head start.”
Any man who would like to take this
opportunity to join Thurber and his
light-hearted statements is welcome to
try-out for a role tonight between 30
p.m. and 8 p.m. in the Public Library,
the spokesman said.
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vaginal Atrophy
hi Older Women
Q. Mrs. L. H., In her
early 60s, has been a
widow for over 10 years.
While married, she hasl a
normal. satisfying sex life,
but has had no sex during
her widowhood. She has
met a healthy. ‘igorous
man and is considering
marrying him.
A number of months ago,
she was told by her physician that she has a thinning of her vaginal lining,
and she fears that she
would not be able tolerate
Intercourse. This condition
is of such concern to her
that she may not remarry
unless it can be relieved.
A. The trouble you describe suggests that you
have some atrophy of the
lining of your vagina
atrophic vaginitis ). You
failed to mention whether
you have been following
any line of corrective
treatment.
This condition consists of
a reduction in the size of
the vagina at its entrance
and shortening of vaginal
depth. The secretions are
;educed. associated with
an uncomfortable dryness.
The lining is thin and

If you have not already
done so, you should seek
the care of a physician to
manage the treatment of
your atrophic vaginitis and
discuss your hopes of marriage. It is likely that treatment will bring you relief
so that you can soon marry
and have a normal sex life.

atrophic, and surface infections are common. In
advanced, severe cases,
vaginal discharge, even
bleeding, may occur..
These vaginal changes
result from a deficiency in
estrogenic hormone in
older women after their
menopause.
Local treatment with
creams containing estrogen and sometimes additional estrogen taken
orally are usually effective
in a few weeks or months
in restoring a healthy vaginal lining and in reducing
symptoms. If the lining is
returned to a healthy condition, the size of the vaginal opening and the length
of the vagina can usually
be restored to adequate
dimension to tolerate a
normal sex life.

Smokers Not
Unanimous
By Abigail Van Buren
‘
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DEAR ABBY: I used to enjoy reading your column, but
lately you seem to be out to reform the world. Your column
with all those statistics on smoking was a big bore. I smoke
and enjoy it. Everybody has to die of something, and ill die
because of my smoking, it will be my funeral, not yours. So
lay off, will you?
SAM

r 7:15,
Li 9:20 /

DEAR ABBY: I have a problem that is having a bad effect
on my marriage. This is the second marriage for both my
husband and me. We get along very well, and he is an
excellent husband in every way but one.
Once a week he takes his children out to eat, and always
invites their mother to go along. He says there is absolutely
nothing between them anymore..and I am inclined to believe
him, but knowing he is with his ex-wife bothers me.
I have let him know. hew I feel about this, but he continues
to include her with the children.
Can you help me with this problem, or do you think I'm
making a big thing out of nothing?
WITHHOLD MY NAME
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DEAR ABBY: I commend you for devoting an entire
column to document the dangers of smoking. It was a noble
effort, but those who need it won't listen. I know. I have lung
cancer. I smoked nearly three packs a day for 25 years.vipv as
told more than once to stop. I cut down a couple of tim , but
I never really stopped. I just couldn't kick the habit.
The most important message in your column was, "If you
don't smoke — don't startf- Those words should be written
on every grammar school blackboard in the country.
Hang in there, Abby. I love ya'.
NEWT IN N.J.
DEAR NEWT: Thanks. But not all my readers &predated that column. Read on:

For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
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DEAR WITHHOLD:He knows how you feel. Now cool it.
You say you are sure there's nothing between them, so don't
nag or whine. You'll only put him on the defensive and force
him to defend his right to include the children's mother if he
so chooses.
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DEAR ABBY: That letter from the ingrate who complained because the party who pro‘ided her with free
transportation drove a two-door car which she found "uncomfortable,- reminded me of a lady I used to drive to
church every Sunday.
Every time we picked her up, my wife and I had to listen
to a recital of her aches and pains. She also wanted to know
why we couldn't go to a later mass so she wouldn't have to
get up so early, and why we didn't sit in a different place in
church.
But the last straw was when she asked my wife to sit in
the back 751' the car "because she was younger!"
That was her last—ride in our car.
UNPAID CHAUFFEUR
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DEAR UNPAID: You don't say how long you served as
an unpaid chttuffeur for the church-goer, but if it was over a
month of Sundays, you were either a slow learner or had the
patience of Job.
If you put off writing letters because you don't know
what to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters
For All Occasions." Send $1 and •long, stamped 128 centsl
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
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Fall Dress-Up Sale

Girl Scout Meeting

Thursday-Friday-Saturday
Boys

Planned Thursda

Dresses

The Murray Neighborhood
Girl Scout. Association will
have a registration clinic on
Thursday, Sept. 14, at the
Girl Scout Cabin on Sharpe
Street for troops already
formed.

Pants

20% off 20%

20% off

Boys 8 Girls

Sweaters
Heavy

Ky

School Jackets
740
44‘,,
?

Mr. and Mrs. Euel L. Kimbro of Murray Route Four
will be honored with a 30th wedding anniversary
celebration on Sunday, Sept. 17, at the Community Room
of the Fideral Savings and Loan, 608 Main Street,
Murray.
All friends and relatives of the couple are cordially
invited to call between the hours of two to five p.m. Only
out of town invitations will be sent.
Mr. and Mrs. Kimbro were married Sept. 18, 1948, in
Corinth, Miss.
Mrs. Kimbro, the former Marie Anderson, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dolphus Anderson of Paris,
Tenn. Mr. Kimbro, son of Charlie Kimbro and the late
Cora Kimbro, is presently employed at the Murray
Division of the Tappan Company. The couple also owns
and operates Wayside Upholstery by their home.
They have one daughter, Miss Kathy Kimbro, and one
son, Ronnie Kimbro, who is married to the former
Patricia Butler. They have one granddaughter, Crystal
Gale Kimbro.

Hairdressers
At Workshop

sorority season on Thursday,
Aug. 31, at the Ellis Community Center.
A new member, Leigh
Jamison, was welcomed
along with 'a visitor, Sandy
Michael from the Xi Gamma
Theta Chaper in Valparaiso,
Ind.
Members shared stories of
their vacations, and auctioned off mementoes from
past vacations as a fund
raising project. The items
were wrapped so the bidding
was done "sight unseen."
Several
names
were
submitted • for Rush and
plans were made for the fall
social calendar.

't

Members of the Murray
Unit of the National Hairdressers
attended
a
workshop held- Monday, Aug.
28, at the Holiday Inn,
Mayfield.
The latest hairstyles for
fall and winter were shown
and demonstrated at the
meeting.
regular
At
the
last
meeting held at Leta's
Beauty Salon, plans for the
National
of
observance
Beauty Salon Week, Oct. 814, were made.
Dr. Charles Boulton and
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Yoak
spote on "Tax Shelters and
Fan.ily
Trust" at the
meetng held at Judy and
Sheri's Beauty Salon.
Officers of the local unit
are Debbie
N. Griffin,
president; Tina Olson, vicepresident; Wanda Brown,
secretary;
Carol
Hill,
Curd,
treasurer; Judy
Dalton,
historian;
Kay
publicity.

•
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Organization of Girl Scout
Troops was held at East
Elementary School and at
North
Elementary
on
Monday, Sept: '
On Monday, Sept. 18,
organization of Girl Scout
Troops will be held at
Robertson Elementary and
Southwest Elementary.

Murray Chapter No. 853 of
the National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
was represented at the 15th
biennial convention of the
NARFE held Sept. 3-7 at
New Orleans, La.
Over
1500
delegates
representing chapters- in 49
states were in attendance.
State Federation President
Joe Clark of Henderson
headed
the
Kentucky
delegation.
Attending
from
the
Murray chapter were Mr.
and Mrs. C. 0. Bondurant,
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Morris,
and Mr. and Mrs. R. H.
Douglas.
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Wheels Is Planned

Storewide
Includes All Aigner, Rorsheim
and Buster Brown Shoes
OPEN:Fri. Night till8:00P.M.
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Genuine leather
counterpockets

Quality Features of otrideRite Shoea
Continuous research
for improved materials

f dyous insoles
to absorb Moisture,
mildew resistant

-Heel Counter is tern, for
a snug gnp that stabilizes
the foot and prevents
heel shppag•

felt padded
tongues

Leather Upper conforms
to the foot, and because
leather is naturally porous
allows the foot to "breathe
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rust resistant plated buckles and eyelets
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PTA Campaign On
A campaign on wheels will
be conducted by the First
District Parent and Teachers
Association.
Officers and chairmen of
First District and the State
PTA will conduct interviews
and distribute literature on
19Cal, district, stage and
'national PTA.in the following
cities:
September 15, Paducah,
Krogers, 6 to 9 p.m.
September 16, Paducah
Mall, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
'September 23, Fulton,
Wallmart, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
September 29, Mayfield,
Liberty Bank,4:30 to 7:30 p.m.
September 30, Murray,
Roses, 1,1 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Wednesd
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Sizes 2-20
Suits

Girls
Sizes 1-14

9 •

Mr. and Mrs. Euel L. Kimbro

tonite's movies
2 Big Weeks

Local Persons
Attend Meet
Alpha Delta
The
Xi
Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phre New Orleans
met to kick off the 1978
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THE BUDDY a,
HOLLY STORY

Murray Assembly No. 19 ficers to be held on Sunday,
Order of the Rainbow for Sept, 17, at two p.m. at the
Girls met Tuesday, Sept. 5, lodge hall. This will be open
at seven p.m. at the lodge to the public.
Members present were
hall.
Vickey
Lasater,
Lana
Vickey Weatheford, worthy
Thweatt,
advisor,
and
Barbara Weatherford, Angie
Trisha
Thorn,
Windsor, mother advisor, Clarissa
Clark, Michelle Cook, and
presided at the meeting.
An initiation was held with Lee Ellen Stacey.
the degrees of the order , Adults present were Henry
being conferred upon Lee Sledd, E. K. Stacey, Sue
Thweatt, Barbara Windsor,
Ellen Stacey.
Plans were announced for and Marilyn Weatherford.
The next regular meeting
the installation of new ofTuesday,
scheduled
is
Sept.19.

Meets At Center

•
•••
•.-•••• •

1006 aseatnut

BRTITON GIRL
Mr and Mrs. Stephen
Britton of Mayfield announce
the birth of a baby girl,
Adrienne Nicole, born on
Saturday, Aug. 26.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. William Britton of
Mayfield, formerly
of
Murray, and Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmie
Crawford
of
Mayfield. A great grandmother is Mrs. Robert
Sears, Sr., of Paducah.

Xi Alpha Delta

BELCHER GUEST
Roy
C. Edwards
of
Louisville has been the
recent guest of Mr. and Mrs.
James Belcher of Almo.

He Ant Makitow been the Grizate91

Murray Rainbow For Girls
Hold Initiation At Meet

Celebration Sunday

S
t

((Mon duck vamp linings
for thaw retention
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"tot resistant Dacron thread%
on sole stitching
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Wedding Planned
Wednesday, September 13
Mini-concerts
by
Kay
Bates, voice and Judyth
Lippmann, piano, will be at
4:45 p.m. and at 5:30 p.m.
at the Murray Woman's
Club House, and by MSU
Jazz Combo with Jamie
Aebersold
as
guest
saxophone artist at 7:30 p.m.
in Stewart Stadium parking
lot east, sponsbred by
Murray
Civic
Music
Association.

Wednesday, September 13
Murray Woman's Club will
hold its general meeting in
the form of an open house
and tea from 4:30 to six
P.m.
Murray
Area
Council
International
Reading
Association will meet at four
p.m. in Room 341, Spcial
Education Building, Murray
State.

Circles of First United
Murray Bass Club will Methodist Church Women
meet
as
follows:
meet at Triangle Inn at 6:30 will
Wesleyan with Mrs. Nate
p.m.
Beal at 6:30 p.m.; Hannah
Eckankar will meet at the with Mrs. Peter Whaley and
Community Room of the Ruth Wilson with Mrs.
Federal Savings and Loan, Haron West at 7:30 p.m.
Seventh and Main Streets. The
talk on the path of total
Thursday, September 14
Elm Grove Baptist Church
awareness, will begin at seven
p.m. There is no admission fee Women will meet at the
and everyone is welcome. For home of Mrs. Tennessee
Outland at 1:30 p.m. for the
information call 7594878.
week of prayer program.
Wednesday, September 13
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Baptist Young Women of
week of prayer speaker will Memorial Church will have
be Rev. George Gray at 7:30. a taco supper at six p.m.
followed by the meeting.
p.m. at the church.

akdk Ak/kWh
the
m
Fere Mr.
andurant,
Morris,
1. R. H.

Now Showing
At
Calloway County Library

viverisolv

www

oilo4d4e ej Titaociasuitt
Needleart Shop
Fox Meadows, S. 16th St., Murray, Ky.

I,•Brunswick Millend Yarn - $2.10 per
pound bag
v- New Novelty Yarns
v- New Shipment of imported pointed
canvases-museum copies
Brunswick yarn - wool or orlon-sport
weight & 4 ply.
,
A •'Stamped quilt tops & tablecloths
froStudio. knitting machine 8 yarn
lesson series free
ko Custom Knitting 8 Monogramming
v- 15% discount on all needlework to
senior citizens.
See needlework display by Eva Henley
at Calloway Co. Library during Sept

OUR YEAR ENDS WITH

SPECIAL PRICES

Thursday, September 14
Welcome Wagon Club will
have a salad supper at 6:30
p.m. followed by a style
show by Mademoiselle Shop
at the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank. This is open
to all newcomers.
Middle School
Murray
Parent-Teacher Organization
will meet at seven p.m. at
the school for open house in
and
school rooms
the
the
in
refreshments
cafeteria.

Open Hopse Held
AtHistoric Mansion

Friday, September 15
Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club will have its monthly
campout at Piney Campground, Land Between the
Lakes, with Hugh and
LaRue Wallace as wagonmasters. A business meeting
will be on Friday evening
and a sandwich potluck
supper on Saturday evening,
along with other activities of
the Campers Fair.

Land Between the Lakes
activities
include
will
North
Pleasant
Grove Campers Fair at Piney
Cumberland
Presbyterian Campground through SunChurch Women will meet at day,
moonlight
and
the home of Dorothy Dean discovery walk at Center
Cochran at seven p.m.
Station at eight p.m.
Independence
United
Methodist Church Women
will meet at seven p.m. at
the church.
Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center. A potluck
luncheon will be served at
noon and each is to bring a
covered dish.

State
Annual
Murray
Farm and Land Appraisal
Day will start at one p.m. at
the West Kentucky Livestock
Show and Exposition Center,
sponsored by Murray State
and Murray-Calloway Board
of Realtors. This is open to
all licensees and free of
charge.

Miss Donna Hughes
and Teddy Glen Futrell

By Estelle Spleeland
Sept. 5, 1978
Open house at a historic
old mansion made of handmade bricks, located near
Lakeway
Shores,
made
Sunday before Labor Day a
memory day for many.
Some remember this old
two story house with its
fireplaces downstairs and
upstairs, as the Peter
Hamlin home. Those of my
generation
who
trudged
barefoot in the dusty road to
one room McCuiston School
by this place daily knew it
as the -Uncle Pink and Aunt
Doll
McCuiston"
home
where had lived the parents
and their seven children—
Emma
Hamlin,
Kate
Ellison,
Lena
McClure,
grandmothers of the local
Kings Sons, Ada McNutt,
Julie, Ervan, and Toy
McCuiston—all deceased now.
In the days when teachers
and students visited each
other, I spent the night with
a teacher who boarded at
this house. I wonder if that
bedroom is still as huge as
it appeared then, and if
there are still narrow steps
leading to a cellar, then
upward to a tiny attic..
A new house, fresh without
memories, is almost finished
in New Concord; -and we
welcome Mr. and 'Mrs. 'Joe
Pat Robertson in.
I was glad that I watched
Jerry
Lewis'
Muscular
Dystrophy Telethon the night
before Labor Day.
Sometimes after turning
off television in disgust
because of so much violence
shown, I have wondered if

as in Genesis 19-24 the Lord
might rain fire and brimstone down.
But after seeing such
evidences of compassion
during this telethon, and in
many other instances, my
faith and humanity has been
renewed. The world is not
all bad.
Good Shepherd Church
was glad to have back Mr.
and Mrs. Quillus Knight,
greeter and organist, after
they had been on a well
deserved tour to Canada and
other places recently with a
bus of Senior Citizens.
Passersby should
take
notice of a beautiful new
church, Eastwood, which
will soon be completed on a
shaded hill on Cadiz Road
near the Vinson Tractor
Company
just
of
out
Murray. We need lighthouses
along the highways, as well
as on the byways.

Mrs. Glenda Hughes of Murray and Brent Hughes of
Shower for Ronnie Beane
Nashville, Tenn„ announce the engagement and apfamily who lost home and
Grove 6126
WOW
proaching marriage of their only daughter, Donna, to
Luke 15-10 says "I say
contents by fire will be held
scheduled
to
meet
Teddy Glen Futrell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl T. Futrell
unto you there is joy in the
at the Ronnie Beane tool
Triangle at six p.m.
of Murray.
presence of the angels over
shed on Beech Grove Road •
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Mildred
one sinner that repenteth,"
Ellis Center will be open at 7:30 p.m.
Scarbrough and the late Clyde M. Scarbrough of Hazel
so there is work for all
from ten a.m. to three p.m.
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Luther Hughes. She is a 1977
churches and individuals.
for activities by the Murray
graduate of Murray High School and is presently emSenior Citizens with devotion
ployed at Minnens.
at 10:05 a.m., Ann Russell of
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Eula Mae
Peoples Bank to speak on
Garland and Mrs. Dorothy Orten of Murray. He is a 1977
Direct Deposit at 10:30 a.m.,
graduate of Calloway County High School and is
GUILLORY BOY
lunch at noon, and table
presently employed by his father at Earl's Used Cars.
DIUGUID GUESTS
and
Mr.
Chet
Mrs.
games at one p.m.
The vows will be solemnized. on Friday, Sept. 22, at
Mrs. David
and
Dr.
Guillory, 1720 A. Highland
seven p.m. at the West Fork Baptist Church, Mayfield
children, Matand
McKee
Way,
Green,
Bowling
are
the Highway
Mini-concerts
MSU
by
121, west of Stella. A reception will follow at the
Mandy,
of
and
thew
Student Brass Quintet will parents of a baby boy, church.
Nancy
Miss
Lexington,
and
Joseph
weighing
Alan;
seven
Benton-Marshall
at
be
Only out of town invitations will be sent and all friends
Diuguid of Memphis, Tenn.,
15'2
ounces, and relatives are
County Public Library and pounds
invited to attend the wedding and the
were the weekend guests of
measuring
20 inches, born reception.
by MSU String Quartet at
parents, Mr. and Mrs
their
Calloway
County
Public on Wednesday, Sept. 6, at
Diuguid, and other
James
8:10
a.m. at the City and
Library, both at 7:30 p.m.,
relatives.
sponsored by Murray Civic County Hospital in Bowling
Green.
Music Association.
rid 1011111101111101111111itl 110d WIN VW VW 1111111111111111110MI in/ 104111111101t.
They have one daughter,
Men's Stag
Night is Anne Katherine, age 2.2.
3
Grandparents are Mrs.
I.
scheduled
Murray
at
a
al
Country Club with Joe Aulie Guillory of Eunice,
a
La., and the late Mr.
Reirroat as chairman.
Plans have been completed Wanda Tucker as her matron
Guillory, and Mr. and Mrs.
Join now or start your membership later
.Edward E. Fitts, Route One, by Miss Cresti Bucy and of honor. Bridesmaids will be 3
31
Dianna
Miss
Harrison,
sister
Barry
.Harrison
Friday, September 15
for
their
Puryear, Tenn.
Announcing
a
t,
wedding on Saturday,Sept. 16. of the groom-elect, and Miss a
,
Mini-concert
by
Elmo
a
Smotherman.
Gail
Parents
Miss
of
the
bridal
couple
GILLIHAN GIRL
Reed, guitarist, will be at
C
Mr. and
Mrs. Kerry are Mr. and Mrs. Creston D. Chandra Watkins will keep the
twelve noon at the Bank of
1
Bucy
register.
guest
of
Murray
and
Mr.
and
Gillihan,
Murray downtown lobby,
1015A Mt. Woods,
s
Mi. Harrison has chosen a
sponsored by Murray Civic Beacon
Parkway, Bir- Mrs. James D. Harrison of
a
James Witherington as best a
Fell Membership Specie/
mingham, Ala., announce Kirksey.
Music Association.
Groomsmen
and
man.
ushers
The
vows
will
be exchanged
the birth of a baby girl,
a
a
11
Beth,
born
Shopping
on at six p.m. at the Alrno Church will be Michael Harrison, a
for
Senior Jenny
00
g
1 Year Membership 100,
of Christ with Bro. R. B. brother of the groom-elect, a
a
Citizens will be held and call Saturday, Sept. 9.
a.
a
The mother is the former Barton, minister of the and Paul Ross Jones.
753-0929 by nine a.m. for
a
s
* Terms Available
or
Following the ceremony a a
morning shopping and by Pam
Clark.
Maternal church, officiating.
Offer
the
held
reception
will
Miss
Good
at
be
Bucy
through
:
I
has
September
chosen
Mrs.
15
1 1:30 a.m. for afternoon grandparents are Mr. and
a
Holiday Inn, Murray, with a
c
Mrs. Billy Clark of Benton.
shopping.
MondayOpen Md
aa
c
Miss Gena Cleaver, Miss Ann a
a
9a.m.-Z-30p.m.
c
Tutt, Mrs. Donna Starks, and s
a
a
'
Mrs. Marilyn Starks serving 11
a
a
a
the guests.
a
a
a
RILEY BOY
Call 753-688
All friends and relatives of a
Mr. and
Mrs. Larry the bridal couple are invited to :
a
Wayne Riley of Kirksey attend the wedding and the a'
30P A RA 101AN anPA an aii Afii PR WIAPI an OM PA an PM OM fig
Route One announce the reception.
birth of a baby boy, Hagen
Wayne, born on Wednesday,.
Aug. 30, at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
They have one daughter,
Jill, age eleven.
Grandparents are Mr. and
"For A Cut Above The Rest"
Mrs. Rudy Riley of Kirksey
Route One, Mrs. Harley
Groves of Brookport, Ill.,
and Robert Larimer of
Benton. Great grandparents
By Appointment
are Mr. and Mrs Edd Austin
of Benton.

:

d

Big Week!
United,

The
Figure Salon

11

:

HEAD QUARTERS
753-2266

The

Shoe Shack
the

fl Solution
40%
-60%
To Your Shrinking
Dollars!

September 30th is the end
of our fiscal year. We have
on abundance of stock and
we invite you to come in
and see our special prices!

The Shoe Shack

40%40%

ffers You
Savings on the Largest
Selection of

Nationally Advertised Children's Shoes
in the area

Open Friday evening until 8:30 451 South Sixteenth.Street Paducah, Ky.

..
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Agree-Or Not

Looking Back

Hs S.C. an Cunt,'

10 Years Ago

McConnell's
Bombshell

Marine Pvt. Michael L. Pierce was
graduated from eight weeks of recruit
training at the Marine Corps Recruit
Depot at San Diego, Calif.
The Rev. Charles H. Moffett will be
installed as pastor of the First
Presbyterian Church on Sept. 15. He
moved here from St. Paul, Minn.
Yards at the homes of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward L. Hendon, Mr. and Mrs
Dwight W. Crisp, Mr. and Mrs. Act
McReynolds, and Mr. and Mrs. Carnie
Acinrus were named as September
Yards of the Month by the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
The Kirksey Women's Softball team,
1968 Invitational Tournament Champions, were honored at a dinner at
Triangle Inn. Lee Rogers was coach
and the team was sponsored by WardElkins of Murray.
Births reported include a girl, Ginger
Gayle, to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dale
Graham on Sept. 7.

deputy finance commissioner during
FRANKFORT — Jefferson County
Gov. Louie B. Nunn's administration.
Judge Mitch McConnell dropped a
Governor Nunn has not taken his
bombshell of sorts into the political
name out of contention to try to become
news last week when he said he would
the fifth governor to be elected two
be a willing candidate for the
times to the office.
Republican nomination for governor
In my opinion, McConnell said a No
next year.
No when he said he didn't want a tough
McConnell had said earlier that he
primary.
expected to fulfill his obligation to serve
For too many years Republicans
a full four-year term as county judge,
have wanted to dodge a primary, and
but he is having second thoughts,
the result has been that the Democrats
saying he might be able to do more for
won in the fall because the Republican
of
people
the
County
and
Jefferson
was unknown without a primary.
Kentucky by becoming governor in
The Democrat primary, always a
1979.
in Kentucky, has served to
donnybrook
This was the first major news story
acquaint the voters with the candidates
weeks
several
in
for the Republicans
and the electorate thought the race was
since the Democrats have been
over in May and didn't vote for the
grabbing the spotlight with -parties for
Republicans in November.
Terry
candidate
unannounced
Republicans have some high hopes
which
McBrayer, a birthday party, in
next year, considering the present
for
he received a campaign check for
of Democratic party affairs in
state
$220,000, and a party for U. S. Senator
A meeting was held Sept. 11 in the
now. The former head of the
Kentucky
Walter Dee Huddleston that got little
office
of County Judge Waylon Rayburn
the
investigaton,
under
is
party
notice in print.
concerning the possibilities of obtaining
Copley News Service
Louisville 14yor has
Democrat
Only two prospective Republican
an* airport for Murray and Calloway
problems and President Jimmy CarR. I. P.
candidates for governor have anCounty. It was brought out that Murray
popularity is at a very low ebb.
ter's
nounced to date, former State Senator
is
the only town in the state that has a
even
with'
The fact remains,
111, ii:a4 land Evans andliobert Nosak
Ray White, of Bowling Green, and State
four year college which does not have
squabbling in Democrat ranks, the
Representative Raymond Overstreet,
an airport.
_Republicans are going to have to get
of Liberty.
William A. Wyckoff, administrator of
news and get a lineup
their
names
in
the
McConnell approached the possibility
a hospital at Glasgow, spoke on
of candidates for next year's primary.
that he may become a candidate with
"Employer-Employee Relations" at
McConnell is from the right section of
some qualifications: first that he would
the meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
about 20
the
state.
Jefferson
County
has
get party support and financing without
He was introduced by Bernard Harvey.
per cent of the vote in the state, but the
a rough primary. Both White and
A new gas fired sorghum cooker has
Republicans
must
gather
some
strong
Overstreet vowed to stay in the race
been installed by Kengas Company on
candidates for the minor offices from
regardless of McConnell's entry into
the farm of Preston and Lloyd Boyd for
other sections of the state, namely the
the rate.
use in the making of their "Kentucky
Fifth Congressional District, the
Meanwhile, the Democrats have a
Linda Sorghum."
Republican stronghold in the state.
crowded field seeking the nomination
The Rev. Fred Alexander will be the
Another thing, Gov. Nunn, Fourth
, AUGUSTA, Me. — In a paradox of ''Case is gone and Javits is going," one
Cohen has formidably assets. "Billy evangelist at the revival services at the
for the state's top office. Already anDistrict Congressman Gene Snider and
New
Right
leader
told
us
privately,
ominous import for the Republican
is a smart politician," a top Hathaway Mt. Carmel Methodist Church Sept. 14
nounced are U. Gov. Thelma Stovall,
Fifth District Congressman Tim Lee
oarty, Rep. William Cohen's bid for the referring to long-time liberal
operative
told us,"but more important, to 20.
State Auditor George Atkins, former
Carter are going to have to form a
Senate seat now held by liberal Republican Sens. Clifford Case and
he is a captivating courtier. Women
Louisville Mayor Harvey Sloane, and
Showing at the Murray Drive In
united front for the Republicans.
Democratic Sen. William Hathaway is Jacob K. Javits. Case was defeated by
McBrayer, who has said he will wait
look into his blue eyes and he sweeps Theatre is "The Wings of Eagles"
threatened by a "constitutionalist conservative Jeff Bell in the New
them away."
until after the November election to
starring John Wayne, Dan Dailey, and
conservative" candiditte running as an Jersey senatorial primary; Javits is 74
He has "swept away' maverick
make his formal announcement.
Maureen O'Ohara; and "Big Beat."
independent and backed by the years old and may not run again.
Democratic • Mayor Lilian Caron of
Hovering around the edge to toss their
Thus, when Gahagan formally anNational "New Right" political apLewiston, Maine's
hats into the ring are State Agriculture
Democratic
nounced his candidacy July 4, flanked
paratus.
Commissioner Thomas 0. Harris and
stronghold, who is campaigning for him
by a replicrui the Liberty Bell, the New
Members of the Future Farmers of
there and in the heavily FrancoFirst District Congressman Carroll
The objective: to transfer enough
Right offered immediate political
America in' Calloway County will
American hamlets of the St. John River
Hubbard.
votes from Cohen to 30-year-old Hayes
goodies:
exhibit dairy animals at the Kentucky
valley. William Rogers, former
McBrayer is widely touted as
Gahagan, the Bible-quoting inCampaign indoctrination courses by
State Fair at Louisville this year for the
national commander of the American
Governor Julian Carroll's choice as his
dependent, to guarantee the reelection
the National Conservative Political
first time. They include Frank Hill,
Legion, heads his veterans' committee
siccessor.
of Hathaway, a liberal Democrat, over Action Committee for both Gahagan
Charlie White,Felix Darnell, and Jack
that
strange
-- a pointed rebuttal to New Right
little
a
seems
It
an in impure Republican. That would and his campaign manager; $1,000
Mayfield.
charges
that
Cohen
McBrayer maintains that he is not a
is
soft
on
defense.
wreck the Republican party's most
ontribution from NCPAC plus political
Deaths reported include Prof. Fred
Indeed, the New Right case against
candidate yet, but at the same time he
glittering prospect for defeating in 'services"; $1,000 from the Committee
T.
Schultz, Sr., age 59, Hardin R.
Cohen
is
spotty.
He
has registered fund-raising committees
Opposed
the
incumbent Democratic senator.
for the Survival of a Free Congress;
Chester, age 80, and Harvey Wilson
Panama Canal treaties (but not early
and had a party last'week in which he
The paradox lies in the fact that $500 from the Coors employees'
accepted the large check for campaign
Smith.
enough to suit the New Right); the
moderate-liberal Cohen is supported by
political action committee; campaign
funds. His party overlapped one in
The Rev. William S. Evans will speak
defense-oriented American Security
the Republican conservative establishscsool for two Gahagan youth volunFrankfort for Huddleston, the same
at
the quarterly conference of the Alino
Council
rates
him
78
percent
(comment, including Ronald Reagan, Rep.
teers, courtesy Young Americans for
evening.
pared to Hathaway's 20 percent) on
Circuit at the Brooks Chapel Methodist
Jack Kemp and Utah's Sen. Orrin
Freedom.
Also on the horizon as a potential
"key" national security issues; he is an
Church on Sept. 18.
Hatch.
Cohen now holds a margin easily
Republican candidate for the guberMiss Sharlyn Emily Reaves,
original sPonsof of the Kemp-Roth tax
Praising Cohen's 'excellent record- comfortable enough to elect him — in a
natorial nomination is Larry Forgy,
reduction bill; he has serious doubts
daughter of the Rev. and Mrs. John W.
as a three-term congressman, Kemp on
two-man race. But Gahagan may peel
about the new SALT treaty.
Reaves of Stratford, Texas, was
Aug. 14 wrote Maine businessmen
off 5 to 10 percent of Cohen's vote —
The New Right's nightmare is not
married to John Mack Carter, son of
urging -strong support" for Cohen. possibly enough to reelect Hathaway.
Cohen's record but the spectre of a
Mr. and Mrs. W. Z. Carter of Murray,
Reagan personally endorsed Cohen
This would have been laughable four
on Aug. 30 at the Christian Church,
formidable moderate Republican in the
here Feb. 9.
years ago That was before James B.
Senate who is convinced that there
Stratford.
Reagan,went further. He telephoned Langley, running as a conservative
must be room for diversity in the
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Taylor of
Cyril Jolr, a conservative who ran independent, stunned this state by
Republican party — a conviction that
Washington, D. C., are the guests of her
Reagan's 1976 presidential campaign
getting elected governor. Langley, who
elected Republican officeholders
mother, Mrs. Lottie Diuguid and
Heartline is a service for senior
1. For service-connected disabilities here and resigned as Republican is not running for reelection, is neutral
overwhelmingly share.
family.
national committeeman to work for in the enate contest, but his precedentcitizens. Its purpose is to answer
or adjunct conditions.
questions and solve problems — fast. If
MARIA BRADEN
2. For disabilities for which Gahagan, in a vain effort to dissuade setting 1974 victory, coupled with his
Com monwealth Consumer By
you have a question or a problem not
hospitalization has been authorized, or Joly from breaking with his party and extraordinarily high popularity today,
Associated Press Writer
answered in these columns, write
disabilities associated with and Bill Cohen. Joly and state Rep. Walter has set an enticing example: Maine's
Hichens are the only regular notoriusly unstructured voters are
West
Street,
Heartline. 114 East Dayton
aggravating the condition for which
Republicans backing Gahagan.
disillusioned with politics-as-usual;
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
hospitalization was authorized.
At 38, Cohen is one of the bright, Gahagan's simplistic pledge for drastic
receive a prompt reply, but you must
3. As part of domiciliary care when
young stars in the beleaguered reduction of federal spendingtend ininclude.a stamped, self-addressed
necessary.
Republican
party. But he is far from terference in' state affairs and against
envelope. The most useful replies will
4. For any disability of veterans who
be printed in this column.
are 80 percent or 'more disabled toeing the line of ideological purity what he calls "the film-flam" of
HEARTLINE: I am a senior citizen. I
service-connected demanded by the New Right, which traditional politics could have some
of
because
wants to bar him from the Senate in the impact on independent-mined Downhave read in the newspaper that there
effort
to mold the party to orthodoxy. Easters.
are various organizations to aid senior
receives more complaints — at least
5. When in receipt of special monthly
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
By CHET CURRIER
citizens, yet I don't know where I can
incr-eased
pension
twice as many — about auto repair as
or
compensation
Kentucky Consumer Advisory Council
AP Business Writer
find out about them. Do you know if
about any other repair service.
based on the need for regular aid and
will hold a public hearing Sept. 20 in
there is anyplace I can get this inpermanently
The council scheduled the hearing
attendance, or for being
Louisville to determine whether
formation' — R.G
next week to get an idea of whether
housebound.
legislation is needed to regulate the
Aid for senior citizens who need inthere is actually a need for new
HEARTLINE: I am going to be
automobile repair industry.
formation about organizations, elute
legislation in the auto repair area, and
retiring from my Civil Service job with
A bill has been drafted for the 1980
and programs for their special benefit the government in July of 1979. At the
if so, whether it should be more or less
General Assembly which would entitle
is now available. In the yellow pages of
stringent than the proposed draft.
time of my retirement I will have apconsumers to a cost estimate on auto
the Bell System directories there will
proximately six months of unused sick
Miss Owen said if those who testify at
repairs on request.
be an increasing appearance of a
the hearing, make .a good case for
leave. Can I use this time toward my
would
A mechanic or auto repair shop
about the latest data. "But unNW YORK ( AP) — In spite of a
heading entitled "Senior Citizens retirement benefit? — B.C.
stronger legislation, the subsequent
fortunately we can't," they said, "since be prohibited from charging more than
sharp improvement lately in governService Organization" which aims to
draft could end up being a stronger bill
Yes, this can be done. When the
the slowdown was due largely to $25 over that estimate without perment figures on the pace of wholesale
provide the names and telephone employee retires on an immediate
Previous efforts to regulate auto
declining food prices. With the ex- mission.
and consumer prices, few economic
numbers of senior citizens' service
repair in Kentucky have failed, inannuity or dies, the time represented by
The provision is aimed at alleviating
ception of the year-long slide in coffee
observers are scheduling any victory
centers, clubs, houses and apartments, the accumulated unused sick leave to
cluding a bill in 1972 to IiCense
prices, most of these declines should the problem of overcharging for
parties in the battle against inflation.
luncheon clubs, medical consultants, the employee's credit is added to the
mechanics.
repairs, a major source of consumer
prove shortlived.
"The recent slowing in the rate of
Salvation Army residences, and
employee's actual service used in
Even if the pioposed disclosure
"Even if food prices show only complaints.
inflation over the summer months has
daytime centers. Under the heading computing annuity. An immediate
legislation were to pass the next
In addition, the proposed legislation
moderate gains for the remainder Of
been more apparent than real,"
"Government-United States" the
annuity is one which begins no later
General Assembly, consumers must
analysts at Merrill Lynch Government
this year — a big 'if' in our estimation would require a mechanic to show a
location of the local Social Security
than one month after separation from
remember that it would place the
-- there is little doubt they'll be ac- customer who requested it any worn or
Securities Inc. observed in this week's
office is provided as well as listings for
the service. This includes annuity to an
burden on them to ask for an estimate,
faulty parts he has had to replace. That
celerating again early next year."
bulletin to clients.
the Office of Health, Education and
employee who retires optionally, or
authorize cost overruns, and demand
Merrill Lynch Government Securities provision is designed to prevent unThe rise of the consumer price Index,
Welfare. Useful agencies may also be
who retires for age, disability or due to
an itemized breakdown of costs.
pointed
out that, in contrast to food necessary repairs and replacements.
been
running
at
which
had
close
to
a
10
found under the heading "Governmentinvoluntarily
separated
from
the
being
A customer also would be entitled to
Items, prices for industrial compercent annual rate for most of the
your city" and ''Government-your
service. It does not include annuity to a
an itemized breakdown of costs and
modities are still climbing hard.
year, slowed to a 6 percent annual rate
state." Under Social Service separated employee who is entitled to
Kirray Ledger & Times
"The rate of increase in the industrial labor under the proposed bill.
In July.
Organizations there are often useful deferred retirement at a future date.
sign
The
legislation
would
require
a
component of .the producers' price
And in August the producer price
listings of foundations for specific
The unused sick pay can only be used
Publisher
Walter I. Apperson
Editor
H ;ene Met'utcheon
Index, one of the Labor Department's
Index has increased to an annual rate of to be placed in each repair shop, adcliseases. Community Service Societies, in figuring the total number of years
The Murray ledger 1. Tunes is published
vising
customers
of
their
rights.
measures of wholesale prices, dropped
8 percent over the last six months,
Meals-on-Wheels, and senior citizens' and months of service used in, comevery afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christ
The estimate and disclosure
max Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
compared to a 6 percent rate in the last
at a 1.2 percent yearly rate, raising
service programs. Listings in the senior
puting the amount of annuity or surMurray Newspapers. Inc 103 N 4th St.
requirements
would
be
effective
only
said.
further
letup
the
firm
in
months
of
1977,"
pages
are
for
a
six
yellow
hopes
the
section
of
pressures
on
,ratizesui'
viving annuity It cannot be used in
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
for
jobs
costing
$50
or
more.
MurrwKy,
42071
"Similarly, the services, and comretail prices.
reported to be increasing year by year figuring the high average pay and
SU
RIPT1ON RATES la areas served by
The
Kentucky
Automobile
Dealers
components,
than
food
private
analysts
modities
other
senior
But
as
were
the
awareness
of
quick to
as the public
cannot be counted towards the
rartie $210 per month, payable in advance
By mail in Calloway County and to Renton, 145?'
of the CPI have accelerated to an Association has opposed the idea,
point out, the dropoff in both these
citizens' needs increases.
rhinimurn length of service necessary
din,Mayfield, Sedalia and leaninnetori KY • and
law
saying
a
new
is
not
needed
because
this
year
yardsticks
annual
rate
almost
5
percent
inflation
stemmed
husband
is
a
HEARTLINE: My
primarily
to retire.
Parts, Buchanan and Puryear. Th. $1910 Per
year. By mail to other destinations, $5500 per
from a rate just over 3 percent in the most dealers already do what the bill
from a decline in food prices, which are
' veteran of World War II. Can you tell
year
requires as a matter Of course. .
notoriously volatile.
last half of 1977."
me what the requirements are for a
1442triber
Vilocinird Press. Kentucky Pre4A
In
the
past,
the
association
has
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
And, while that might be potential
The Federal Reserve Board,
veteran to be eligible' for prosthetic
Association
likewise, has indicated its continuing bucked attempts to pass similar
good news for supermarket shoppers
appliances? — J.B.
The naaoctated Press is exclusively entitled to
republish local news oriated by The Murray
suffering from checkout-line trauma, it
concern over the inflation outlook by leAation, saying it singles out th4
To be eligible, a veteran must meet
Sinners above all men? 1 tell tkee,
1
/After Ii Times as wadies all other AP news
tightening credit further in recent days automobile repair industry unfairly.
also suggests to the experts that
the basic requirements for out-patient Nay. — Luke 13:2-3.
TF:1 ,F:PHONE NU"4lirRS
However, Jean Owen, consumer
Rumness(*fa,e
753-107e
whatever break occurs in the inin its effort to slow the growth of the
Suffering is not always due to sins of
medical treatment, or be receiving
753-1916
lassified
Advertising
education specialist for the Kentucky
flationary spiral might be brief.
money supply.
hospital or domiciliary care; and be in our own, nor those of others The
Retail(Display) Advertising
753-1919
General's
'Attorney
consumer
753-1916
Circulation
-+++
Economists at New York's Cftibank
need of a prosthetic appliance for at vagarities of Nature show no respect
753-1912
New.
and Sports Dept
protection division, said her office
John Conniff is oa vacation
said they would like to be enthusiastic
for persons
least one of the following:

20 Years Ago

Inside Report

New Right vs Cohen

AF1F

30 Years Ago

hEARTIIN

2

Hearing On
Auto Repairs

Business Mirror

Figures Improving
But NoParties Set

Bible Thought
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STITCHING A HALFSOLE — Jones sews a halfsole on a shoe on this machine, a stitcher.
Mrs. Jones says that halfsoling is a large part of their business.
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LOCKING UP — Mr. and Mrs. Clayborne Jones lock the
door of Lucas Shoe Shop at the end of another day; just as
they have for the 43 years they have owned the shop.

Debbie N.Lee

SEWING A BELT — Mrs. Jones repairs the stitching on a belt. In
addition to sewing the uppers of shoes and other leather
goods,she also receives the work to be done.

After 55 Years Jones Still Enjoys Work
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In an age when changing jobs or
occupations is commonplace, it's
unusual to hear of a man who has been
in the same job with the same firm for
55 years. Yet Clayborne Jones is such a
man.
One can walk into Lucas Shoe Repair
Shop almost anytime and hear Jones
singing in the back. And it appears that
he has been happy and singing during
his working day for the past 55 years.
Jones began working for William L.
Lucas, the owner, in 1923 and bought
the firm at Lucas' death in 1935, Lucas
Shoe Shop was opened on East Main in
1891 and two years later was moved to
North Fifth, next to the First Christian
Church. The shop was moved across the
street to its present location at 100
North Fifth in 1940.
The son of a missionary to Brazil,
Jones was born Nov. 18, 1900, between
Bardwell and Columbus in Carlisle
County. He moved to Murray when he
was 15 and -later married the former
Mary Lucas, who died in 1929. They had
two sons -- Bob of Torrance, Calif., a
foreman at an airplane factory, and
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Jack, minister of the Locust Grove
Baptist Church in Murray. In 1931, he
married the former Mildred Hall of
Princeton, and they have three children
—JIM,an architect in Cincinnati, Mrs.
Roy (Louise) Weatherly of Murray,
homemaker and guidance counselor,
and Mrs. Gerald (Betty) Spegal of
Cincinnati, homemaker and part-time
teacher. The Jones, residents of 3.512
Johnson Blvd., have 12 grandchildren.
Mrs. Jones, who has worked at the
shop for the past 34 years of its 87-year
history, greets each customer with a
smile and sometimes,an amusing story
about one of their grandchildren. She
says that the majority of their work is
halfsoles and heels.
Jones' hobbies include yard work,
and Mrs. Jones enjoys reading and
sewing. Both have taught Sunday
School classes at the First Baptist
Church for many years, he for 45 yeses
and she for 34.
Jones' attitude toward his work is
best expressed by his comment, "I
must enjoy my work. I've been at it 55 years."

HAMMERING A HEEL — Jones hammers a new heel on a boot. The
boot is placed on a last during this procedure.
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A FAMILIAR SIGHT — A familiar sight to customers of the shop is lones, through the window,
working in the back of the shop and Mrs. Jones in front sorting and sacking shoes.

753-191,
753-1914
753-1919
753-1919
753-19111
s

GRINDING A HEEL — Jones grinds down the side of a heel on a
grinder. After thilf.Lle finishes off the heel by smoothing it on a sanding machine.
„,
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Gov. Carroll Slates
October AsAs Clean-Up,
Beautification Month
Gov. Julian Carroll has
designated October 16-20 as
Clean-Up Week and the month
of October as Clean-Up and
Beautification and Recycling
Month.
The project is being coordinated by the Kentucky
Association of Distributive
education Clubs of American
iDECA and the Department
for Natural Resources and
environmental Protection.
DECA is a vocational
program that provides work
and study experience in
merchandising, marketing.
management and service
orations in many of the
.state's high scbools and
community college.
The
awards
Governor
;1,000 annually from his
contingency fund to the
outstanding
environmental
tmprovement
projects
Conducted by DECA chapters. The award usually goes
toward future improvement
projects.
Beautification Program in the
of.. Hazardous
Division
and
Materials
Waste
Management are urging all
Kentuckians to participate in
a statewide effort to improve
the state's aesthetic environment. The division is
providing
to
materials
educate interested groups on
the process of recycling and
are also providing trash and
litter bags.
Interested groups or individuals should contact the
Land Beautification Program,
of
Hazardous
Division
Waste
and
Materials
Management, Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, Pine
Hill Plaza, US 60, Frankfort,
Ky. 40601 or phone 502 5646716.
OIL SPILLS
NEW YORK (AP) —
Coast guard statistics show
that 181,998 gallons of oil
were spilled in New York
harbor and adjacent waters
during the first six months
of 1978.
Officials said this was 3.5
times more oil than was
spilled in the last half of
1977

41,1••

NEW OFFICERS for the Murray Middle School student council were sworn in by last
year's president, Mark Austin (far right). Officers are, from lett: Bill Glavin, treasurer joy
Mina, secretary; Robert Billington, vice-president; and Tim Brown, president. Mrs. Pam
Cartwright is sponsor of the student council.

School Bells Ringing

Motorists Urged To
Watch For Children
School bells are ringing
again. Although the summer
vacation may have seemed all
too short to the children, it was
long enough that they can
forget the daily dangers of
going to and from school.
Motorists, too, may forget the
need to watch for children
traveling to school.
But now it's time for
motorists to get back in the.
habit of slowing down in
school zones and watching for
children traveling between
school and home.
The Insurance Information
Institute points out that
studies show 1,380 American
school children under age 14
were killed in pedestrian
accidents in 1976. The same
National Safety Council study
shows that another 36,000
young school children were
injured. So it is important for
drivers to take the responsibility to follow the traffic
laws designed to protect the

children.
also
must
Drivers
remember Mg,Ichool buses
will be on the road once again.
Buses are often a source of
confusion to motorists. Many
are not sure when to stop for
the buses.
The Institute points out that
buses' red flashing lights or
large red "stop" sign always
signal that motorists are
required to stop. Drivers must
stop whether they are approaching the bus from the
front or the rear.
The bus driver uses the
lights and stop sign when the
children are getting on or off
the bus. Law requires that
motorists stop for the bus so
that the children can make it
safely across the road.
Remember, the children are
assuming the motorists will
obey that law so they run
across the road as a matter of
habit. The motorist who
disregards the signal to stop is

MURRAY MIDDLE SCHOOL student council representatives were installed at an assembly program recently. Mark
Austin, freshman at Murray High School and President of last year's middle school student council presided at the
installation. First row (from left); Steve Malone, Heather Doyle, Greer Houston, Lee Ellen Estes, Lila Umar, Lisa
Howard, Mark West, Richard Jones, Joey Reyoat. Second row Claire Bell, Ross-Bolen, Jon Purdom, Scott Vaughn,
Bill Glavin, joy Hina, Robert Billington, Tim Brown, Mark Austin. Third row: Buddy Simmons, jimmy West, David
Whitten Debbie Roos, Emily Apperson, Gina Brown, Jimmy Kelly, Todd Contri, Caroline Schoenfeldt, Teresa Ford,
Diana Ridley, Donna Rousse, Rebbie Houston. Fourth row: Tommy Wagner, Andy Parks, Dale Dycus, Huong Dinh,
Eric Schmaltz.

Happy

endangering a child's life.
The Institute also recommends these safety tips for
motorists to follow throughout
the year:
— Stay alert while driving.
not only in school zones, but
throughout the city.

25th
Anniversary

— Don't assume children
have seen your vehicle — even
though they may be looking in
your direction.
— Watch' for kids behind
parked cars. Young children
are small so they often cannot
be seen behind cars and other
obstacles blocking the view
— Whenpassing children or
bicycles, give them plenty of
room; don't crowd them inV
the curb.
— Keep in mind that some
crosswalks may be visible to
children, but too faded to see
from within a car. Watch for
and obey crosswalk signs
where a crossing guard may
not be on duty.

"Wiggins

Furniture"
Wishing You
Continued Success
From

Following the installation ceremony, President Tim
Brown presented Principal Bill Outland with a painting
bought from proceeds of fund raising events held by the
council last year.
Photos By Kaye Peebles

Your
Friends

th
A
Mr.& .%!r.s. Wiggins started their furniture business 25 years ago in St. Louis, Missouri. They moved to Murray i 1958 and built a 32'x 80' building to continue titis business.
W'iggin's Fumipre has prospered and grown to a 102'x 247' building and this has all been made possible thanks to their many friends'and customers'patronage Over the
past years. Adjoining W'iggin's Fiirniture is J.P. Nesbitts, which has many types of accessories and wickerfurniture to help further decorate a home.

•
.

Everything In The Store
10%

Off The Already
Discounted Price

If You Haul Your Purchase
You Can Save Up To
5% More.
Financing Up To 36 Months

SALE STARTS
THURSDAY MORNING
Don't Miss
This Sale

.
I

Come On Out
Everybody Will
Receive a Gift!

"INNEN

Register Each Week
For $50.00
To Be Given Away
Each Friday at 6 p.m.
During the Sale
poom

Robert Wiggins

Nall Wiggins

(1WNIAi

OWNER

US 641 North

Jobe Paul Nesbitt
Has Reen,With Wiggins for 7 Years

WIGGINS FURNITURE
Murra K

•

J• Miller
Has Keen With Wiggins For 10 Years

Ph.753-4566
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Prices Good Through
Sunday, Sept. 17th
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3-WAY FLAT LATEX

INTERIOR OR
EXTERIOR PAINT

Designed to sit flat for
arranging plants. Versatile
multi use basket.

4

Warranted fade and stain
resistant. One coat coverage. Dries quickly. Easy water clean-up.

GAL:.
' REG. TO 7.97

BATH ENSEMBLE
BATH TOWEL
HAND TOWEL

82"x36" Serape open
weave
Mal imo-look
tier; in Brown, Gold,
Rust or Green.

2 44
1.77
. 97t

Beautifully finished hardwood tables in five fantastic styles.

FOR
100% polyester, corded white tick
bed pillow. Super value!

TOWELS

2 100
FOR

16"x26" terry kitchen towels. Six prints to choose
from.

Lightweight hassock has
modrid vinyl covering with
Trapunto design in the top.

First quality wash cloth assortment. Buy now and save!

Superior

Flower Bulbs
REDWOOD STAINED

6-FT. PICNIC TABLE
Great looking and
durable picnic table
with 2 bench•s.
Ideal for those Spring ond Summ•r
meals outdoors.

TRUCK & CAMP

MIRROR

Tulips
Daffodils
Crocus
Hyacinths
$266

Head retracts for normal use-extends
for wide loads. Brilliant heavy-duty
chrome head is a full 9/
1
2
" wide.

Increases cool ing system efficiency.

33
REG. 1.57

Duplicates original car color
and dries in minutes.

master charge

Improve your engine's performance
with a new Fram
oil filter.

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Specially designed to provide a safer method
of releasing built-up pressure.14 lb. and 17 lb.

Handsome motorcycle helmets iii
black and white or colors. Various
styles and sizes.

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Phone
753-8777

Equal Opportunity Employer

11.1•55 soneng yOur own,• b,
••••
with INS hilit10y parts server com
MON 661
, Sc. 06116 covers lind
castors Whole or yolk:. Mode/
6102 6106
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Panel Thinks Steward Should
Wait Before Getting Raise
' FRANKFORT, Ky. API
A
legislative
sub9siisnuttee believes Kensenior
racing
's
*teward should wait a little
linger before getting a
Daingerfield's
4t Keene
lary has been raised from
jos.000 to $45.500 per year
*ider a personal service
'eoritraC t
However. the new PerContract
Service
sonal
Reviess Subcommittee of the
Legislative
Research
.Commission asked the 'state
Toeing commission Tuesday
,to delay the raise until 1980.
subcommitteeTrbembers expressed concern
:over the contract because
the salary exceeds the
125,000 per year paid the
governor.
And
some
members felt the move was
In attempt to circumvent
',Slate law which prohibits
iny state employee from
fltitig. paid more than ihe
Overnor.
Beard,
a
.:Clarkson
*okesman for the racing
if
.ommission,
said
Daingerfield had been lured
'away from a similar job in
.9Iew Jersey in 1973 at the
$35.000 salary and has not
received a raise since.

N

4-3 not to formally object to
it.
O'Donoghue retired from
state government six years
ago after reaching the
mandatory retirement age
and was hired by the racing
commission on a personal
service contract.
DFord,
Ed
Sen.
that
said
Cynthiana;
personal
of
regardless
mandatory
on
*lies
retirement, the state„rioes
have such a law for state
employees and he felt the
O'Donoghue
hiring
of
through a personal service
contract was an attempt to
get around that law.
Jones, I3Bob
Rep.
Crestwood, chairman of the
subcommittee, said similar
situations would probably
occur in the future and the
group should take a consistent course of action.

he
Beard
felt
said
67,
Daingerfield,
would
retire instead of continuing
in his job at the same
salary.
The racing commission
does not have to abide by
the subcommittee's request.
If it refuses, the contract
will be reviewed by the
Interim Joint Appropriations
and Revenue Committee.
If that committee also
objects to the contract, it
will be presented to the 1980
Assembly
General
for
the
action
whatever
legislative body wants to
take.
The subcommittee also
expressed
that
concern
another racing commission
contract
Marion
—
to
O'Donoghue as the state
pari-mutuel supervisor —
was an attempt to circumvent state law, but voted

•We Accept Gov't Food Stamps.

"There .may be someone
who is the only persoil
qualified to do a particular
job," said Jones, who later
cast the tiebreaking vote on
O'Donoghue's contract.
Rep. Harold DeMarcus, RStanford, voted against the
contract and said, "We are
defeating the whole purposeof this committee when we
approve a contract that
obviously is only to get
around the law.
"When we object to a
contract, we are publically
criticizing it," • DeMarcus
said. "It is the only way we
cart, get these things out in
the open."
However, Rep. Hank List.
13-Lexington, said he felt the
racing commission would be
aware of the Legislature's
objections and would have a
chance not to renew the
contract next year.

Storey's
GIANT
FOCI
900 On a

40
411

Nabisco
to
Premium Saltine
+6,

Ji

Center
•Bel-Air Shopping
•Limit Rights Reserved

CRACKERS d*
These Items On Display
Only Throughout The Store

: lb.

Pride of Ill

Box

Corn
# On ,45.

40

16 oz

3/89`

Pringles Twin Pock

Potato Chips

Sunflower

88`

It
Friskie's

41

Dog,Food

FLOUR

25 lb

'499

Minute Maid

Crystals

71. PLATE COLLECTORS
'4; NEW YORK (AP) — Some
*,000 visitors are expected
to attend the 1978 World
Plate Collectors Fair in New
York Sept. 23-24, according
to the exhibition's sponsors.
The fair will be held at
the Statler Hilton.

' MAGAZINE BIRTHDAY
NEW YORK I AP)
The
English news magazine, the
Economist, observed
its
135th birthday this month.
The Economist Newspaper
Group is the United States
of the British-based
=
7'

5 Lb.
Bag

3302

Hunts

Catsup

26 or

979

59c

Mayfield YelloW Cream Style

Corn
Qf
aur
COULD IT BE? — Ling-Ling, the National Zoo's fetnale giant panda, munches on stalk
of bamboo at the zoo in Washington, D. C. while her keepers speculate whethet she
TAV at Last be pregnant. The mason for hope is that ling-ling built what could have
been a nest of bamboo stalks on the rocks inside her cage last weekend.

Scot Lad

•

$1*.w
'

Peaches

Tetley

WKAS 25
WKGB 53
WCVN 54
WKZT 23
WKHA 35
WKLE 46
WKMJ 68
WKMA 35

Morehead
Murray Maytieio
Owenton
evise
Somerset

1:00112:00 CEO 'Math iv
THURSDAY, SEPT. 14
Rounding Off Numbers- (R)
'All Times Given Are
1:30/12:30 CEO "Math V:
Eastern Central Times
Percents"(R)
6:3017:30 a.m. KET 1W
2:0011:00 GUTEN TAO IN
SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
DEUTSCHLAND
3:3012:30 p.m. L1LIAS, YOGA
2:30/1130 TEACHING LIFE
AND YOU
SCIENCE IN THE ELEMEN4:0013:00 SESAME STREET TARY SCHOOL
50014:00 MR. ROGERS' 3:00/2:00 JOURNEY INTO
NEIGHBORHOOD
ART Artist Ben Statil's tip for
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COM- the day is stretching canvas
PANY
3:30/2:30 CROCKETT'S VIC6:00/5:00 ZOOM (Captioned)
TORY GARDEN (R)
6:30/5:30 CEO - Math V: 4:0013:00 THE FRENCH CHEF
Percents"
4:30/3:30 ANTIOUES''Pottery.
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL/ Stoneware and the Southern
LEHRER REPORT
Crafts"
7:3018:30 THE DICK CAVETT 3:00/4:00 ALL-STAR SOCCER
SHOW "Henry S. Commager" 6:00/5:00 JAMES MICH6:0017:00 KENTUCKY NOW In
ENER'S WORLD Hawaii
a speck* him about farming. Revisited'.
a Woodford County farmer
7:00/6:00 ONCE UPON A
tries to reconcile and live two __CLASSIC ''What Katy Did"(R)
extremes of farming theory—
71078:30 WILDERNESS "The
the small, respect-for-theOkefenokee Swamp"
laid position of Wendell 8:0017:00 FIRING LINE
Berry and the large-scale, 9:00/8:00 THE LONG SEARCH
equipment and chemicals
This series examines the
position of Earl Butz
world's primary religions and
8:30/7:30 PERSON TO PERtheir role in the 20th century
SON Edward R Murrow interThe first program is "Protesviews George Meany and
tant Sprint U S A.Ethel Waters
100019:00 SHADES OF
9:00/8:00 SHAW ON FILM
GREENE -Two Gentle PeoLeslie Howard is Professor
ple.. Two unhappy middleHenry Higgins and Wendy
aged people meet in a Paris
Hiller is Eliza in George Berpark. Graham Greene's short
nard Shaw's rags-to-richeS
story finds out if it is too late
tale
for a fresh start
11:00/10:00 THE TWO RONFRIDAY,SEPT. 15
NIES
8:3017:30 a.m. KET IN.
SUNDAY, SEPT. 17
SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
31012:30 p.m. LILIAS, YOGA
6:00/7:00 a.m. SESAME
AND YOU
STREET
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
9.001600 MR. ROGERS'
ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD
5:00(4 -00 MR
NEIGHBORHOOD
930/8:30 ZOOM
5:3014.30 ELECTRIC CON
1000/9:00 SESAME STREET
PANY 11:00/10:00 INFINITY FAC6i00/5:00 ZOOM
TORY
6:3015:30 STUDIO SEE The
11:30/10:30 STUDIO SEE
Louisville Slugger baseball
12:00111:00 REBOP
(R)
factory
is
visited
bat
12:30/11:30 BIG BLUE MAR70016:00 THE MACNEIL/
BLE This series will take
LEHRER REPORT
young viewers on interesting
7:3018.30 COMMENT ON
trips around the world
KENTUCKY
100112:00 WASHINGTON
IVO0/7:00 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
WEEK IN REVIEW
1:30112:30 KENTUCKY NOW
8:30/7:30 WALL STREET
A Woodford County farmer is
WEEK
featured Mr9:001L00 THE PALL1SERS
2:0011:00 ONCE UPON A
Glencora is bored and unhapCLASSIC "The Battle .of
py in her loveless marriage
Billy
Pond
Two young
—40,34111140-111811MSTfrai COW,- -frshetemen449114- polh.dsen4snd
This
all
DUCTS
Ravel pro
•
big business) in their favorite
gram features - the National
fishing pond (R)
Orchestra of France
3:00/2:00 THE LOS ANGELES
PHILHARMONIC AT THE
HOLLYWOOD BOWL (R)
SATURDAY, SEPT.16
4.00/3 00 HENRY FORD'S
12.30 pm./l1:30 a.m. NEW
•
AMERICA (Fri
SHAPES. EDUCATION

WKNIR 38
WKMU 21
YVKON 52
WKPi 22WKSO 29

TRANSLATCRS
Augusta
Barbourville
Boston .Butier
Cowan Creek Eoiia
Falmouth
Louisa
Pinevilie
4hitesb.,

Sauce

TEA BAGS

MONDAY, SEPT. 18
8:30/7:30 a.m. KET IN SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
3:3012:30 p.m. MIAS, YOGA
AND YOU
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:0014:00 MR, ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:3014:30 ELECTRIC COM.
PANT
6:0015:00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 REBOP
7:001600 THE MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/8:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW 'John Reed"
8:00/7:00 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "A Connecticut
Yankee in King Arthur's
Court"
9:00/8:00 OPERA THEATER
-Jack A Flash Fantasy" In
4his first rock-opera musical
variety show ever performed
specifically for television,
Gilda Radner plays Jill and
Victor Garber is Jack
1000/9:00 MY KINGDOM FOR
LOVE: ABDICATION The
story of Edward VIII's obsession for Mrs. Wallis Simpson,
the twice-divorced American
for whom he gave up his
Throne

Towels

$ 49

WEDNESDAY,SEPT.20

14' 2 02

69`

ton 2/99`

Kleenex

Facial Tissue

2
64
9
56

8:30/7:30 a.m. KET IN.
SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
3:30/2:30 p.m. MIAS, YOGA
AND YOU
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
50014:00 PAR, ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:3014:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 TEACHING LIFE
SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (R)
7:0018:00 THE MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW "Larry Rivers"
6:00/7:00 ECHOES OF
SILVER The story of H A W
Tabor, Colorado silver
magnate, and his second mar
riage, to Lizzie(Baby Doe) Mc
Court
6:30/7:30 GREAT PERFORMANCES "Live From Lincoln
Center" Zubin Mehta, directs
guest solOist Rudolf Serkin.
The program includes
Wagner's "Rienzi- overture,
Prokollev's "Romeo and
Juliet- excerpts, and
Beethoven's "Emperor" concerto (Two hours)
I0:30/9:30 THRACIAN GOLD
Alexander Scourby narrates
TUESDAyk
SEPT, 19
_
this presentation of ar•
8:30/7:30 a.m. KET IN cheedlogical treasures
SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
_unearthed ..irs the
3:30/2:30 p.m. ITUAS, YOGA- _moonily
People's
Republic
of
AND YOU
Bulgaria
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:0014.00 MR, ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5.30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
800/5:00 ZOOM

56`

Delta

4114
\

5:0014:00 THE LONG SEARCH
6:30(5:30 GED 'Math VI.
Protestant spirit U S.A "(R) Percents 8. Interest6:0015:00 CROCKETT'S VIC7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
TORY GARDEN
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
6:30/5:30 ONCE UPON A
SHOW "Henry Winkler"
CLASSIC -What Katy Did"
6:0017:00 MASTERPIECE
Katy is still confined to bed at
THEATRE "The Mayor of
Christmas
Casterbodge" The Mayor's
7:00/6:00 THE PALLISERS
Glencora is bored and unhapdaughter learns of her
father's ppaL.,4R)
py in her loveless marriage
9:00/8:00' DISTINGUISHED
8:00/7:00 EVENING AT POPS
KENTUCKIAN: ROBERT R.
Dancer Noel Parent' loins Ar.
MARTIN State Senator Martin
thur Fiedler and the Boston
reflects on his career as
Pops Orchestra for tap danc—president of EKU. State Corningond MUMSmissioner of Finance and
9:0018:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE -The Mayor of
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Former Governor
Casterbridge" Donald Farfrae. fired by the Mayor, starts
Bert T Combs Interviews"Dr.
his own company. The
Martin
10:0019:00
Mayor's daughter is stunned
MSTISLAV
ROSTROPOVICH AT THE
by the story of her father's
WHITE HOUSE Cellist
past
Rostropovich performs in the
10:00/9:00 THE FACES OF
first of a series of perfibi•
COMMUNISM "Czechoslovakia'
mances by noted artists

29 oz

Rogu Spaghetti

(AP Laserphotel

TRANSMITTERS
Ashiand
Bowling Green
Covington
Eilzatietntown
Hazard
Lexington -Richmond
Louisville
Madisonville

3/89c

(6 oz

100 ct

3/9

Larsens

3/99'

16 or

100 Ct.
Box

Scotto,
Applesauce
16 or

3/slw

Pure x

Bleach
Home Owned
& Operated
Cabbage
Carrots
Yellow Corn
Red Radishes
Pears
lb59`

2

go)

49`

SAVE50°

1 lb

20 Lb

RED
POTATOES-

BANANAS
00
5996 9
Limit I Per Family

COUPON 09584200

COUPON 09581200

limit 1 Per Family

Limit I Per Family

Maxwell House

Bitty Crocker

Betty Crocker

COUPON

Coffee
- $189
i lb bog

Expires 9 19-78
Good Only It Slorefil

Potato Buds
28o, box

$1

09

Expires 9-19-78
Good Only Al Sleter's

Tuna Helper

COUPON 09584200
Limit 1 Per Family

8 or- box 59
4

12 or 79
4

Expires 9-7978

Expires 9-19 78
6sed Only Al WW1

GoodOnly At Storer'i
•

Limit 1 Per Fo+rly

General Mills

Total

COUPON 0958,41
General mins

.

Trix
16 oa. 9
)
C4
Expires 9 19 /8

Geed lj At Stiffs

COU
Limit 1 Pe

Fleisch

Marg
Pfb qrri

Expires
kid Only I

I Roast Beef
$7.50 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products

With The Purchase Of A
2 Lb. Sirloin Steak
U.S.D.A. Choice

With The Purchase Of
One 1 Lb. Pkg. of Morrell Bacon

Bone In

Morrell Sliced

Fresh Glazed

Donuts
Bread
Cup Cakes

White Butter Topped

Iced

n11111.11111111111111111100000000000000IMOMII*1111.

aer s

Coffee

SAVE $1.00
With The Purchase Of
A 2 Lb. Roasts

With The Pure
One 1 Lh. T-Bo

U.S.D.A. Choi

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

1-BON
STEA

SIRLOINIP
ROAST
69

S1

Lb,

Bryan Boneless
Boston Butt

COUPON

COUPON 09584200'
Limit I Per For1-11/y

Lorna 1 Per Family

General Mills

Morrell

Trix

Bacon

Expires 9 19 78 Good Oily At S1orty's

fib errs
Expires 9- /9-78
ked Only At Storey's

99

Expires 9 19 78

Good Only At Storey's

Expires 9 19-78
lend Only At Storeft

L.lb..pk
Expires 9 19.78
Good enly At Slorer's
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Balanced Beauty That Is
Kentucky In The Fall Season
and it might be his sister also
with books in one arm and a
football or basketball in. the
other. They rush to meet the
Kentucky autumn on rubbersoled feet, welcoming its early
coming and hoping for Indian
summer.
In Frankfort and Lexington,
Owensboro and Louisville,
autumn paves sidewalks with
sun and sometimes with
leaves softened by a slowfalling rain. Swinging skirts
and khaki legs stand in front of
store windows displaying
swinging skirts and khaki and
denim legs. Autumnal warmth
gilds faces and gold-leafs hair
Autum is the sound ot
and bronzes memories.
squirrels cutting on high
ridges, of crows cawing from
The season that colors
hill to hill, of mists making Kentucky
highways
is
foam pockets in the hollows hovering about, ready to use
until mid morning and rising umbered shadows to emagain at night to shape phasize brilliance. Scarlet
pillows, ermine soft and berries are falling from
sparkled with dew.
dogwoods and purple,clusters
When autum knocks at bend pokeberry bushes to the
summer's door, it is a man bround, spilling wine-colored
with fishing-gear, a golf club, ink and flavoring the air with
a brimmed hat to shade his a heady earthiness.
eyes from the brightness - and
In Letcher County minnows
sometimes a hunting gun. It are gold slashes in Kingdom
can be a woman with crisp, Come and in Rowan muskies
rustly skirts with a bit of a flirt are tigers, toothed and wild in
in her eyes, a farm woman in Cave Run and in Green River
her yard enjoying the purple trees cast autumn shadows too
asters and yellow daisies or deep to plumb with anything
gazing at her garden, dry and but goldenrod, ironweed and
brittle where days ago bright coneflowers.
lobed jewels hung on vines and
Be a part of autumn in
tender grapes shared space Kentucky. Ride a rusty trail to
with things low on the ground. walk a dew-drenched path or
Autumn might be a towhead stand on an overlook in Pike
with school books in one hand County and survey the unand a football in the _other • common loveliness of fall.
By Helen Price Stacy
Balanced beauty! That's
Kentucky.
A winter that can be wild as
a mustang and sweet and soft
as a plum blossom. A green
spring laced with golden
music and then a greener
summer with velvet skies. But
a Kentucky autumn!
Down in Fulton and Bowling
Green leaves are edging
themselves with rouge and
eye shadow, while up in
Covington and Ashland they
already are swinging and
dancing in colored and ruffled
splendor.

HAZH. GRADED SCHOOt student body about 1903. They are, left
to right, top row, Grace Caldwell Wilson, Lydia Acree, Eva Thompson
Curd, Lona Perry Overcast, Hortense Paschall Ellis, Eunice Grogan
Grubbs Betty Paschall Taylor, Onie Lamb James, Nola White Lenom,
Henle Lamb, Edgar Underwood, Mae White Holifiekl, Ada King,
Bulah Lamb: second row, Royce Jones, flora White Harmon, Bera
Slay den, Bradie Denham White, Pearl White Pitt, Nettie Jackson, Darwin White. Rip Lamb, HaRet Lamb, Melton Marshall, Turner, tonic
Lamb France, Gertrude White liper, Oakley Jenkins Holly, Errette

U.S.S. Yorktown Group
Seeks Kin Of War Dead
The U.S.S. Yorktown CV-10
Association, organized in
1948, is seeking to locate the
next of kin of the more than
300 men who died while
serving aboard the U.S.S.
Yorktown CV-10, the Navy's
famous "Fighting Lady" of
the Pacific , war, during
World War II and the
Korean and Vietnam wars.
As a result of work done
by
the
association."The
Fighting Lady" has been
presqued for posterity as a
memorial
museum
in
Charleston
Harbor, S.C.,
instead of being turned into
scrap like the majority of
her siste? ships. The ship is
now open daily to the public

under the jurisdiction of a
South Carolina state agency
named
Patriots
Point
Development Arthority.
The association wants to
inform these next of kin that
their relative has been or
shortly will be memorialized
by a bronze plaque and gold
framed
picture
in
the
Srnokey Stover Yorktown
Memorial Theatre located on
the hangar deck.
The
association, which
meets annually, also seeks
to locate the estimated
50,000 former members of
the ship's company and her
air groups who served
aboard her during the years
1943-1970.
A
memorial
service
honoring the Yorktowners
lulled during the wars will
be held Oct. 6-8. Former
President Gerald R. Ford,
who in 1943-44 served in the
same Task Group with the
Yorktown aboard the U.S.S.
Monterey CVL-26, will give a
major address from the
flight deck on Sunday, Oct.
8., and will be a principal
figure in the service during
which a wreath is thrown
into Charleston Harbor.
Since
the ' Navy
and
Defense Departments cannot
supply the Current addresses
, of these next of kin, persons
knowing the whereabouts of
such relatives should write:
James
T.
Bryan, Jr.,
Executive Director, U.S.S.
Yorktown CV-10 Association,
Inc.,
P.O.
Box
201,
Charleston, S.C. 29402.

Severe Injuries
Can Result From
Chain Saw Accidents
FRANKFORT — With the
anticipation of another, severe
winter, the wood cutting
season has arrived. Unfortunately, so has the season
for chain saw-related injuries.
"Chain saws,by their basic
nature, can
be
very
dangerous," said Edsel Moore
of the Kentucky Department
for Human Resources. "Injuries associated with this
product tend to be much more
severe than injuries related to
most
other ' consumer
products."
Severe laceration, amputation, and even death are
potential hazards for persons
using chain saws, as is the
case with most cutting
machines, he added.
Last year in Kentucky there
were 719 chain saw-related
injuries. According to Moore,
manager of the consumer
product safety branch, the
element most common in
chain saw accidents was the
inexperience of operators and
the improper use of the
machines.
Hazardous situations can
occur, he said, when consumers fail to read or observe
the operating instructions. He
listed a few good rules to
follow to help prevent injurielk
i-110io not use a chain saw
in wet weather
(2) Make sure you have
good footing.
(3) Never hold the chain
saw over your head.
(4i Do not use a chain •saw
that is too small for the job.
(51 Always wear goggles or
safety glasses.
(6) Do not modify built-in
. safety features.
(7) Never chain saw alone.
8t Avoid distractions.
(91 Make sure the chain
saw is in good mechanical
condition.
Fatigue is another element
that can lead to accidents,
Moore said. It is very important that the operator be in
good physical condition. An
alert operator is less accident
prone than one who is tired.
Special 'Considerations
should -be taken when -pur,
chasing a chain saw, says
Moore. "The chain saw Should
be the proper size for the work
it will be used for and it is wise
to pay a few dollars more for a
product, with superior safety
features."

Cadet David Sears
Completes Six Weeks
Of ROTC Camp
FORT KNOX, Ky. (AHTNCi Sept. 5 — Cadet David G.
Sears, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Gilbert Sears, Route 5,
Murray, Ky., recently completed six weeks of training in

Jones, Prof. Eunice Grogan; third row, short row, Clay Denham, Hoyt
Denham, Norman Chrisrnan, Grace White Wilcox, Betty Chrisman
Carter, Mary Perry Turnbow, Eddy Lamb Ritter bottom row, Ambie
Stubblefield Craig, fry Rose Marshall, Cecil Chrisman Lamb, George
Jenkins, Dallas Stubblefield, Guy Caldwell, Paul White, George Brazzel Macon Miller, Ruby Caldwell, Vera Swor, Denson Swor, Connie
White, Verna White, Ruby Osbourn Caldwell, Miss Ethyl Robinson,
teacher, William Grogan, and Mrs. Bernice Grogan, teacher. The picture is the property of Mrs. Bradie D. White.

Youths Illegally Sentenced To
County Jail Terms, Group Says
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP)
Kentucky
—
Youth
Advocates Inc., a statewide
citizens' group, says 19
youths have been illegally
sentenced to county jail
terms by the Daviess County
District Court.
The illegal sentencing of
the juveniles appears to be
part of a statewide trend
toward
increasing
the
number of youths detained
in. county
jails, David
Richert, executive director
of the group, said Tuesday.
A Youth Advocates' study
indicates that the number of
juveniles jailed temporarily
or on a pretrial basis
statewide doubled in 'the
first six months of the new
district court system.
Tuesday's report, prepared
for the Daviess County
Fiscal Court, said that 12 of
the 19 youths were illegally

sentenced to jail for status
offenses, such as running
away from home or being
beyond parental control.
Kentucky law prohibits jail
sentences for status offenders.
Only
juveniles
convicted of a misdemeanor
may be sentenced up to 30
days in a county jail.
Juvenile felons are cornmitted to the Department
for Human Resources.
The report also said that
all youths detained for any
period of time in the county
jail at Owensboro were held
illegally because the jail
does not meet statutory
requirements for juvenile
detention.

The
Youth
Advocates'
report"..-recommended that
Daviess County construct a
secure->„, juvenile
new
detention
facility,
which
Richert estimated crad,be
done for 8250,000.
County
Judge-Executive
William Froehlich said at a
press conference that the
fiscal court would take the
recommendations
under
advisement.

In Pulaski County store up
bids of autumn that dangle
bronze cups of Queen Anne's
lace along sideroads and
reflect daisy faces from Lake
Cumberland's blue water.
Pick up that football or
camera or walking stock and
like the towhead, get a move
on to "atisorb all the sights,
winey fragrances, parchment
crispness and rustly sounds
that combine in perfect
balance to make the Commonwealth the fairest of all. . .
in the fall.

Cities, Counties
Are In Quandry Over
Unsafe Buildings
FRANKFORT — Cities and
counties have been left in a
quandry
the
by
1978
legislature as to what can and
cannot be done about unsafe
buildings.
The General Assembly
repealed KRS.8620 to 8720
under a new act relating to
counties.
This left local jurisdiction
with no learout directions on
how to carry out elimination of
an unsafe building condition in
their city or county.
Cities of the first, second
and third class and counties
have authority to adopt ordinances relating to the
subject. In some instances
ordinances already exist, but
reference
the
repealed
statute. Attorneys are asking
if these are no longer valid.

enet
iWiit 131
15 Foot Salad Bar With
36 Item's Too Choose From
25

A new juvenile detention
facility would be a priority,
he said, if the county had an
excess of dollars, but road
and bridge problems are
more pressing.

Some may be bigger, bul none give you o wider choice

For Take Out Cali 753-1314
We Open at 11 a.m. Daily

Froehlich also said that
Daviess County will have the
Richert said the, 90-year- use of eight minimumold jail does not meet the security beds at the state
state
requirement
that Youth facility near Owenjuveniles be separated from& sboro scheduled to open this
adults by sight and sound.
month.

Our Pr,vot. DI mng Room Soots up
to 40 p.opte

let
\OM

9 ' 410011M
11Lii, d
t"NM S
•
•Site
rook. AIP
111v.111
lb um.

•

01

Armo

Open Mon.thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

Ro

Bonnie

Dog
Food
25 Lb. Bag
U.L. Reg.$3.57

Special
add David Sears
fundamental military skills at
the Army ROTC basic camp at
Fort Knox, Ky.
The basic camp is designed
to give junior college
college
graduates
and
sophomores who have not
taken ROTC courses the
chance to enter the program
The camp aLso qualifies high
school graduates for the
ROTC program at any one of
the nation's six military junior
colleges.
During the encampment,
cadets received training in
basic rifle marksmanship,
military drill and-ceremonies._
communications and individual and small unit tactics.
Sears, a student at Murray
State University, is a 1978
graduate of Murray High
School.

Cr
Ch

675 rounds of "High Velocity
22 long Rifle Rim Fire
Cartridges in a
handsome reusable
ran n ode r

$288

Saf T Bax

Coveralls
Uncle Lee
Reg.$39.88
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Prices Good Thur. Sept. 14 thru Wed. Sept. 20

WEKEEPFOOD PRICESDOWN/

'FROZEN 7110

Green Giant
Early June

Flavor Kist
Saltine

Peas

Crackers

1101.
Save 29

PIECIALS
Ole South

1 Lb. Box

59c Orange 9

Save 20'

Cobblers

24 oz.

Pepperidge Fum

99

PEAS
FOR

$1 00

Rosedale
Yellow Cling

U.S.No 1

IMMO,

) Red
Potatoes

GOLDEN LAYER OR DEVILS FOOD

Coconut Cakes 39
Topping
49c
Strawberries 10., 49c
LaS
ier

3

Frosty Whip Dessert

Ultra Brite

9 oz

Peaches \
Large 2

Toothpaste
100"
4

CREAM CHEESE

((ft

Pride of Illinois
Golden Cream Style

8 °'

16p

303 Can

C

Save 48

PRIDE
iwuelp

AMERICAN

3111
.

Corn
4 $100

SPECIALS
Michigan Blue Freestone

Pork
Beans

:
IrEP
/
11044;
0
1
1
1 11—SqL4,
14*iii

Save 24'

59c

Syrup

Ammoowit:

3,069c

..••

Aunt Jemima

Jumbo Rolls

_

24 Oz.

Drinks -

.40

Pepsi,1 Up

1
"goo

•••

oast
Ar
Test
Tender Boneless

Shoulder
Roast
$129

12 oz pkg

CIC
whi

32 Oz

Lean Boneless

Beef
Stew

49

pEP5'

12 oz. Pkg.

%RANK

49c

Of MOTO

Save 60 5 Lb. Bag

Herbal
Essence

Golden Krisp

99c

Potato
Chips

Reg or Oily
T Oz.
Reg. $1.95

$1 29

Twin Bag
Save 10'

Boloina
$ 09
1 lb pkg

Field
Boneless

9
59c

79c
Aunt Jemuna

Pancake

-

Picnic
$1 19

6 Ox.
Save 18

c

Save 66
Field Sliced

10 lb. bag

Ham

Gold Medal

firth $1000 order

stalk

Tender Chunk

.c

Flour

Sato 10

Shampoo

Field
Pro -Leaguer

Wieners

Sum sum
Dishwashing
Liquid

39c
,b.1 2/
1
2c
49c
89.
lb.

Hormel

Save
20'

I

Save 60

lb.

Chuck

lb.

il
Kr iced
Bacon

15

99c
Lean Ground

Chuc
_ k
Roast
$1 19

lb

Potatoes

144•0

7.:

Armour Test Tender

Armour Test
Tender
•
Round Bone

U.S. No. 1 Red

8 Pack - 16 Oz.
With Bottles
Or Deposit

T BEST Buy PRICES

Chuc

Damson
Yellow Ripe
Bananas
Fresh Crisp
Celery

Save 20

Viva
Towels

14' 1 OZ.

E

°DUCE

Save
36

For

09.

•

Singles
12 oz. pkg.

Showboat

Ptek

Peter Pan

Save
20'

Cheese reterPO Peanut
Slices 1100 Butter w

SIMMS

IMP

Cream
Cheese

is oi.

Kraft

PHILADELPHIA
Philadelphia

49c,

10 Lb Bag89
C

79

4.3 Oz.
Reg. 51.26
Save 47'

Oz. Size

Save 10'

Frosty Acres Sliced

Saxe 10'

I'? Gal.
Save
26'

Juice

DK F. PEACN, STRAWBERRY. BLACKIERNY

4i I 7
_

LOW OVERHEAD
MEANS LOWER PRICES

Sealtest

BigTate

French
Big Tate Instant

Potatoes
16 Oz. Box

lb.

Save 20'

79C

2 Lb. Box

Mix
67c

Save 20'

"If You Matc I ur P ua i y... ou ant :eat I ur rice
Home Owned

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities

and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker

We. Accept U.S.

Oirieinment
Food Stamps

Owners

Downtown Shopping Center

HOURS:

7 a. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Sot.

.1
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Can't Stay in Kentucky
Some Schools Forced Out Of State To Complete Grid Schedules
Long before the 1978 high school
football season began, the Murray
High schedule listed Marshall County
as the Tigers' Oct. 13 opponent. Later,
but still before the season began, the
Oct. 13 foe was changed to Nicholas
County, a school in Northern Kentucky.
Now, with the date little more than
four weeks away, that Friday is open,
leaving Murray High with only a ninegame schedule.
It would seeni easy to think of
contacting a team to play. Just find a
school with that date open, too, and
the game will be played. But it's not
that easy. Just ask John Hina.
-We spent a good deal of money
trying to locate an opponent to play,
becuase we always try to schedule 10
games each season," said Hine. "But
it just wasn't possible."
Why was the Marshall County game
cancelled in the first place? "They
had (Class) A.AAA scheduling commitments, and since the contract was
up for renewal, they dropped us."
What about Nicholas County? "We
thought we had the game on schedule,
but when their Board of Education
'met,they felt it was too long a trip for

their team to make," said Hine.
Which brings us to the real problem.
With five different classifications
according to student body size) there
is almost always a conflict when two
teams from different classes try to
arrange a suitable playing date.
That's because each team is
required to play a certain number of
teams in its district, so those must be
scheduled first before wandering out
of a team's class.
With all these complications, some
Kentucky coaches — Hina included —
are forced to schedule Tennessee
schools to come up with the number of
games to fill a schedule.
But complications again arise.
Tennessee high schools all play their
games on odd Fridays, which means
only specific dates are left open for
them to schedule with out-of-state
opponents.
Murray High played a Tennessee
school, Lake County, last Friday night
in Tiptonville, losing 14-6.
Even if a Kentucky coach is able to
contact arid schedule with a Tennessee school, there's another
problem.
Should a team tie for its district title

in Kentucky, a complicated
tiebreaking system is put into use.
And some of its criteria is based on
points awarded for victories over
KENTUCKY schools, not Tennessee
ones.
A case in point was in 1976, when
Murray High finished 9-1 and tied for
the district lead with Mayfield and
Caldwell.

Tony Wilson
Sports Editor

The schools in the district were first
„designated as Class A or Class B
schools. Murray, Mayfield and
Caldwell each received a certain
number of points for each victory over
a Class A school( schools with winning
records) and a fewer number of points
for each victory over a Class B school
i schools with losing records).
Murray and Mayfield were still tied
after this system, so a second

tiebreaker was used. For each
KENTUCKY team Murray or
Mayfield had beaten, they received
one point for every victory that school
had scored.
Which means Murray's victory over
Paris, a Tennesse school, didn't
matter Hina admits that he doesn't
think that fact made any difference,
since Mayfield had beaten Fort
Campbell, a school that finished 9-1
for the year. Those points gave
Mayfield the playoff berth.
"But it is worth considering," Hina
said. Since a tie for the district title
isn't uncommon, a coach may think
twice before scheduling a Tennessee
school and facing the possibility of
receiving no credit if a tiebreaker
system must be used.
"We the district coaches) have all
talked and have decided we need to
get together and discuss playing all
our district game on particular
Fridays," said Hina. "That way, we
would hope that the all the schools
would follow this policy. We would
then know when schools had an open
date to schedule. Becausel know that
we're not the only scliool having
scheduling problems."

Li

Murray High Coach John Nina, watching the final minutes of lake County, Tenn„'s 14-6 victory
over the Tigers last Friday, hopes for some improvement in the structure of scheduling for future
seasons.
by Kevin Penick
Photo

Dodgers Bury Giants Again To Up NI
Lead To 5 Games; Cincy Tops Houston

East Calloway's Ronnie Bryan (42) topples a Benton gridder as Rid Wagoner (66) prepares to
assist. The takers nipped the Indians 14-6 in junior high footisaN action Timms*.
%Of More by Tory Wirer

By the Associated Press
Bill Madlock calls the
National League West race a
"gunfight" — and right now,
it would seem the Los
Angeles Dodgers have the
drop -on the San Francisco
Giants.
fuether
Dodgers
The
buried the Giants in second
place by beating their top
rivals 8-0 Tuesday night
behind Burt Hooton's fivehitter and a four-RBI night
by Dave Lopes.. •'It's like finishing second
in a gunfight — you lose,"
Madlock concluded after the
fading Giants dropped six
games behind the Dodgers.
the
left
victory
The
extravagantly
Dodgers

triumph.
"We had it all wrapped
Milwaukee
said
up,"
BarnGeorge
Manager
berger. *.We're letting so
many get away. We've had
lots of chances to pick up
ground. We've got to start
winning games with leads in
the ninth inning.
"Some of these last-place
teams like Seattle get tough
against you. They play
hard."
Of rookie Mark Bomback,
who was knocked out in the
first inning in his major
league debut, Bamberger
said, "I thought he could do
the job. He had a good
curve. He must have been a
little nervous." _
Elsewhere in the AL,
Kansas City strengthened its
hold on first place in the
West with an 8-1 romp over
Oakland while second-place
California fell to Texas 7-5,
and Chicago dumped Minnesota 6-1.

Get Your

"It's the first time I've
done anything against them
all year," added Lopes.
llooton's the man — he
just wrapped up the Cy
Young Award with a shutout
in a big game."
Hooton joined three other
National Leaguers — Ross
Grimsley, Gaylord Perry
— as 18and Phil
a . Niekro
game winners.

postponed by rain.
only
Dodgers
The
managed three hits off loser
John Montefusco, 11-7, in 723 innings and held a 3-0 lead
before scoring five times in
the ninth inning off reliever
Gary Lavelle.
Hooton improved his 1978
record to 4-0 against the
Giants and registered his
victory
straight
seventh
while equaling his major
league career high for
victories in a season.
The Dodgers took a 1-0
lead in the fourth inning on
Steve Garvey's RBI single,
then wrapped up the game
up with two runs in the
eighth on Lopes' double and
five more in the ninth in a
rally. capped by Lopes' tworun homer. Bill Russell
doubled home three runs for
the Dodgers in the ninthinning rally.

inning and a freak play in
the ninth led Cincinnati over
Houston.
play
ninth-inning
The
came with one out after Joe
Sambito had walked pinchhitter Ken Henderson. Rick
a
attempted
Auerbach
saceifice, Sambito fielded
the ball and attempted te
force Henderson at second
base. But shortstop Rafael
Landestoy missed the throw,
allowing Henderson to score
the winning run.
Doug Bair, 7-5, got the
victory, pitching the ninth
inning and allowing one hit.
Pirates 5, Phillies 1
A pair of two-run homers
by Dave Parker and a solo
shot by John Milner powered
over
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia, snapping a
five-game losing streak and
reducing the Phillies' lead in
the NL East to four games
second-place
the
or
Pirates.
Parker, who started the
game leading the league in
hitting, third in RBI and

Elsewhere in the NI„ the
Cincinnati Reds edged the
I-Euston Astros 4-3; the
__Pittsburgh Pirates defeated
the Philadelphia Phillies 5-1:
the San
Diego Padres
trimmed the Atlanta Braves
3-1 and the Montreal Expos
Reds 4, Astro* 3
the St. Louis
whipped
Champ Summers slammed
Toronto-Cleveland games to play with New Cardinals 5-1. The ChicagoThe
York and seven with Boston, New
contest was rained out.
was a home run in the sixth
York ' game
Yankees starter
pummeled
Orioles 3, Red Sox 2
Dennis Martinez threw a Dick Tidrow. Steve Kemp's
three-hitter and the Red Sox three-run homer in the first
made three errors in one inning set the tempo, with
inning to help Baltimore to Ron LeFlore and Rusty
victory.. Martinez, 13-11, Staub later adding solo
struck out seven in betting homers.
neither Plum Run Prince or
Mike Torrez, 15-10, who
By the Associated Press
Reggie Jackson had a
its
pitched a five-hitter.
owners were discouraged.
Pa.
LANDS,
MEADOW
blast for the
threerun
"I've been pitching my Yankees, who had won six
"He never lets anything
— Rather than look her gift
best baseball in the second in a row.
horse in the mouth, Beverly get him down except being
half," said Martinez, who
fed him ,his favorite locked in a stall," Ferris
Ferris
"The way things are going
lost a twohitter to Boston now and as healthy as New treat
said.
a marshmallow.
last week. "I was having a York is, I can't see Boson
After the sidigery, Plum
And the horse, a 5-year-old
problem -with my motion. I beating them out," said gelding pacer named Plum Run Prince attempted a
was lifting my shoulder LeFlore. "New York has Run Prince, has rewarded romantic leap over a fence
when I should have been more momentum and Boston her by winning races despite - in an effort to get to a mare
dipping it and my wife has the injuries.
a long list of maladies, both in another pasture. He fell
pointed it out.
and punctured one of his
-With all the taledi the physieal and mental.
We're in there now: All Yankees have, I hope they
For starters, Plum Run legs on a stone.
the Sox and Yankees have to don't go out and Now. it. I Prince has claustrophobia.
"After the injury was
do is play .500 while 'we think it'll go down to the His medical history also cared for, flies apparently
keep winning and it might last week, maybe the last includes
paralyzed got into it and the next thing
a
be ours."
virus we knew, Plum Run Prince
six-month
a
'shoulder,
three or four games."
The fourth-place Orioles
siege, blood poisoning, two had blood poisoning," Ferris
trail Boston by six games.
leg operations and two said.
Royals 8, A's 1
Despite the accidents and
Tigers 7, Yankees 4
correct
to
Larry Gura, having his operations
Detroit, which still has two greatest season, upped his breathing.
ailments, Plum Run Prince
"He was given to us and started nine races as a 3record to 14-4 with a five__
while
he's had a number of
supPete
hitter.
LaCock
aallimonmewomoek
ported the left-hander with problems, he has rewarded
us in more ways than just
three RBI.
Gura said he gave up winning races," said Ferris.
Driven and trained by
Oakland's run . in the first
coowner Bud Foster, Plum
while experimenting.
Run Prince has banked
"I knew what I was nearly $20,000 with eight
doing," he said. I was harness racing wins and
to throw
trying
more several
third,
second-,
sidearm instead of going fourth-and
fifth-place
wet- the top.
showings this year at The
Featuring
Meadows.
"It -was an experiment...I
Sired by Cape Kennedy
guess the pennant race is a and foaled by Miss Tiz, the
strange place to be ex- pacer was given away by its
perimenting, but where else original owner because the
can you do it Anyway, that horse was considered too
didn't work and I don't think small and too anemic.
I will try it again."
The first serious problem
The victory moved Kansas developed. as Plum Run
City 2'1 games ahead of Prince was being jogged by
California in the West
Ferris.
Rangers 7, Angels 5
"He was frightened by a
Juan Beniquez's two-run heavy piece of equipment,
homer and Jim Sundberg's went -.through the hub rail
inta a
1 ...
light.
eases-leaded double helped and.;‘
trfoiv'—
l'exas
standard, knocking it down,"
Hours 8-5 p.m.
to the Angels' pennant
aim said. "The left shoulder
Mon.-Fri.
hopes.
was paralyzed and the
veterinarian said he never
Sundberg had been an- would race."
noyed by •California pitcher
so-called
came
Frank Tanana's remark thate-stglen
The
two peraltions' to
I. 4th
40
11...
.
the Rangers resembled a 'B' hind leg problems, but
team.

Brewers Lose Chance To Gain Ground
On Boston; Detroit Thumps New York
By the Associated Press
The three leaders in the
American League East have
found yet another way to
keep things interesting. But
none of them could be
with the new
satisfied
method.
All three of the top contenders lost Tuesday night.
The Milwaukee Brewers,
who were beaten 6-5 in the
bottom of the ninth by
Seattle, had to be the most
disheartened. The Brewers
knew first-place Boston -had
lost to Baltimore 3-2 and
New York, now trailing the
Red Sox by one-half game,.
was beaten 7-4 by Detroit.
Milwaukee
winning,
By
move within 3It
would
games of first place.
The Brewers carried a 5-4
lead into the ninth, mainly
on the strength of Larry
Hisle's three-run homer. But
Paciorek's two-run
rom
,ingle with the bases loaded
ind one out gave Seattle the

optimistic. •
"We have the killer instinct — I can't see us
losing if we keep doing what
we're doing," said Hooton,
who upped his record to 188

Plum Run Prince Doesn't Ask
For Much;Responds With Wins
year-old and earned $2,600.
But there was another
problem. The horse spent so
much time recovering in the
pasture that it developed a
of
case
severe
claustrophobia when it was
put in a stall.

fifth in home runs, struck
the gamewinning blow in the
sixth inning, his 25th home
run, that scored winning
Candelaria
John
pitcher
ahead of him. It gave Pittsburgh a 3-1 lead.
"I'll take what I can get,"
said Parker. "The batting
title, the RBI title, the home
run title. But what I really
want to win is the division
title."
Padres 3, Braves 1
Perry, aided by Dave
Winfield's 22nd homer of the
season, collected his 18th
victory with a five-hitter as
San'Diego beat Atlanta.
Perry, 18-6, the major
league's winningest active
pitcher with 264 lifetime
victories, pitched his first
complete game since June
23. The victory gave the
Padres their 74th victory of
the season, the abest showing
in the club's 10-year history.
Expos 5, Cardinals 1
Rudy May fired a threehitter for his first victory
since June 5 as Montreal
defeated St. Louis. May, 7-9,
was making his third appearance and second start
since recovering from a
severely sprained left ankle.
Gary Carter drove in the
first two Montreal runs on a
fielder's choice in the second
inning and a single in the
fourth. The Expos scored
three runs in the fifth on an
RBI triple by Dave Cash, a
run-scoring double by Andre
Dawson and a sacrifice fly
by Ellis Valentine.

Texaco Service Station
For Lease-Oct. 1
15th and Main
Established Location
Solid-Potential
Call Texaco Plant
753-2321
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East Tops Benton;
North,SW Losers

les

Two cousins kept the
county schools from begin
shut out in opening-game
school
action
middle
Tuesday. Jeff and Michael
Garrison led East Calloway
to a 14-12 victory over
Benton, while Southwest lost
7-0 to South Marshall, and
dropped
a
24-0
North
decision to Lone Oak. •
East 14, Benton 12
One of the Garrisons, Jeff,
scored two touchdowns to
give East a 14-6 thirdquarter lead, and Michael
fourth-down
deflected
a
Benton pass with minutes
left to help the takers hang
on for the win.
Jeff rambled 40 yards for
the first East score, and
quarterback John Farris
tossed to Dale Torsak in the
conversion attempt for an BO lead.
Benton pulled within 8-6 in
the second quarter on a bit
of
razzle-dazzle.
The
quarterback pitched to the
halfback, who in turned
tossed back to the quarterback. He then completed
a 20-yard touchdown strike.
The extra point attempt
failed.

victory
sr future

evil, Penick

Murray State's Glen Jones (49), a freshman from Memphis, led Racer defenders with nine tackles and two assists in the -Racers' 23-9 triumph ?jet ban-
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Staff Photo by Tony Whoa

sville last Saturday. Murray Coach Mike Gottfried calls Jones "a kid with
tremendous talent who will get even better."

Weese Didn't Fumble, Did Cause Anger
In Controversial Sack Against Vikes
realized what was going on
and tried to throw it away, I
couldn't get rid of it. I was
going to throw it away but
they brought me down."
The game, it seemed, was
over. "I thought it was,"
Weese acknowledged. But it
when the
wasn't. And
Broncos were given time to
set up and kick their field
goal, Bud Grant, the usually
stolid coach of the Vikings;
erupted.
"It was a run all the way
and the clock still goes," he
fumed later. 'If he was
sacked, it would be different. But we shouldn't
have had to wait for the
team to gather for a field
goal."
Weese admitted he was
taken aback by the time
Wedge gave the Broncos. "I
did think it was a little bit

By the Associated Press
Norris Weese could have
saved everybody a lot of
grief simply by fumbling the
ball toward the end zone.
quartertback
Denver's
laughed at the suggestion.
Weese, under the gun — and
half a ton of Minnesota
Vikings as well — only a
few hours earlier, allowed
himself a moment of comic
relief.
"Yeah," he joked, "we've
practiced that play a lot,
where I sort of flip the ball
toward Jon Keyworth and he
sort of kicks it ahead to
Riley Odoms. But we just
didn't have enough time -to
set it up."
Had he pulled off a play
equal to the Ken Stabler-toPete
Banaszak-to-Dave
Casper "fumble" that won
Sunday's game for Oakland,
Monday night's game between the Broncos and
Vikings would have ended on
a lot less confusing note.
National
Football
The
League has rules governing
just the sort of mayhem
perpetrated by Weese and
Denver Coach Red Miller.
To quote the pertinent
section of the rules, an
automatic referee's time out
is-a called "...from the time
an
intended
passer
is
downed behind the line until
all players involved in a
clearly intended pass have
had a reasonable time to
reassemble."
What happened, basically,
was this: Denver, trailing
11
with
Minnesota
9-6
seconds to go, was on the
Vikings' 6-yard line with no
Weese
outs
left.
time
sprinted out to his right and
was tackled for a 3-yard
loss. Referee Don, Wedge
called time out with three
seconds left — and didn't
call time in until tbe
Broncos lined up for a field
goal. Jim Turner kicked it
to tie the game, enraging
the Vikings.
It all became moot when
won
12-9 in
Minnesota
overtime.
The two key phrases in
the rule are "clearly inand
pass"
tended
to
time
",reasonable
reassemble."
"The play (rollout) was
sent in from the sidelines,"
Weese said. "I slipped after
a step or two and got
pressure pretty quickly. I
couldn't get behind my
blockers as well as I might
have. I was running all the
way initially. It wasn't a
pass play. By the time I

of a long time. Yeah, I was
surprised that we could get
all lined up and ready
before
they
blew
the
whistle."
Despite Weese's admission
that he never intended to
pass, Wedge was right to
'Whistle play dead. "Any
time a 'player is sacked
while behind the line of
scrimmage attempting to
pass, the clock is stopped
..." he began his postgame
explanation.
Tommy Bell, a 15-year
NFL referee who retired last
year and watched the game
from his home in Lexington,
Ky., backed Wedge's timeout whistle. "I think he
handled it right," he said.
-Any time a passer rolls out
and is tackled you've got to
say he clearly intended to
pass. You can't make a

judgment that he wasn't
going to throw the call. It's
not up to a referee to read
minds."
But the rest of Wedge's
explanation
raised
a
question. " ... The ball is
spotted and the clock doesn't
start again until players
from both teams are lined
up," he said.
There, Bell seems to
waver in his support of
Wedge. "After I whistled
play dead," Bell recalled,
-I'd usually stand about
three yards behind the line
of scrimmage and once the
passer passed me on the
way to the huddle I'd signal
time int"There was an awful long
wait between the time
Weese returned to the backfield and the time the clock

started, but as Bell put it,
"It looked like the defense
was hanging around thinking
they were going to make the
clock run out. It was more
fault
than
Minnesota's
Denver's."

Garrison,
Jeff
again,
scored on a 57-yard run
around right end for East's
14-0 lead.
The Indians scored to cut
the Lakers' lead to 14-12,
then regained possession
with five minutes left. On
fourth and long, Michael
- Garrison tipped the pass.
Benton regained possession
with two minutes left off an
East fumble, but time ran

out before the Indians could
pull within scoring range.
Coach Bill Miller credited
Terry
ends
defensive
Ronnie
Stubblefield
and
play,
with fine
Bryan
especially in stopping the
outside run.
Mike
also
cited
He
Holloway and David Dugger
with good offensive blocking.
"They were a key in those
long runs by Garrison,"
Miller said.
In the seventh grade
game, Benton defeated East
18-0.
The East seventh grade
team, according to Miller, is
actually composed of 12
sixth-graders and only seven
seventh-graders.
"This season should make
them a much better team
for next year," Miller said.

He cited the offensive line
—
Tim
Pittman,
Bill
Murray,AU. Poole and
Chuck- 'storey
—
with
providing excellent blocking.
Lone Oak 24, North 0
LONE OAK — The Purple
Flash scored early in the
first quarter on a 20-yard
pass and were never headed.
South Marshall 6,
They added touchdowns in
Southwest 0
the
second
and
third
BENTON — South Marquarters.
shall broke a scoreless tie
"They ran well against us,
with a 50-yard touchdown
sweep
down
the
right especially their fullback,"
sideline for the victory. But North Coach Steve Payne
it was penalties, according said. "He was originally a
tO Stiultwest Coach Merrill tackle, so he was bigger
Brick, that really defeated than any of our players."
Though North failed to
the Lakers.
On three different oc- scOre, Payne felt that the
casions
Southwest
had offensive unit was much
potential
scoring
drives improved since their loss in
the jamboree last Friday.
killed by the penalty.
He cited the play of
With about three minutes
left in the second quarter, fullback Bobby Jones and
the Lakers' Gary Wortham halfback Steve Young as
broke off a 20-yard run to being outstanding.
The Lakers managed to
the South Marshall 10, but
the play was called back move inside the Flash 25becuase a player failed to yard line twice in the game,
but penalties stalled the
wear his mouthpiece.
The same type of penalty drives both times.
In the seventh grade
occured again later in the
quarter, said Brick, to stall contest, North dropped a 226 decision.
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Spinks, Though Not Greatest,
Will Defend Heavyweight Title
do it again Friday night in since he won the title has
By the Associated Press
been one of carelessness,
NEW ORLEANS — "I the Superdome.
Spinks is a man under possibly recklessness. His
knew I was gonna • be
Lecrtr--1)ressure, and his reaction to attitude is one of 'I don't
somebody,"
said
Spinks. "If it was a drunk, I the pressure is a fatalistic give a damn.'
Spinks, painfully aware of
was gonna be the best drunk one. "I don't do any
predicting," he said of his the endless comparisons
that ever was."
rematch with All. ''The best with Ali — "Ali. is one hell
Well the kid that grew up man wins. The Man upstairs of promoter. He's a hell of a
in a St. Louis ghetto is says you ain't gonna win, man" — said his image has
somebody. He isn't the best you ain't gonna win."
been distorted.
drunk that ever was ... he
But while the spectre of
Since winning the title last
isn't even a drunk. He isn't defeat doesn't seem to Feb. 5, Spinks has had
the best fighter that ever frighten him, he is spurred several run-ins with the
was, either ... but he is the by the knowledge that a police
about
driving
heavyweight champion of victory takes him farther up violations and one conthe world, the conqueror of the road from poverty, a cerning drugs. The drug
Muhammad Ali.
station in life that shaped ...charge was dismissed but
Leon Spinks knows where him but one he never wants the incident, like the others,
he came from, what he is to visit again.
was widely played in the
and is learning what he can
"I think about the ghetto," news media.
be.
"A lot of people in the
Spinks said before a training
session.
"I
think
why
do
I
press
turn things around and
to
be
a
world
"I'd like
figure but I'd like to be a want to go back and play manipulate things against
world figure my way," said my life as a repeat. You me," he said. Then, as if to
Spinks, who, in a way,• don't want to go back where emphasize that hi 4- a-his own
presently is mainly a figure you came from. If you do, man, he added: "They ain't
puttin' no food on my table.
of curiosity, a kind of fate- you're a fool."
The 25-year-old Spinks They ain't putting no clothes
made freak who beat a
living legend but in the doesn't fit the mold of a on my back.
"I'm learning to deal with
minds of many people can't fool. But his public image
the world the way I want
to," Spinks said, noting that
he is not, and does not want
to be a world figure like Ali.
"I want to .make enough
money to sit on my can," he
WOODLANDS,
In
other
THE
first
round- said of his
fighting future.
Texas — Australians Ross matches, Cohn Dowdeswell As for his non-fight
future,
Case and Geoff Masters and Chris Kachel defeated "The only thing
I'm indefeated Ray Moore of South Peter Rennert and Kevin terested
in is. helpin' the
Africa and Bob Carmichael Curren 6-2, 6-3 and Syd Ball-,
of Australia 6-4, 7-6 in a and Kim Warwick beat
Then the informal news
first-round match of the Antonio Munoz and Ricardo conference
ended and 25$125,000 World of Doubles Ycaza 7-6, 6-3,
year-old Leon Spinks, whose
name is in the limelight but
his future still in the
shadows, went back to work
The music he trains to
blared through the New
Orleans
Municipal
. eThe Rest"
Kan Abov
Auditorium and Spinks was
back in a fighter's private
world.
''Music keeps my mind off
the pain I've got to go
By Appointment
through," said Spinks.
One of the songs was "I
Got Myself Together."

another drive.
In the third quarter,
Bryan White rambled for 22
yards to the Rebel 18, but it,
too, was called back becuase
of an infraction.
Brick credited the entire
defensive unit with playing
exceptionally
well;
but
especially Bill Holland.
"The
kids
call
him
"Steamroller," said Brick,
"because he is such a
dominating player (5-10, 265pound noseguard). I counted
10
unassisted tackles ."
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Experience Should Be A Plus

By DOUG VAls10E
Murray State SID
Experience proved to be
the margin of difference in
pre-season
qualifying as
Murray State golf coach
Buddy Hewitt will initiate
the Racer fall schedule this
week with five returning
regulars from last years
1wo seniors, two juniors
and one sophomore will
constitute
the
Racer
representation in the 54-hole

Inaugural Sycamore Classic
at Hulman Links Golf
Course in Terre Haute, Ind.
Play begins Thursday with
36 holes and Concludes with
18 holes on Friday.
Tom Fischer, a senior
from Plantation, Fla., and
Larry Patton, a senior from
Kendallville, Ind., surfaced
with the best qualifying
rounds among 16 candidates'
through 126 holes. Fischer
carded a 70.29 average while
Patton concluded with a

71.14 performance in the
seven rounds of qualifying.
Brian McDonald. a junior
from Canada, turned in the
third
best
average
in
qualifying with a 74.85 mark
while
Tim
Jackson, a
sophomore from Trenton,
Tenn., showed a 75.00
average and Jerry Stone, a
junior from Lakeland. Fla.,
placed fifth with a 75.42.
The Racers will be one of
11 entries in the Inaugural
Sycamore Classic. Other

teams in the field include
Bradley,
Illinois
State,
Missouri, Missouri-St. Louis,
Northern
Kentucky,
St.
Louis, Southern
IllinoisCarbondale,
Southern
Ithnois
Edwardsville,
Western Kentucky and host
Indiana State.
Hewitt feels Illinois State,
Missouri, Indiana State and
SIU-Carbondale
have an
edge in the competition. '-On
paper
those
four
are
probably the favorites," said

Hewitt. "But this is the first
outing for all of us so
anything could happen."
Hewitt is expecting support
from
several
newcomers to the squad but
they failed to move any of
the returning regulars from
the lineup for the opening
match. "We think we have
several recruits that will
help once they make that
relocation
adjustment,"
added Hewitt.

Powers Warns Missouri
Opponents Of Strength
By the Associated Press
War Eagles definitely have
ATLANTA
Missouri's the running backs to fly
giant-killers have issued the down the field. This
is the
warning.
start of a banner season for
When you play Missouri Doug Barfield & Co. Auburn
you'd better be ready to 24-7.
Florida
vs.
play,"
Coach
Southern
Warren
Powers of the 11th-ranked Methodist at Orlando - The
Tigers said last week after glamour boys have left
Mizzou upset Notre Dame 3- Florida for the pros and the
Mustangs expect one of their
0.
better teams in years. How
The Tigers are facing an good? Good entugh that the
even bigger giant this week, SMU
coach
virtually
and this one is at home.
guaranteed a victory over
Alabama, the
nation's the Gators on a recent visit
topranked power, invades to Orlando. Mr. Dickey
the Midlands Saturday to shoulll express his thanks to
.challenge the team that has, Mr. Meyer after the game.
in recent years. pulled off In an upset, make it
some incredible upsets.
Florida 10-7.
In fact. Bear Bryant's
Baylof at Georgia Tide once was the victim. regional television attrac on
Missouri
stormed
into for the Southeast.
Birmingham three years ago has been singing the
and left heavily favored which really isn't un
Alabama in a state of shock This
time, he's ,'right.
with an easy 20-7 victory.
Bulldog fans discover this
The two teams haven't won't be a banner year.
met since then, which would Baylor 28-17.
provide enoughkincentive for
Indiana at Louisiana State
Alabama. Last week's. upset - The Hoosiers are in for
of Notre Dame didn't help an experience - that first
matters for this week.
visit to Tiger Stadium on a
Bryant's
exceptional Saturday night. If that
defensive unit missed a doesn't awe them, Alexander
shutout two weeks ago will. LSU 35-7.
against Nebraska when the
Kentucky
at
South
Cornhuskers scored on a 48- Carolina - Gamecocks have
yard field goal. It's doubtful two Avantages - the home
that Missouri has the of- field and having played last
fensive punch to get that week. Wildcats, generally
close. Alabama 14-0..
slow starters, will have to
The Southeastern Seer had rely on strong defense again.
a 6-3 record last week, Kentucky 10-7.
leaving the season total at 9UCLA at Tennessee 3. a .750 percentage.
Bruins solid favorites to
_Elsewhere
around
the dispose of Vols, still a year
South this week:
or so away from developing
Auburn at Kansas State - into the team Majors wants.

Ma tor League Leaders
By the Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (375 at bats)-Carew, Min, .334, Rice, Bsn,
320,
NY,
.325, ' Pinieila,
^Oliver, Tex, .319; Ogilvie,
Mil, .301.
RUNS-LeF lore, Det, 116,
Rice, Eisn, 109, Baylor, Cal,
97; Thornton, Cle, 91; Hidle,
Mil, 117
RUNS BATTED IN-Rice,
Bsn, 12/, Staub, Det, 109,
Hisle, guI, tos; Thornton. Cie,
94, Carty, Oak, 92.
H I TS--ffice, Elsa, 193, LeF
Lore, Oct. 175; Carew, MM,
169,h Munson, NY, 163, Staub,
Det, 162
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DOUBLES-GBrett, KC, 39;
Fisk, Bsn, 38; McRae, KC, 34;
Piniella, NY, 31; Ford. Min,
31.
TRIPLES-Rice. Bsn. 15;
Yount, Mil, 9, Carew, Min, 9;
BBell, Cle, 8, McKay, Tor, 8;
CoweDs, KC, 8; Ford, Min, 8.
HOME
RUNS-Rice, Bin,
10; Baylor, Cal, 32; Hisle, Mil,
31;
GTtiomal,
Mil.
31;
Thornton, Cle, 30.
STOLEN
BASES-LeFlore.
Det, 62., Wills, Tex, 48; JCruz,
Sea, 47; Diione; Oak, 44;
Wilsop. KC, M.
PITCHING (13 Decisions)Guidry, NY, 21-2, .913, 1.77;
BStanley, Bsn, 14-2, .875, 2.87;
Gura, KC, 14-4, .778, 2.75;
Eckersley, Bsn, 16-7, .696,
314; Bilingham, Det, 15 7,
682, 3.70; Caldwell, Mil, 18-9,
667, 2.35; Knapp, Cal, 14-7.
.667, 4.15; Jenkins, Tex, 15-8,
.652, 3.09.
STRIKEOUTS-Ryan, -Cal,
226,
Guidry,
NY,
720,
Leonard, KC, 162; Flanagan.
Bal, 145; Kravec, Chi, 143.
NATIONAL LEAGUE_
BATTING (375 at bats)Parker, Pgh, .317; JCruz, Htn,
312; Burroughs, All. .312;
Madlock, SF, .310; Clark, SF,
307.
RUNS-Rose,
Cm,
93;
DeJesus. Chi, 91; Schmidt,
Phi, 84; Cabell, Mtn, 14,
Lopes, LA, U.
RUNS IIATTED IN-Foster,
Cin, 104; Garvey, LA, 101;
Parker, Pgh, 100; Clark, SF,
94; RSMith, LA, 92; Winfield,.
SD. 92.
HITS-Rose,
Cm,
177;
Cabell, Mtn, 175, Garvey, LA,
175, Bows, Phi, 173; Taveras,
Pgh, 165.
V DOUBLES-Rose, Cin, 46;
elark, SF, 41; Simmons, StL,
IL Perez, Mtl, 36; Parrish,
Mtl, 35. •-•
TRIPLES-- Templeton, StL,
10; Richards, SD, 10; SHendrsn, Nyi 9; Parker, Pgh, 9,
HerndOrti, SF, 9.
- -Home -RUNS--Foster, Cits
37; Luzinskl, Phi, 30; RSmitti,
LA, -29; Parker, Pgh, 26;
Kingman, Chi, 25.
STOLEN
BASES---Moreno,
Pgh, .61; LoPes. LA, 40; OS
mith, SD, 35; Taveras, Pgh,
14; Richards, SD, 33.
PITCHING (13 Decisions)-.P/II.L.-SD......./84. .750. 2.911:
Bonham, CM, 11 (I, 731, 3.40;
Hooton, LA, 18 8, 692, 2,44;
Grimsley, Mtl, 18 9, .667, 3.03;
Blue, SF, 16 11, .667, 2.70,
DR obinson, Pgh,- 12-6. .667,
3.50; K Forsch, Htn. 9.5,
2.64; Rau, LA, 11$. .636, 3.34.
ST R IKE()VIPS- Richard,
Htn, 267; PNialtro, Aft, 218;
Seaver, Cm, lig; Mntefusco,
SF, 40, Blyleven, Pgh, 158

UCLA
may be looking
ahead, not enough to lose,
just to get a major scare.
UCLA 17-14.
Vanderbilt vs. Arkansas at
Little Rock - Commodores
always seem to play the big
boys to "le hilt in an opener
before / losing. Ditto this
rkansas 24-17.
Ok horns State at Florida
Stat - Seminoles displayed
er potent attack in
sh fling Syracuse last week.
•n't expect another 500• us yards effort, but count
n victory No. 2. Florida
State 30-7. '
California at Georgia Tech
- Everything. seems normal
at Tech. The tradition of
losing an opener has been
kept intact for the eighth
straight year. It probably
lulled Cal into a false sense
of security, so give a shaky
nod to ... Georgia Tech 1714.
Maryland at Louisville Vince Gibson would love to
pull a surprise on the
nationally ranked Terps, but
it's just not in the Cards.
Maryland 21-10.
Houston at Memphis State
- Patterson and Gray could
make this interesting, but
Houston appears to have too
much muscle for the Tigers.
Houston 28-14.
Pittsburgh at Tulane Panthers probably chomping
at OWN bit to get after the
Green Wave, a hapless
bunch against Maryland last
week. Look for strong
showing before home folks.
Pittsburgh 17-7.
Miami' of Florida at
Colorado - Lou Saban
appears to be on the verge
of turning
around
the
Hurricane
program.
However, one doesn't normally Choose a spot like
Boulder to get a season off
the ground. Colorado 28-10.
Arkansas State at Northeast Louisiana - Indian
defense hurled a shutout at
Nicholls last week. The
Arkansas Tribe, however, is
no Nicholls. Arkansas State
17-10.
Southern Mississippi at
Cincinnati
Bearcats
developed into a ,tough outfit
over the last - Stoteral years.
But the Golden Eagles
already have established
themselves as a strong road
team. Southern 21-17,
Alabama A&M . at Tennessee State - Tigers won
on the road, lost at home.
Just seems like the time for
things to get back to normal. Tennessee State 20-6.

FR
-Des
ming a

The Reds won first place in the Kirksey little league Division. They ore, front row, from left:
Robbie Stephens, Russell Usher, Clint Barrow, and Shawn Tremblay. Back row ore John Nix, Ricky
Boggess, Kerry Oakley, and Louis Berbrick. Players not pictured are Robert Garland and Cary
Bogard. Coaches were Ben Nix and Jerry Boggess.
By WILL GREM.SLEY
Al' Special Correspondent
NEW ORLEANS - When
Muhammad All and Leon
Spinks stag pummeling each
other in their return title
fight here Friday night, a
balding, bespectacled man
may be noted at ringisde,
cringing and suffering with
every blow thrown at the
aging ex-champiort.
"On the outside All may
look like he used to," says
Dr. Ferdie Pacheco, -but
inside he looks like any
other fighter who has absorbed punishment for 18
years.
"In my function as a
physician, drawing on my
experience
and
responsibility, I see more than a
great physical specimen, a
brave
magnificent
and
fighter. I see the damage
done to unseen areas.
"I grieve for the continuous erosion of the man's
health and longevity."
Dr. Pacheco, 50, author,
painter, doctor, until a few
months ago was one of
Muhammad All's beloved
"family" - friend, confidante, medical advisor,
part of the entourage that
has followed the great
fighter all over the world.
Then, just before the fight
with Spinks last February in
Las Vegas, the doctor split.
"I pleaded with All to
quit," ,Pacheco said. "I
could see what was happening to him. Age and
continual punishment were
taking their toll of his
reflexes and stamina.
"He was just a shell of the
man who beat Sonny Liston
in Miami Beach in 1964 - I
never hope to see a better
heavyweight, great legs,
radar-like
reflexes,
the
optimum way of fighting,
never
get
hit, always
moving and punching.
"Those 31.1 years of enforced idleness when his title
was taken away from him
took a heavy toll. Then he
started getting hit more and
more. A gairaculous athlete,
he continued to look like a
beautiful fighting machine.
"But there was mounting
damage that only a doctor
could see: vital organs,
natural attrition of nerve
tissue
that
causes
a
declining of reflexes.
"I saw what was happening to him. That terrible
fight with Jimmy Young,
which many felt he lost. The
travesty
with
Alfredo
Evangelista. Then Earnie
Shavers almost knocked him
out. And the crowning in-
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dignity - the loss of his title
to a raw kid who had had
only seven pro fights.
•'But there always were
those around him making
excuses, feeding his ego,
saying, 'You just had a bad
fight, champ. The guy was
just lucky. You'll get him
-next time."
Pacheco
deserted
the
camp and began devoting
himself to his practice and
myriad outside interests. He
has written two books,
"Fight Doctor" and the
fictionalized "Sweet Sam
and the Doctor Man," which
has
been
bought
by
Hollywood. He exhibited his
art, did some broadcasting.
"Doc deserted us when we
needed him most," complained one close All aide.
"That isn't true," Pacheco
insists. "I love the man."

By the Associated Press
BOSTON
Ailing
Martina Navratilovai,. won't
get to challenge U.S. Open
-champ . Chris Evert tonight
when
the
best-of-five
championship round of the
World Team Tennis playoffs
opens at Walter Brown
Arena.
The Boston Lobsters entertain the Los Angeles
Strings and Navratilova is
nursing
an
ailing
left
shoulder that may keep her
out of play until the second
playoff match on Saturday.
"I'm
really
sorry
I
probably won't be able to
play tomorrow night," said
the Lobsters' Wimbledon
champ Tuesday. "This is
certainly the match I would
want to play because it is

the opening night of the
championships in Boston ... I
think my shoulder will be
OK on Saturday night."
Navratilova, who won the
Open
women's
doubles
match with partner Billie
Jean King last Saturday,
experienced pain in the
competition and consulted
with Dr. John Marshall in
New York on Monday, according to the Lobsters.
Boston's women's singles
star is suffering from a
recurring problem with a
tendon in her left shoulder,
complicated
by
calcium
deposits. Team spokesmen
said Navratilova has begun
receiving cortisone shots to
relieve inflammation in her
arm.
Either Anne Smith or

Holladay
Terry
will
challenge Evert in singles
tonight, according to the
team.
After Saturday's match,
the playoffs move to Los
Angeles next week for round
three on Tuesday, and round
necessary, on
four, if
Thursday. If needed, a fifth
match will be played Sept.
'23 in Boston.

By the Associated Press
NEW YORK - Alydar,
the only horse ever to beat
Triple
Crown
champion
Affirmed, suffered a hairline
fracture in his foot during a
workout and will be out of
action for approximately
three months.
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Alderman Urges Louisville
Board To Impeach Stansbury.

Atkins Says Agency Has Made
'Significant' Progress In Work

rom loft:
Ricky
sod Cory

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Atkins is a Democratic
— Despite a delay in for- candidate for governor in
ming an investigative unit, 1979 on a platform of op-significant achievement has position to Gov. Julian
been made in our audit Carroll, also a Democrat,
work," state Auditor George who favors Terry McBrayer,
the former state commerce
Atkins says.
Atkins made the comment commissioner.
In a telephone interview,
in connection with a report
required every 60 days to Atkins said the investigative
the Interim Joint Legislative _unit, which was supposed to
Committee
on
have begun functioning July
Appropriations and Revenue. 1, "would have been very
1978
Legislature useful" in his recent audit
The
restored an appropriation to report on the transfer of two
Atkins' agency which had state vehicles to the family
been drastically cut by the of,_ former state Democratic
state administration. It also Chairman Howard "Sonny"
gave him money for the first Hunt.
The auditor's office contime for an investigative
cluded that regulations and
team.

been
had
statute
the
violated. The report was
followed by an investigation
by the attorney general's
office, which last week
turned over the results to '
the local commonwealth's
indicated
attorney,
who
action is likely by the
Franklin County grand jury
next month.
The snag in Atkins' effort
to obtain a chief investigator
involves Gerard Gerhard, a
34-year-old assistant attorney
in
specializing
general
economic fraud.
The state Department of
Personnel has told the
auditor that Gerhard and
another man Atkins wants to

hire do not have the
required 20 hours of accounting for the post.
Atkins said Tuesday that
Personnel
the
since
to
refused
Department
approve the appointments,
"we are waiting for them to
tell us who can approve or
disapprove."
Commissioner
Personnel
Addle Stoltley responded that
"we've told him already"
and that it is up to Atkins to
hire persons who meet the
requirements.
"We're not asking any
more of George than we do
of any other •state agency,"
she said. -That's what the
merit system is all about."

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A Louisville alderman has
lied on the Board of
Aldermen to abandon its
committee approach in investigating Mayor William
Stansbury and to start
impeachment proceedings.
Alderman William Heath
made''the suggestion hours
after two suits were filed
challenging the legality of
CAN'T WIN TM All — an aldermanic committee
Michael Caporas, 4, has a investigating
Stansbury's
few tears after he was official conduct.
defeated at Daytona Beach,
A court order issued
Fla., in the Children's Tuesday temporarily halting
National
Pedal
Sport the investigation will be
Association Bicycle Super- challenged immediately by
Cross.
the committee's attorney.

The aldermen did not have
an immediate reaction to
Heath's statement, delivered
during a regular board
meeting. Later, however,
several said a move to start
proceedings
impeachment
would have to be considered
carefully.
While Heath did not
word imthe
mention
peachment in his statement,
he said later that, "I think it
is time for the board to
move in some direction, and
I think that's the only
direction in which we can
proceed."
The two suits, challenging
the legal authority of the
board to conduct the in-

vestigation and requesting
permanent injunctions that
would end it, were filed
Tuesday
on
behalf
of
Stansbury and Alderman
James Lawrence, a Stansbury supporter.
Stansbury's
attorney
immediately won a temporary restraining order
against the alderman. The
order prohibits the aldermen
from subpoenaing Stansbury
and from spending any
public funds to conduct the
investigation.
S. Arnold Lynch, the
committee's special counsel,
said he would file a motion
today
to
dissolve
the
restraining order.
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CARE
LOTION

11,10

6 Oz.
REG.$1.55

I

!NH N‘Iti

*REGULAR
*LEMON

10 Oz.
REG. $2.15

12 Oz. REG. $1.54

96c

*REGULAR
*FLAVORED
***************************

FREE BOOKLET!

"KEEP FITAMERICA"
FROM GERITOL

-4--

Geritol has a tree otter It s
"Keep Fit America, the exercise
program recommended by the
President s Council on Physical
Fitness and Sports Get it in
*
specially marked packages
*
of Geritol

$128

.141
AINEF4
'.......••••••

SIGNAL

RA)601DE

BAN

'EX

Aloe

bn

AIM
TOOTHPASTE 6.4 OZ.

2.25 Oz.
REG. $1.95

17c OFF LABEL
REG.$1.59

96c

:B
171

1.114

f1i1.1

MOUTHWASH
180z. REG. $2.15

SUPER
SOLID

SUC*5
0
,
V ,,,

•

TO.

*SPICE
*FRESH

NOW

JOHNSON & JOHNSON
SOFF COSMETIC PUFFS

C
96

r. 14.u,

$1 28

-,e4.eurts

260's
NEG. $1.25

66c

•

THE NUMBER 1 DEFENSEOUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

14 TABLETS
REG.$1.74

96c
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Deaths and Funerals
William A. Adair
Mrs. McClain Dies
Dies At Age Of 52; At Hospital; Was
Funeral Thursday Former Nurse Here

T. B. McCuiston
Dies With Funeral
Here On Friday

Word has been received of
Thomas B. McCuiston of the death of William A.
Murray Route Three was Adair, husband
of the forfound dead at his home on mer Mary Jane Dunn
of
Tuesday about 4:45 p.m. Murray,
who died Tuesday
Calloway County Coroner at 10:30 a.m. at hospital
in
a
Walker said the Birmingham. Ala. He was 52
10111111 y
death was due to natural years of age and a resident
causes and set the time of of
1514
Grove
Oak
death at approximarkly 5:30 Boulevard, Sheffield, Ala.
a.m. Tuesday.
Mr. Adair was a veteran
McCuiston
Mr.
was of the U. S. Navy and was a
preceded in death by his graduate of Murray State
wife, Mrs. Willie
Mae University. He was a former
Roberts McCuiston, on April band director at Sheffield
13, 1975. Born Sept. 8, 1909, High School and a former
in Calloway County, he was music director at the First
the son of the late Thomas Baptist Church, Sheffield,
Henry McCuiston and Susan Ma., where he was a
Abigale Pittman McCuiston.
member.
The deceased
was a
Born Jan, 15, 1926, he was
retired carpenter. and a the son of the late Robert L.
member of the Poplar Adair, Sr., and Jessie Love
Spring Baptist Church and Adair of Huntsville, Ala.
He
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free was now employed by the
and Accepted Masons.
Majestic Paint Company,
Survivors include three Sheffield.
daughters.
Mrs 0. B.
Mr.. Adair is survived by
,.(Margie) Farley, Murray, his
wife,
Mary
Jane,
Mrs. Jackie Lee iSue) daughter of the late Mr. and
.1 Thompson, Benton Route Mrs., Luther Dunn, Sr., of
Mrs. James Murray; three daughters,
/ Two, and
Earles.
Novi, Mrs: Patricia Fredrick, Miss
1 (Loretta
Mich.; two sisters, Miss Ara Mary Lynne Adair, and
Miss
McCuiston, Murray, and Janet Joyce Adair,
all of
Mrs. Ann Martin, Dearborn Sheffield. Ala.; one sister,
Heights,
Mich.;
two Miss Dorothy Adair, Hunbrothers, Arvin and Jim tsville, Ala.;
one brother,
McCuiston, Murray Route
Robert
L.
Adair, Jr.,
Five; eight grandchildren; 'Trinidad,
Texas;
one
• one great grandchild.
grandchild.
The funeral will be held
The funeral will be held
Friday at one p.m. at the
Thursday at eleven a.m. at
chapel of .the Blalock
the chapel of the Spry
Coleman Funeral Home with Funeral
Home, Sheffield,
the Rev. Heyward Roberts Ala., with the
Rev. W. C.
officiating. Burial will follow Garland
officiating. Burial
in the Barnett Cemetery. will follow in the SheffieldMasonic rites will be Oakwood Cemetery
there.
conducted at 7:30 p.m.
Friends may call at the
Thursday at the funeral funeral home.
home where friends may
call after ten a.m. on
Thursday

Iza G. Fulcher Is
Dead At Age Of 69;
Funeral Is Today
ha G. Fulcher of Dawson
Springs, brother of Orville
Fulcher of Murray, died
Tuesdny at 12:35 a.m. at the
Madisonville Hospital. He
was 69 years of age.
The deceased was born
Nov, 1, 1908, in Calloway
County and was the son of
the late Monroe Fulcher and
Maggie Chapman Fulcher.
He retired after 44 years as
a coal miner, and was a
member of the First Baptist
Church at Dawson Springs.
Mr. Filicher is survived by
his
wife, Mrs. Clorene
Robinson Fulcher,, Dawson
Springs; three sons, Buddy
Fulcher, Dawson Springs,
Donald Fulcher, Portage,
Ind., and Jimmy Fulcher,
Jeffersonville,
Ind.;
one
brother, Orville Fulcher,
Murray; ten grandchildren;
six great grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Beshear
Funeral
Home, Dawson
Springs, with Bro. Russell
Beshear officiating. Burial
will follow in the Walnut
Grove Cemetery there.

THE REV. GLEN ARMSTRONG will be the
speaker at the homecoming
services to be held at the
Spring Creek Baptist Church
on Sunday, Sept. 17. He was
licensed to preach from the
Spring Creek Church and is
now pastor at Beaver Dam.
Rev. Armstrong will speak
at eleven a.m. with Sunday
School at ten a.m., basket
dinner at noon. and singing
at 1:30 p.m. with Dwane
Jones
as
master
of
ceremonies. All singers and
listeners are urged to attend. Jones said. Donations
for the upkeep of the
cemetery will be taken on
Sunday or they may be
mailed to Lexte Watson.
Route Two, Murray, Ky

Pennyrile Chance Of Postal Strike Fades Due
Supports To Union Mem
ber's Reluctance
Lyon Park

HOPKINSVILLE,
Ky.
I AP) —
The nine-county
Pennyrile Area Development
District supports a resort
Mrs.Gladys
Snow park
proposed by Gov.
McClain, longtime director Julian
Carroll for Lyon
of nurses at Nobles Hospital,
County,
a
district
Paris, Tenn., died Monday
spokeswoman says.
at 1:20 p.m. at the Henry
Laura
McGrew,
inCounty General Hospital,
formation officer for • the
Paris. She was 72 years of
district,
the
said
age.
organization
unanimously
The deceased graduated
agreed that the park would
from St. Thomas School of
not duplicate or conflict with
Nursing in Nashville, Tenn.,
similar facilities in the area.
and remained there as a
The development district
supervisor of nurses for a
voted to support a state
while. She later worked in
hospitals in Murray and in application for matching
federal
funds for site
Memphis, Tenn., after which
The
money
she was at Nobles Hospital, acquisition.
would
come
from the
now
Rhea
Clinic,
as Heritage
Conservation and
supervisor for over 30 years.
Mrs. McClain was born Recreation Service of the
U.S. Department of the
Nov. 20, 1905, to Thomas
Interior.
Hafford Snow and Farrie
Tom Craighead of the
Nash Snow. Her husband,
Kentucky
Department of
Dumas McClain, died in
Parks
said
Tuesday
that an
1976. She was a member of
for
$600,000
the First United Methodist application
would be made this week.
Church.
He
said the state planned to
Survivors include one son,
match
the
grant
with
Fletcher Simmons, Madison,
of
million
81
Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. 8600,000
budgeted for acquiring the
Garland
(Margaret)
Williams, Paris, Tenn., and park site.
Sentiment for the resort
Mrs Elizabeth Webb, Union
City, Tenn.; two brothers, park is strong in Lyon
Martin Snow and Henry County, said Lyon County
Snow, Paris, Tenn.; two Attorney Bill Young.
But Kentucky's Western
granchildren; five great
Waterland, Inc., a group
grandchildren.
400
members in
The funeral is being held with
businesses
today at one p.m. at the tourism-related
chapel of the McEvoy near Lake Barkley - and
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn., Kentucky Lake, adopted a
with the Rev. Woodward resolution in March opposing
Adams officiating. Burial another resort-type park in
will follow in the Maplewood the area.
In June, the organization
Cemetery there.
began pushing for a gardentype park instead of the
convention park favored by
the state that would have a
lodge, golf course, boat dock
and picnic grounds.
Carroll said last month
that he was going ahead
The Cherry Corner Baptist with plans to acquire the
Church • has
announced land for the resort park, and
events for the church's probably would add things
as
boat-launching
centennial celebration on such
Sunday, Oct. 1, according to ramps and picnic tables
the pastor, the Rev. William before the end of his term.
Taylor.
Guest speaker for the AMPUTEES HELP
morning services on that CHILDREN
Sunday will be the Rev.
OTTAWA (AP) — With the
Ry-berg,
James
former number of war veterans
declining, the War Amps of
pastor of the church.
Following
the
sevices Canada are finding new
dinner
will be served. challenges helping children
recognition
Special
and who have lost a limb, Often
items of interest will be at play. As part of the Child
Amputee
Program,
the
presented.
Rev. Taylor said a history organization produced a film
of the church has been called "Play Safe," to try to
compiled by members of the steer children away from
church and will be available situations in which they
to interested persons. This might lose a limb.
history reveals that the
church was built on the old
Lynn Lassiter farm and the
land, about two acres, was Prices of dock of local interest at
noon, Errr, today. furnished to the
purchased for ten dollars.
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan.
The public is invited to Corp ,of Murray.are as follows
attend, the pastor said.
Industrial

Cherry Corner
Church Plans
Homecoming

WASHINGTON 'AP) — The chance
of a nationwide postal strike appears to
be fading because of reluctance by
many union members to jeopardize
their careers and risk going to jail.
Emmet Andrews, president of the
largest postal union, the 299,000member American Postal Workers
Union, is sending a message to his
members that there is "overwhelming
grass roots resistance to the idea of
defying the courts and going on strike."
In the message, which union members are receiving today, Andrews said
an outpouring of sentiment against an
illegal strike has reached union
headquarters.
"Many if not most of the members"
would not heed a strike call, Andrews
wrote. "A strike that is only half a
strike is a disaster by definition."
Three postal unions are deadlocked
with the Postal Service over a new

MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) —
the city of 40,000 people were gutted by
Leftist guerrillas fighting to oust
fire, a few bodies were decomposing in
President Anastasio Somoza have
the streets, and about 1,000 persons had
taken almost complete control of northtaken refuge in the Red Cross center
western Nicaragua, including the city
and a nearby convent.
of Chinandega, travelers arriving in
"Many people were killed and injured
Managua reported.
but there is no way to
the
They said the Sandinista guerrillas
total number," he said.
set up checkpoints in Esteli, north of
Unofficial reports put the number of
Managua, and were stopping all traffic
dead soldiers at more than 200 in the
on the Pan-American Highway.
nationwide Sandinista attacks that
These sources said the national guard
began Saturday night. But Somoza said
garrison in Chinandega,65 miles northwest of Managua, was totally restricted
to its barracks. One traveller said the
guerrillas were looting stores and
distributing food to the people. Both
electricity and water has been cut, he
said.
Heavy fighting was reported in Leon,
45 miles northwest of Managua, and
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Roast
Rivas,60 miles southwest of the capital.
beef - contaminated with salmonella
Looters were said to be active in
poisoning resulted in more than 50
Jinotepe, 22 miles southeast of illnesses after it was served
for four
Managua, after most of the troops there
days at a state resort park last June,
were pulled out to reinforce the Rivas
according to health officials.
garrison.
An investigation by the state Bureau
However, Somoza's soldiers apfor Health Services found that, of the 53
peared to have regained control of
ill persons identified, 27 were conMasaya, 18 miles southeast of the
firmed to have ingested salmonella
capital, despite occasional bursts of
enteritidis from the roast, served at
gunfire and were reported mopping up
four meals over a four-day period that
after two and a half days of hard
began June 25.
fighting.
However, as reported by the state in
Managua was generally quiet.
the current issue of Epidemiologic
Somoza told a news conference the
Notes and Reports, "Due to the large
-.ational guard, Nicaragua's army,
number of transients served at the
-,'cured Masaya at noon Tuesday. He
restaurant at this time of year, the total
,
aid the guard would overpower the
number of persons who became ill
guerrillas in Chinandega and Esteli
could not be determined."
shortly.
Dr. C. Hernandez, director of the
Reporters were barred from Masaya,
state Division for Preventive Services,
but Red Cross workers spent three
said Tuesday that health officials "are
hours in the city Tuesday afternoon and
at a loss to explain how the roast beef
then withdrew because of sporadic
was contaminated."
gunfire.
Hernandez said the investigation
Red Cross Secretary-General
turned up no evidence of unsafe'food
Leopoldo Navarro said three blocks of
preparation practices. He said tern-

30 guardsmen were killed and about 75
wounded. He said he had no figures GO
civilian casualties but when asked
about reports of hundreds of civilian
dead, he commented:
"It is unfortunate that the guerrillas
enter private homes. We regret the
action we must take but we have to
neutralize the guerrillas."
Somoza said if the guerrillas "want
peace will will give them peace. If not,
we will give them no quarter."

State Park Food Poisoning
Results In 50 Illnesses
peratures at which the beef was cooked
should have been sufficient to kill the
salmonella bacteria.
Persons who became ill shortly after
dining on the roast reported "severe
stomach pain, diarrhea and vomiting,"
Hernandez said."Salmonella is a shortlived bacteria, so the symptoms didn't
last long."
Asked to name the restaurant where
the outbreak occurred, Hernandez said
state health officials considered that
information "totally irrelevant" from a
public health standpoint, but
acknowledged that the restaurant "was
at a state facility."
The official state report on the outbreak said simply that it occurred "at a
resort restaurant in eastern Kentucky."
However, a source who asked to
remain anonymous said he was among
several persons who became ill after
eating roast beef at the Carter Caves
Resort Park restaurant near Morehead
on June 27. A regional Jaycees meeting
was served roast at the state park that
night.
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Stock Market

Average

Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service September 13, 1978
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts, Act 278 Est 300 Barrows &
Gilts 25-20 lower instances 75 lower
Sows steady
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.
$48.00-48.50
1'S 1-3 510-24011e
$47 7541.25
US 2-4 240450 be
$411 75-4T75
I'S 3-4 260-2110 lbs
. $45.75-46 75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
$41,06-42 00
Its 1-3 3004001Ni
540 00-41 00
IS 1-3 450-500 lbs
841 00-42 00
US 1 500-650 lbs $42 00-43 50 SeV 44 00
US 1,1 300-500 lIe
11311.00-40 00
Boars $30 00-2500

Au Products
American Motors
Ashland Oil
American Telephone
80111■121

Chrysler
Ford Melee
GAF
General care
General =Ice
General
General Ilre
Harding ......
Heubieln
IBM
Pell?,wait
quaker Oats
T8091111
Wal-Mart
Wendys

Now

+407

29% Inc
7 +k4
43% +3%
112 -/
1
4
8•012%A
12% +%
404 +%
14% sac
:7'913 1P9A
SIN lac
46% +%
.31 -44
213% +49
le% +49
29 -49
23044 -14
ef% -41
27 -/
1
4
10
%
27% IOC
19B 39•9A

On Sept. 5, 1978, we opened our new full service branch on
South 12th Street for your convenience. You will find the same
courteous service as offered at the Main Office, 7th & Main
bowntown.
Stop in and see us about your home loan and savings account
today!

Murray
Downtown
Branch

arr.

715 So.12th St.
753-1214

753-7921

AreIMNSSWIC
WOOMWICIPCSMICSNXSZIOCSSZICT

1

•

BA

Hours Of Operation
Monday-Thursday 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Friday 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

Bel-Air Decor Store
Bel-Air Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.

Murray
South Branch

7th & Main

Sept.20 10 a.m.and 2 p.m.
You Must Sign Up In Advance
Call 753-3642 or Come in to Register

2 Convenient Locations
To Better Serve You.

Cater Ormsby-Interior Decorator
and
Bel Air Decor Store

a

Dr.
The postmaster general has sent
letters to every postal worker warning
they could be fired, fined and jailed for
going on strike.
Bolger was not the only one predicting a strike would not be called.
William Burrus, head of the Cleveland
local of the APWU,said, "I really don't
expect it to come off."
Burrus is chairman of a group of
dissident local leaders that had talked
of scattered walkouts as early as
toniiht.

•

Presented by

•

He said the Postal Service is better
prepared for a walkout than it was
during the 1970 wildcat strike, when
about 200,000 postal workers left their
jobs. Elaborate strike contingency
plans include use of federal troops, nonmovement of certain types of mail and
allowing private firms to deliver letters.

Leftist Guerillas Take Control
Of Northwestern Nicaragua

Antiquing Clinic

4

contract, and special federal mediator
James J. Healy is preparing binding
arbitration of unresolved issues by a
deadline of 9 a.m. CDT Saturday.
The binding arbitration would cover
the APWU,the National'Association of
Letter Carriers and the mail handlers
division of Laborers' International
Union. Together,they represent 516,000
postal employees.
"While a negotiated settlement is still
possible, it is almost certain now that it
will be necessary for me to resolve the
issues," Healy said Tuesday.
As he spoke, big-city union leaders
backed down from earlier threats to
stage an illegal postal strike this week.
Postmaster General William F. Bolger
said the mail will get through even if
there is a strike.
'it_ Bolger was applauded when he told a
co)wention of business mailers that "it
will be safe to mail" in coming days.
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New faculty members in the
College of Humanistic Studies
at Murray State University for
the 1978-79 school year include
three in the Department of
English and one each in the
Department of History and the
Department of Socioiogy and
Anthropology.
They are:-Dr. Charles Duke,
associate professor, and Dr.
Joseph Ashby Porter and
Jorie Graham, assistant
professors, Department of
English; Dr. Joseph T.
Fuhrmann, assistant
professor, Department of
History; and Dr. Kenneth
Carstens, assistant professor,
Department of Sociology and
Anthropology.
Duke, a native of West
Stewartstown, N. H., taught 10
years at Plymouth State
College:Plymouth, N.H., and
has also had experience as
English Department chairman at Sunapee High School,
Sunapee, N.H. He is teaching
courses in high school English
education and freshman
composition.
Duke is the author of two
books — "Creative Dramatics
and English Teaching" and
"Teaching
Fundamental
English Today" — and has
contributed numerous articles
and reviews to professional
publications. He earned the
Ph.D. at Duke University.
Porter, whose hometown is
Madisonville, is teaching

Dr. Joseph T. Fuhrmann

Jorle Graham

creative writing and fiction.
He has written a novel entitled
"Eelgrass," and his short
Stories have appeared in
many leading publications.
One of them was included in
"The Best American Short
Stories of 1971."
Porter earned the B.A.
degree at Harvard University
and both the M.A. and Ph.D.
degrees at the University of
California at Berkeley. He
was also a Fulbright student
at Pembroke College. Oxford,
England, for a year. Porter
has taught at Shoreline
Community College, Seattle,
Wash., the University of
Virginia, the University of
Baltimore, Towson State
College in Baltimore, and
Bethune-Cookman
College.

Ms. Graham, who is
teaching in the creative
writing program on a halftime basis, has had poems
accepted for publication in
several literary magazines.
Her teaching experience includes French language and
literature at the University of
Paris and a writer's workshop
at the University of Iowa.
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She earned the B.F.A.
degree at the University of
Iowa and the M.F.A. degree at
New York University. She has
also studied at the Sorbonne in
Paris
and
Lycee
Chateaubriand in Rome. Ms.
Graham has been an assistant
director of films by Joseph
Losey and Michelangelo
Antoniani and was an
associate producer for the
NBC News in 1971-72.
Fuhrmann, a native ox
Atlanta, formerly taught at
Sewanee, the University of
Texas at Arlington, and
Tusculum College. He earned
the B.A. degree at Emory
University and both the M.A.
and Ph.D. degrees at Indiana
University.
His published works include
two books, "Tsar Alexis, His
Reign and His Russia" and
"The Origins of Capitalism in
Russia,Industry and Progress
during the Sixteenth and
Seventeenth Centuries."
Carstens, an anthropologist,
has been a member of the
faculty and curator of the
Museum of Anthropology at
Northern Kentucky University for the past two years.
Much of his archeological
research has been done in
West Kentucky, including an
extensive project in Mammoth Cave National Park.

on
same
Main

His work has been published
in several
professional
journals. Carstens earned the
B.S. degree at Central
Michigan University and the
A.M. and Ph.D. degrees at
Washington University. His
hometown is Pinconning,
Mich.
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By DOLORES BARCLAY
And the purchases are
Associated Press Writer
nationwide. In Atlanta, 8
NEW YORK (AP) — They percent of all homes sold
have long set the style, are to singles, says the
beating a course from bar to Chicago
based
National
ski lodge to beach party to Association
of
Realtors.
bed.
Twenty-five percent of all
Single life may still be one houses sold in Phoenix are
big blast for some, centered purchased by singles.
on apartment complexes
Today's single homeowner
with swimming pools and no is buying everything from
children. But for an in- factory lofts that need
creasing
number
this renovating to townhouses,
generation of single people brownstones, oneand two— both the not now and family
houses
in
the
never marrieds —
the suburbs, farmhouses and
stability of home ownership barns, condominiums and
is changing the essence of cooperatives.
And
the
going it alone.
market has yet to peak.
The trend started in the
We now have a whole
early 1970s, and real estate generation of youthful adults
people say it is still growing.' who know inflation. They
Social scientists say it could don't remember when things
have profound effects on the were cheap, they know only
traditional suburban
life that things will be more
centered on children.
expensive so they are buying
But it's not that the single now," said Dr. George
population is moving to Sternlieb, director of the
suburbia with vast -changes Center for Urban Policy
in mind.
Research
at
Rutgers
"I have a greater sense of University.
security. I also have a
"What we have now is a
feeling of a sense of home, housing buying panic by which I never had with an everyone" he said. "There is
apartment," says Paula H. the feeling that if you don't
J. Cholrnondeley, a 31-year- do it now, you never will.
old budgets manager who More younger people are
bought a house in Stamford, determined to go into a
Conn., after living in a New forced
savings.
York apartment for five Homeownership for some
years.
"My
lifestyle
has
changed," she said. "I go
out less. I Spend more time
at home and less time
roaming around. I feel
there's someplace I can now
go and totally relax and
unwind, which I did not feel
I could do as well when I
lived in an apartment."
Ms. Cholmondeley, like
other young singles on
today's
housing
market,
decided to buy a house for
YOU COULD
financial reasons as well as
practical considerations. She
needed more space and to
rent a larger apartment, she
said, would not have been a
positive return on the money
spent as rent.
Dr. Margaret Levi, a 31year-old political science
professor, has owned a
house in Seattle, Wash., with
her boyfriend for 21,•2 years.
Their mortgage payment is
the same as the rent they
paid for a smaller apartment.
"We
figured
it
was
cheaper than paying rent for
the same space," she Aid.
"Plus, we get equity and it's
nice to have a place of your
own. You can really create
a space you like rather than
take what the rental market
gives you."
Single home ownership has
made dramatic increases
between 1970 and 1976, according
to
the
U.S.
Department of Housing and
Urban Development. The
number of single male
homeowners under age 35
rose 213 percent from 158,000
to 495,000 during that time.
Female homeowners, also
single and under 35, jumped
141 percent from 80,000 t,
193,000.

young people is like a super
Christmas Club."
Singles are not just buying
small homes to meet their
immediate needs. Many are
purchasing -- or thinking
about — three- and fourbedroom homes with an eye
to reselling before the
mortgage has expired.
"I want to make an investment and have it turn
over in five years," says
Victoria Chapman, a 34year-old magazine editor.
"Many young people don't
even think in terms of
paying off a mortgage.
They're thinking of turning
it over. Later I can buy
something larger.1
Chapman,
who
Ms.
currently
lives
in
a
Manhattan co-op apartment,
is looking to buy a country
home for weekends and
vacations. She plans to sell
it and her co-op in five
years and bi.jyr a larger
house.
"The house I always
assumed would happen when
I married and had a familiy
might not happen," she said.
"If I start buying things
now, I'll have a place that
means something when Fin
60 or 70. The place I have
now is not my settling down
place."

The emergence of the
single homeowner in family
neighborhoods
and
the
suburbs has had an impact
not only in the community,
but on establishing the
single lifestyle as a desirous
and acceptable one.
"Our real problem is
reshaping the suburbs to
meet the demands of the
new market," says Sternlieb. "There's the problem
of how to reduce the forms
of public expenditures that
were geared to people who
originally lived there and
not for those who are now
there.
These
new
homeowners want swimming
pools and tennis courts, not
schools.
"But the concept of a
homogeneous suburbia has
not been the case ever,
much less now. Suburbs now
contain a critical mass of
single people
never
married,
divorced,
widowed."
Those who by choice have
removed themselves from
the mainstream of disco
hopping, pickup bars and
trendy boutiques are often
surprised to find a new, but
just as vigorous social life in
the suburbs.
"When I first moved I
thought there would be a lot

•1979 FORD FUTURA SPECIALTY CAR
•(oLEMAN VALLEY FORGE'CAMPER
•51,C00 OTASCO Shot:p
ry
:1Spree

•
26
.
°Dior Corrode
a...—a—aft11000.1•1011.00

8on6
ly

BABIES, CHILDREN, ADULTS
--'plus family groups
Yourchoice A
"Dtio-Image or regular 8x 10-portrait.
• Limit One per subject, two per family
• Additional portraits available in all sizes and backgrounds at
Our reasonable prices
• Persons under IA must be accompanied by parent or guardian.
• Completely finished portraits delivered at store
• Groups : •I,.Z5 each additional subject
• Always frieadly. professional service.

ON THE GULF OF MEXICO
FORT WALTON BEACH, FLORIDA
• Directly on the Gull of Mexico • Over 600 feet 01 clean.
white, uncrowded beach•Spacious, well appointed units con
tam living room, bedroom, completely equipped kitchens and
bath • Two large, fresh water pools and two wading pools
•Restaurant ahd lounge (nitely entertainment)•Game room
for the kids•Weekly rates if stay is five days or longer •Golf:
tennis, amusement park and other attractions rust minutes
away by ct

Photo Hours Daily 10-1 2-5 6-8 • Sat 10-1 2-4:30

an.

minoWilerfa

spALDING
SOCCER BALL

BMX MOT -CROSS
SAVE 9.98

Reg. 9.99

EVEN LESS WITH TRADE-IN

Competition frame, H.D. wishbone fork,
wrap around knobby tires. Rear caliper
and coaster brake isiS•i20)

Junior or official si.z4 endorsed by Pele.
5-ply rubber carcass. i63-3i2-2.-31

-

SALE PRICE

Choice of 12 or 20 Ga Three interchangeable chokes ,Full. Moo
Imp. Cyl )Walnut checkered stock

REMINGTON DOVIA and
QUAIL LOAD. 12 Of 20 ga.
*8 shot
54 '758'767

Save $4.00
YOUR

WINCHESTER SQUIRREL
'tend RABBIT LOAD. 12 gauge
shells I:6 shot
64
,
86

CHOICE

7-Pc. Cookware
Set

WINCHESTER DOVE and
QUAIL LOAD. 12. 16 or 20
ga I•8 shot
lac Ire-3 .s

•

-Choice Of Avocado 8, Gold

Sturdy weight &minor',
hoots op fast; white Teflon
‘nteriors for stick -free
tootling. 1 weld 7.qt. covered
summon. S-qt.Dvich oven
with coot', 10- fry pan
I SO 1594,41

e_s.,S.,
ab4a,ga.. shell pockets
back.
tba
loo
ps game
loops.

Reg.$17.96
$1 396

SKATEBOARD

American
NYLON

ALL-PURPOSE SHOES

SAVE 4.02
Reg.
16.99
DOUBLE
KICKTAIL

White nylon uppers with black suede leather
63 317 3 31104
trim 13 super traction cleats
P.O. Box 1109
860 Scallop Court
Fort Walton Beach, Florida 3!/ S48
Phone Area Code 904/243-3114

• Montclair Console Stereo
•Rerrangton 1100 Shotgun*
•WInchester Super X ShotgL*0
.
10-Soma hien or Leaacti

Incea

Flyi=

SALE
PRICE
Nylon
with

WHAT PRICE WATER?
LOMBARD, Ill. (AP) —
Water isn't free — or even
cheap — especially in rural
areas, according to figures
released
by the Water
Quality Association.
The
report says the
average cost of a water well
in the United States is
$2,100, including the cost of
drilling a 175-foot bole, installing casing and connecting a well pump and
pressure tank.
With the
addition of
equipment to purify the
water and remove iron, the
cost is increased to $3,200.
For rural homes getting
their water from a central
system, the average climbs
to $5,500 each for running
water at the tap.

LAST 3 DAYS

CAMOUFLAGE VEST
This8x10color portrait

of isolation," says Ms.
Cholmondeley. "But I found
quite the contrary. There's a
subculture of single people
who buy houses and do rural
things like go to tag sales
and play golf.
"There are men out there
who would rather date
women who live in the
country than those who live
in the city. It's convenience
they
and
prefer
that
lifestyle."

24" injection molded polyolefin board Double
action trucks. Solid urethane wheels

PRICES GOOD THROUGH SATURDAY AT ALL
OTASCO STORES AND PARTICIPATING DEALERS
110-Al Coates 753 113171

'

43-40141
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Eastern Fancy Golden

DELICIOUS
APPLES

PORK LOIN

LIMIT 2 BAGS
gm with this coupon and '10.00 additional purchase excluding
.
1 1 1 1 111
lam Items prohibited by low and in addition to the cost of coupon MO
IV...merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit one Elle
coupon. Expires Sept. 19th.

FIRST CUT

PORK
CHOPS

$13
9

LB

NI

BONUS BUNDLE

SIRLOIN

INtEAKF AST

PORK
CHOPS

PORK
CHOPS

REDEEM ALL THREE
COUPONS WITH ONE
1O ADDITIONAL
PURCHASE

CENTER CUT LOIN
$179
18

III

$169

PORK
CHOPS

LB

111

30UM

S LBS. CHOICE ROUND STEAKS
Of MEAT
S LBS. LEAN PORK STEAKS
WPM
5 LBS. FRESH GROUND BEEF
S LBS. FRYER QUARTERS
S LBS. KROGER WIENERS
$35
95
S LBS. PORK SAUSAGE HUNTER as c ift

U.S.D.A. Greek A
Holy Farm Mixed Ports if

FRYING
CHICKEN

OPEN 24 HOURS
EXCEPT FROM MIDNIGHT SATURDAY
?II 8 A M SUNDA Y

DELUXE DEUCATESSEN

PRISM LIAM

FANNY PAR

Ground Chuck

Pork Steak
FRISII PICNK STELE

1"

Leg-O-Lamb

$
L1.

11.S.O.A. cocoa

Phone Ahead...We'll Have
Your Order Ready!

Sandwi

Si 39

u.$1 29

Lamb Shoulder
riej•
z
"Pi'
',kiwi
SMOKED
IsTP

VIRGIN
Lsd IA
HAM

Egg Bun

Pork Roast
TOM= PRIDE

Sausage

Choc-0

"4.$ 69

AVAILASLE
THURS.. Fill.
& SAT COM

•RESER Y CAUGHT THEN PACKE0 WITH
ICE IN SEALED CONIAINERS

PICNICS

•RUSHED DIRECTLY TO KROGER FROM
RL MAZITAWOAST FISHERIES
•ACCURATELY LAREUEDSPECIES

$328

•OPEN DA TED FOR ASSURED FRESHNESS

Form Rasa!
MATT

WHOLE
CATFISH

Ls $i 49

Turkey Breast

KROGER

Sliced

KROGER WIN OR

Meat Wieners

969

Monte

WAN MORRELL

Sliced Bacon
Slereedvi

Ftwoou
Mushrooms

Chaopal

CREAMY
COLE SLAW

79c

HOT
HOMESTYLE
PLATE LUNCH
AVAILABLE DAILY!

CALIFORNIA FANCY

Boston Lettuce
EXTRA LARGE MUMMERS 011

Bell Peppers

chew.%
ICED
BROWNIES
$199

994
3
$1
4 Km $1

u.s.s..
RED
POTATOES

Eastern Fancy Golden
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APPLES
4

$

GREEN TOP

Bunch Carrots

3

an.

$

1

row after row
offreshness at down
to earth prices
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TOTAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE

Everything you buy at Kroger is guaranteed for
your total satisfaction regardless of
manufacturer. If you are not satisfied, Kroger
will replace your item with the same brand or a
comparable brand or refund your purchase price.

COST -CUTTER COUPON]

C;STI
ZUTTER

CTI
UM
A
MN]III
1
.
11
MMMMM IMP 11111
OM

CUTTERS

WESSON
OIL

=
=

Teal find the cest-artter syndsols iii
bendreds of year favorite items
liweelbeert our store. Pies sea week you'll
find cost-tatter weekly ad specials
extra savings en grocery items, dairy, froze
n foods, bealty & beauty aids,
meats sad predate.
NOW
POR AUTOMATIC WNW/WM

Bright Detergent

340!. $ 1 29
.. EMS
I

994

4$.'.
11111111
ht.
with this coupon and '10.00 odditionol purchase
excluding 1111111
items prohibited by law and in addition to the cost
am NM with this coupon and '10.00 additional purchase excludi.
of coupon
ng 11 1111

merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit
Expires Sept. 19th.

Jxcluding IMP
>f coupon IMO
nit one

▪

one.

794
$2
"

OM items prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of coupon
=MI
merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit one.
UM

nimmimmkOnlieilitiumminc,Z

494
794
WAS

ASSORTED STYLES OS
*550070 VARIETIES

Totino's Pizza

tEE
)NE
IL

13P

AVONDALE MAME an

sges11

French Fries

Light Chocolate Pie

/AINUTE MAID 00201

Orange Juice

Dog Food

14o1.$ 1 49
PRO.

Banquet Pies
17 PIECE FROZEN

know e.g. or lettermik

Kroger Flour

VI: 594

Banquet Fried Chicken

Plain or Self-Rising
6½0Z

594
32'
!
P
S" 1
4

PLAIN OR IELS-RESNIG

PIACIE OR AMU FROZEN

47. 47'
I2 894

(
pol.

PET PRIDE

M.MTN'S MIEN

PET RITZ 1•11601

Pie Shells

Mild Cheddar

In 594

Banquet Dinners

894

NOW

SSE.:
4

95' 694

MOB

Augrotin Potatoes 51
/
1 65' 2pos$1
2.1.
Scalloped Potatoes'lli 65' 2.1

":0399

1
•
wittaNiwody

WHITE
BREAD

WAS

NOW

c 25'

234

69'

654

MIXED YEGETAPLIS

Larsen's Veg-All
ASSORTED RAVORS

Hawaiian Punch
FRANILUN

Crunch'N Munch 'Xs 59'
MAZOLA
320!.
Corn Oil

3

574
$204

20 oz.

loans $

Potted Meat

5.$1

WAS
AVONDALE PEACE'SUM OR

00015

si
GlinT"TD" 2 as1°9
Sandwich Bread 2 L204algt

1194
t
69

Choc-O-Bells ...2
$1 09

Peach Halves
Ice Milk Bars
'47:$1 09 OOP DOT-AR•Off WITN MEATIALLS
Spaghetti
RUM MAZER
011,110
Y-A1-011
Fruit'n Creme Bars'47:$1 9
Beef
RUM Kau* mamas
-A-Roni
Yogurt Sandwich 47: 79' ORANGE IREARJAST ORR*
Tang
MIZE!MEIER

FRESH
DAIRY SPECIALS

Kreger
COTTAGE
CHEESE

3,1,24:$1 49

2101

Daytime Disposable

57'
1502.
65'

KLEENEX
DIAPERS
$264

MM.
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63'
270!.
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1
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t keS

4-
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Gai.
..

Margarine

FRG.
1 LI.

14p:1:$1
CANS
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KROGER

Sliced Mozzarella

now muisooli wows*

22'

Montery Jack

104st
PANTY
HOSE

zar66c
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PADS
30 ct $1199
box . 111
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PANTY
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130!.
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3 VacPac Coffee

e

Vac Poc Coffee
ner.nt
Vac Poc Coffee

I La $q59
CAN

I

A

KRAFT

French Dressing

$
51 7

-lc
7 "'
icL:"$

NORTHERN

89c 11111

1302. C
.CAN of

in

GENTLE

BAKERS SECRET
BAKEWARE
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=
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111.
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Cheddar Cheese 'M$1 °9
Kraft Singles
89'

Ilia IL
EASY
$169

FINAL NET
HAIR SPRAY

Bix Mix.

mitmatsOOINIIO kilitr.*N

49

Cheddar CheeseTti 994

Sliced Pineapple

•Iwf.99c

694

30 d.
box

ICE
CREAM

794

CREAMY MESON

\

202, $ nt
PIG. I 7

"'A'7
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Island Dressing
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1 6 01
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99°$109
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Premium Crackers

,,o,
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McCuiston
To Head
Bank Assoc.
Pat M. McCuiston,
president of Planters Bank of
Todd County in Trenton, and
State Senator from the Third
Senatorial District, was
elevated to the post of
president of Kentucky
Bankers Association during
the Association's annual
meeting held September 11
and 12 at the Galt House in
Louisville. He had previously
served as president elect.
McCuiston has served as
president of Planters since
1958. Prior to. entering
. banking.n
he was a school..teacner-coac
in Christian and Calloway
Counties; was

ROGER WITHROW holds the award he won for the
best high-powered rifle shooter recently.
He is a
sophomore at Murray State University.

-..,
- .

_

.-..,
CUPCAKE CAPERS — Mrs. Lashlee FoSter's second
graders at Robertson School decorated cupcakes as an
enrichment
following a language unit designed
._to
......._
....._ activity
neap inc
cnuaren necome aware or woras mat apReal to the senses. Words describing food were used
with this activity. "Sticky" was Joann Kelly's contribution
as she iced a cupcake.

DISPLAYING their finished cupcakes are from left Joann Kelly, Scott Wells, Melissa
Adams,Mrs. Foster, and Kelly Prescott.
Photos By Kaye Peebles

r.
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:
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Murray Student Named Winner

ENDS SEPT. 18
_
A Murray State University was awarded the Hearst
sophomore was awarded the trophy after competing at the
William Randolph Hearst national rifle tournament held
'
trophy which is given to the Aug. 12 to 23 at Camp Perry,
best high-powered rifle - Ohio. The Hearst trophy is one
/ 7
shooter in the military of the most distinguished
-1_
G.E.
I.". STORM
academy and ROTC shooting shooting awards which an
— _ _., .
.
' PORTABLE
classifications,
individual can achieve.
1
—
Roger Withrow, a con- About 150 contenders.
SENIOR CITIZENS
I 4 PACK WINDOM
RADIO
struction technology major, competed in this particular
Begley s otters you a 10%
KIT AM/FM
classification, Withrow
PRESTO —'911W
discount on your prescription
Each
individual
had
to
qualify
w/TV SOUND
prices You must be 60 or olc•
Local Girl
WEE BAKERIE gpil
to enter the tournament at
7-2927
till out
Camp Perry by shooting in
11
OVEN
preliminary tournaments, he
Graduates At said.
Pat M. McCuiston
Competing far the Hearst secretary of the Hopkinsville
1 GAL.
LOVING
recatired shooting from Chamber of Commerce; and
BYU Recently trophy
)
WINDSHIELD
200, 300, 600 and 1.000 yards m personnel director for Thomas
CARE
Fl
Industries
oam
Hopkinsville
in
.
In
standing,
sitting
and prone
50 FT.
MR. NEAT
WASHER
Susan Hainsworth of positions, Withrow
KELLING
addition to his banking and
,.
FOAM
said.
[
Murray was among the 2,024 Withrow used a national Senatorial careers, he is also a
HEAVY
DUTY
LAWN
AND LEAF
BLANCHED
ANTI- FREEZE
ALL
graduates who received match M-14 service rifle farmer.
EXTENS
ION
CORD
BAGS
diplomas at the 183rd without use of a telescopic Active in civic affairs, he is
SHADES
PEANUTS
Summer Commencement scope.
a past secretaryand past
1 LB
exercises Aug. 18 at I felt pretty good. I shot my president of the Hoplunsvil,
BAG
Brigham Young, University best
at 600 Yards, he said.* Rotary Club; past state
in Provo, Utah. Miss Withrow
president
Woodman
of
the
of
member
a
Hainsworth, . the daughter of of two otherwasstso
rli.-./.24
first
place
teams the World Life Insurance
Aa
brt tVt
t
mQrr-m•;t1r-rt
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome C. during the tournament
active
Society;
other
and
in
is
at
MEDICATED CREME
Hainswo,
rth received a Camp Perry.
local work.
bachelor's degree.
ARTHRITIS RUB
native
A
Calloway'
of
Another
Murray State
BYU is operated by The sophomore, Shelly
County, Pat McCuiston
1.5 OZ
Soncrant,
INSTANT
Church of Jesus Christ of from Boston, Mass., placed graduated from Kirksey High
Latter-day Saints I the eighth in the small board School in Kirksey, Kentucky;
3 02
PRINT ,
ROLL-ON
Mormons) and is the largest competition,
graduated frail Murray State
church-related university in Withrow and Soncrant are University where he has been
FILM
DEODORANT
ii
the United States..
BEGLEY'S
honored as an Outstanding
members
of
the
Murray
State
These 2,024 graduates. in Rifle Team which received alumnus; and has done post
REG OR
ALLERGY
addition
thaw . litho Eti-24 place in the nationaJ rine graduate work at Weatera
UNSCENTED
received to degre
es in team championships which Kentucky University and the
RELIEF
December and April, bring were held last spring.
University of Kentucky.
TABLET
S
the total for the school year
to 5,567.
The graduates represent 43 Paint Scraper Costs Navy $171,000
states, the District of
Columbia and 27 foreign HONOLULU (AP) A 55- spected the sub at sea but
countries. Of_ the total cent paint scraper —lodged
could not determine why the
graduating, 511 percent are between the piston wall and ship's torpedo
system did
BARBASOL —
men and 42 percent are cylinder of a torpedo not work, the Pearl
Harbor
'
BATH
women.
launcher
SHAVE illIllMk LE CROY black
said. The
the nuclear Shipyard
SIZE
During the August corn- submarineaboard
Swordfish forced Navy says itA not know
DISPOSABLE
mencement, university of- the ship into
how the scr got stuck in
CREAM Barham'. BLACK PePPer
for the
ficials conferred 70 doctoral $171,000 in drydock
launcher.
PEPPER
02
degrees, 457 master's newspaper says. repairs, a
degrees, 1,379 bachelor's Repair crews at Pearl ARGENTINE RAILROAD
REG..
IRISH SPRING
degrees and 118 associate Harbor found
4 OZ.
the
scraper
BUENOS
MENTHOL,
AIRES,
degrees.
after Navy divers had in- Argentina (AP) — Argentina
SOAP
LE CROY
LEMON -LIME
will receive $18 million in
credit from United States
EA
and European banks to
finance projects for
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED
Ferrocarriles Argentinos, the
state-owned railroad.
Railroad officials said the
money would be used to buy
12 U.S.-made automatic
railroad barriers and to
build an alkaline battery
•
manufacturing plant.
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PACKAGE OF 4
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.
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1
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Your Individual
Horoscope

sesSaves
Oil More

Fraaces Drake
FOR THURSDA
What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20i
Personal relationships are
highly favored, with improved
communication indicated
between you and associates.
Some minor concessions on
your part can result in major
gains.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
•• •
Some beneficial influences
stimulate your ingenuity,
creativity and personality.
Don't go to extremes, but have
confidence where it is due.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
,,,,,
This is a "give-and-take"
day with the emphasis on
giving, but be generous. Your
light touch will brighten the
day.
CANCER
1June 22 to July
A day in which to lak before
you leap, especially if any
candid criticism is involved.
Some criticism is NOT for
your own good."
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Extra attention is called for
regarding any special concession made to you. There
may be some unpleasant
strings attached.
VIRGO
ftflJ
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
There is Some intrigue
abroad, and it could involve
you unless you avoid isny
suspicion, pettiness and
deception.
_LIBRA
.•,( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 41-2:1
Plans that you are making,
'imperially if travel is involved,
;could be boosted by good
news. You may have to seek
• ;the source rather than waiting
. . for it to come to you.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov.
• Allow a margin for error in
a day of cruse° influences.
This is a time to consider
suggestions carefully and be
conservative in expectations.
SAGITTARIUS
••(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You could be surprised by
an offer of cooperaticit in an
area that you usually find
yourself going it alone. But
two heads are better than one,
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) YJ +(k
Act in haste at the moment
and you could be buying real
trouble. Watch quick words,
particularly, and keep high
principles in mind.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)"I'"'-',•4',Y4
Your impatience gets you
nowhere as things tend to bog
down. A little clear thinking is
called for to start making
progress once more.
PISCES
t
;
;
..
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You are faced with some
unexpected behavior of an
aggressive nature, and some
suave handling on your part is
called for.

49-Oz.
Cold Power
Detergent

tavg

Nasw_7k.
•-•

1,

1

1/

-

• ,S;

te

•

Strawberry checks on
white and green pin dot
background with bright
colors. Rod pockets on
tiers and valance 36"
lengths.

viii
1;:.•
1:1
\ (.)(1)

CLAIfIOL

BOX

24-Ounce
Johnson's
Baby Powder

87

•igiWtler
i

aWt'cuRb

Gets your clothes clean in
cold water. Specially formulated to remove dirt and
stains with cold water. 49ounce (net wt.) bog. Economical to use.

1 REG.
263
Economical 24-ounce
sae Leaves you sweet
smelling

Mist Styling Iron
88

Easy to use for today's
hair styles. Heats in just
minutes. Clairol Crazy
Curl sets hair in just
seconds.

egt47>

8-Ounce
Non-Aerosol
Adorn

REG.
1 3.97

57

11 REG.
1.77
Leaves hair looking natural 8-fluid ounce bottte.

Want A Tough Stain Out?
Shout It Out!

2 Cu. Ft.

12-0Z. SHOUT

Sphagnum

Peat Moss
Reg.$3.97 Bag

10-Ounce

RI ht Guard
67
4
REG

YOU BORN TODAY are
roundly talented. lean toward
things artistic, scientific and
intellectual. You have fine
business .acumen, however,
and should you choose commerce as a career, you would
be highly successful at it. In
this case, however, you will 1*
almost certain to choose one of
the arts or sciences as a
"second career" — and make
It pay. You have an engaging
personality, make friends
easily, but you must be careful
not to antagonize them by
being overexacting or impatient when they do not live
up to your lofty standards.
Natives of this Virgoan sector
noted
for
are
their
meticulousness, purposefulness, love of order, and
they will work hard to achelye
objectives.

207
family deodorant 10-oz
(net wt )spray keeps you dry

Save $2.40 Bag

$ 57

1

BAG

40 Lb. Bag Organic
Want a tough stain out? Shout it
outt -1 2-ounce (net wt) spray
can. Just spray directly on stain
and then wash. Shout helps
remove stiAbborn dirt.

Cow
Manure
Reg $2 97 Bag

Cleans Furniture, Glass, Appliances
3 Cleaners In One

8-OUNCE
MAN 'N SHINE-

PROJECT
INDEPENDENCE

Save $1.40 Bag

$1BA57G

You'll Save While Quantities Last!

What is Project
Independence

Persons who.
1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to
remain in their homes (such as household
chores, meals,healtti
needs transportation
and others), AND
3. Can not get the
services from any
other source.
have
• If
you
about
questions
Project Independence
call Ronnie Ashby, at
753--5362.

/If

37

72) 171,4c-

In.Project
a
dependence
is
demonstration project
for the elderly in the
Jackson Purchase. It
is designed to help
older persons remain
in their own homes as
an alternative to eninstitutional
tering
facilities.
Who is eligible?

36" TIER AND
VALANCE SETS

Aft 1,L- ./Catv-

40 Lb. Bag
Organic

eat Humus

REG
1.12

L

Reg.$1.57 Bag

Cleans furniture, glass or appi,
ance surfaces. Three cleaner
in one. 8-ounce (net wt.) spra
can.

Save 600 Bag

Enjoy Our

Steak. sinner
Served with.Fungialles..
Sliced Tomatoes on a
Bed of Lettuce
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22. MUSICAL
AMVETS POST 45 will have
their family picnic Sunday
afternoon Sept 17. Bring a
covered dish

NOTKI
Joyce Maser is now eruplcoied
at the Beauty Boa. Nue
enter She unites ill_
friend:, to call for ar
poultn,ent
753-7132

Thursday 14
Sept. through n Sept.
1978. Ouners collec.off.
t ion of Plants 20°

A Fact
Free Gift Wrapping

WANTED GOOD body and
clean up man Call 759-1161,
between 8 anc 5 weekoaA

Is a specialty at
Starks Hardware

at
wanted
WAITRESS
12th
Triangle Inn an S
Apply in persiy- between 10
am and 2 pm

it's

12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!

Starting
'

TOYANA

.off. 10%
PuIery 10°
off on Macranie 11>rd

RENA BA Y

and books. Our best
-election. Free Basic
macrame lessons starling Thursday evening
p.m. to 8 p.m. Make
Shop and save for your
holiday project
little Ned
House of

FOR
RENT
BUILDING
AVAILABLE
FOR RETAIL STORE OR
OFFICE
AT
THE
DIXIELAND
SHOPPING
CENTER ON CHESTNUT
CALL

Crafts

753-3018
AFTER 5 P

5 Pair
ACROSS
6 Note ot
1 CICA11
5- mode
scale '
?Collection
Portico
'Barber s
ti Verbal
tool
13 Man 5 name
11 Opposite ot
9 Qualities
corn
10 Cereals
I Awry
15 Sell
16 Safe at-base
17 Ventilate
-2 words
is Mends
tit Biblical
20 otrl
name
21 Scent
22 Motor part
VEgtritian
Pennies,
Everyone
23
•
24 Simian
24 Musical
25 Rog
symbols
27 Chad
36 Dine
24 Employ
*Ma s mate
•
30 Caress
#Unit or
weight
35 Steeples
,y3 Compass ot 36 - s
34 Printing
' measurei.
36 Daft,,
"
4
1
36 Wager
12
46 Indigent
41 Bristle
43 Porch feature
4$ Two on the
48 Johnny 50 Spealiv
St Molding
52 Lug
54 Renovate
, 55 Sample
S6 Article
57 Fiuit dunks
DOWN
I Twine
2 Scope
3 Scout
I ri-•e,nrie

Open Monday,
Wednesday, and
Thursday, 10
a.m.-7 p.m. Saturday, 10 a-.m.-5:30
p.m. Call for an
appointment anytime

-11
00a

_ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

M.

All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
publication.

7

ME

" INIM
7, " II
ma0
M

JI
a-am
-adm mm•
alma-•
mm
m
-0 • a
UUM
WM
MEM
21111111 JIM atm
34

LOST SIAMESE Tom cat. If
found. return .to Archie
Edmonds. Rt. 3 Murray.
REWARD

DAY AND NIGHT shift,
male and female, apply in
Person, Burger Queen, North
15th, Murray.
DESK CLERK, full or part
time, all shifts open Apply in
person at Regal B Inn, 1517 S.
12th. No phone calls please
FULL or part time, merit
pay, class bonus plan, apply
in person at Regal 8 Inn 1517
S 12th. No phone calls
please.
GENERAL office worker
Duties include answering
phone, typing purchase
orders and invoices. Please
send complete resume to Box
32 X, Murray, Ky. 42071.

PART TIME delivery driver,
7-12 am Must be 21, call 7530212.
Fall Boat Rides

UM

mans'
"LOST"
1977
Calloway County High senior
ring. If found call 753-5708
There is a reward.

JOURNEYMEN
Brick
layers. Union scale, light
weight block, for K-Mart
project. Call 759-4590

46 Yu
470.
49 Se,e
SO Minera
53 Exciamabc •
WV

Small
LOST:
diamond
pendent Possibly lost at
Central Shopping Center or
MSU Reward'.offered. Call
753-0398 or 753-4769.

Aboard
the
Sidewheeler Princess,
Daily 2 p.m.
Ken Lake
State Park
Telephone 354-6205
$0' Off Nick fair withal.(IT)

RADIOLOGY
TECHNICIAN Immediate opening for
R.P. AR RT. to work in Trigg
County Community Hospital,
Cadiz, Ky. Call involved,
inquiries
treated
confidentially, salary
negotiable. Contact Mr. John
Sims, 1-522-3215 from 8-5 or 1924-1160 after 6 pm.

0632.

WANT TO BUY good used 12 X 60 2BR, all electric
hay bine, and 10 to 12 ft mobile home with special
hydraulic disc Call 753-6316 insulation, furnished on one
WANTED
dependable, after 5 pm
acre land with large wood
responsible persons to drive
storage building. Priced
cars Thursday night at
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE 210,000 or $3,000 down and
Howard Auto Auction. Must
take up payments of $136
have license and be able to ANTIQUE
Hex barrel, 22 monthly. (1977 Warrior
drive any type of vehicle. Pump rifle and
hall
oak
solid
mobile home.) Call 753-8086
Call
753-8300, Monday
tree. Call 489-2613.
atfer 4 pm.
Friday, 8:30 am to 5 Pm.
AVOCAD
42 X 60 mobile home for sale,
WANTED: Woman to do refrigerator, O
central heat and air. 753-3225.
$..15
house cleaning one day a 2317.
week. 753-9621
12 Cu. ft. refrigerator, two
WANTED MAINTENANCE
man full or part time. All small chest of drawers, black 2 BR -TRAILER for rent,
and white portable tv. 753- natural gas heat, large
aspects of remodeling, some
fenced yard 18 Shady Oaks_
cleaning. Apply in person at 4736.
-7S3 3735.
Regal 8 Inn. No phone calls
350
CHEVY
motor,
please.
damaged. One pair of Chevy TWO BEDROOM, all elettric, one mile out of city
van
slats.
489.2513,
WANTED MAN for morning
limits. $85 per-month with a
hours. Fine for a retired
FOR
$50
deposit. One or two
SALE: 3 piece sectional
man college Cleaners, 1411
sofa 1100; 1974 El Camino top adults. Call 753-5405 after 6
Olive Blvd. Call 753-3852.
$75; seed and fertilizer Pm
YORK SPRING Co Will be spreader $20; yard roller and 30. BUS. RENTALS
hiring the month of Sep- spiker $10, 8 & D electric
tember. Apply at 203 S 2nd trimmer $10; pickup overOFFICE
FOR
RENT:
St. or call 753-5546 between 7 fender tool chest 320; 2 five
Excellent location, 505 Main
globe chrome lamps (1 floor
am and 3:30 pm
with
approximate
ly
vs- Sq.
and 1 table model) $100 for
ft. frontage. Call 799-1429 9-5
the set. Call 474-88-49.
daily.
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
FALL CLOTHES, sweaters,
IMMEDIATE OPENING in pants, skirts and shirts. Jr.
Murray area. Age 21 or over; sizes 5 and 7. Cali 753- 4763.
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
no over
night travel.
apartment near downtown
Excellent fringe benefits and
Murray Call 753-4109
opportunity for promotion,
above average earnings, no
experience neceSser V.Zell 1- GOLD sculptured carpet, ONE BR furnished apart
ment; carpet, washer and
247-6867, Mayfield. Ky., 8:30 12y/2, good condition. Call
dryer hook-up, central heat,
am TO 4-00 pm, mo-nclay 753-1901 after 3 pm.
and
air. 1414 Vine St.
throught Friday
INTERNATIONAL
Harr
ester 10 hp cub riding mower
Call 753-3729

FOUR ROOM country house
with bath Call 753 6581

AKC Cocker Spaniel, one
black, two blonde puppies,
175 each. 1-527 $383 after
Pm.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent

153-4758

MALE POMERANIAN, one
Year old with papers. Call
after 5 p.m. 753-7396,

Pennyrile Tours
LAND OF LINCOLN
3 days from HopkinsyMe, Ky.
Oct. 27-24, 1978

Oct. 27: Leave Hopkinsville Pennyrile Mall at 7
a.m. Will visit Springfield, m., Lincoln's
Springfield, Lincoln Museum, Marriage home
and other places. Oct. 28: Will visit Oakridge
Cemetery, Oakland Cemetery,lunch at Clayville
Stagecoach stop, New Salem, attend the performance at Illinois Country Opry. Oct. 29: Will
lunch in Marion, Illinois, ride the Crab Orchard
and Egyptian Railroad.

ONE CROCHET bed spread,
$100. Two knit quilt tops. S15
each. Call after 5 pm, 7532327

TIMBER for sale. Noah
Malcom, 121 S. Call anytime
436 2497.

Call Ruth Blackwood
Tour Representative
753-2827 after 5 p.m. or write 203 S. 8th, Murray,
Ky.

16. HOME

FURNISHINGS

THIS WORLD Is
MAPS UP OF
WATCHERS OR

Used Furniture
Used Appliances

PART,C I PANTS

Hodge & Son, Inc.

Used TV's

205 Sc Stli

ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 14436449. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760
ONE Electrolux vacuum
cleaner with scrubber. Call
753 3729.

FOR SALE Tobacco and
tomato sticks. Call 419 2126.
MURRAY FORD Tractor
has several used tractors,
farm
equipment, cars,
trucks, buses, and combines
discount
at
prices We will
trade for anything of value
22. MUSECAL
GETZEN trumpet. A good
quality instrument. Almost
new, silver plated, 4225. 7539458.

Tit PHANTOM AM I SuPPO5EC
,To
HANDS AND KNEES
k...eir FIELD MARSHALL
DITO

YOu JOKE
DEAR LADY.
KNOr Heeearj
1 COME TO
JOIN U.N. THEN
I GO TO
WASHINGTON.

Go

ON MV

( GEN. TARA DIDN'T
`948DUCT"ME BECAUSE
I AM "a Ai; LAPS'." 17
WAS PERSONAL.

MT IF
17'5 KNOWN
MY NATION
ABDuCTEPP U.N.
tADY MAKE
DIFFICULIIES.

1
ACRE
New Provro
road, good
approximat
Small hou
Williams, 8
Mobile, Ala
1917.

Tired o
get aw
recent]
sits on

Persons interested should apply in person at the Personnel Office of
the Tappan Co. Apply Monday through Friday 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. to 12 noon.

Appliance Group Murray Operation
Murray, Ky. 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer. M/F

30" WHITE Norge electric
range, $40. Cali 436-584.

1-40PE THIS ISN'T
THE BEGINNING
OF A TREND/

16 PARTY
Grove
Saturday,
Something
Plants,
miscellarl
Dudley, we

half
firepla
have a
mItme
qualify

SMITH& WESSON model 134" heavy
barrel
.357
magnum. New in box $14.5.
No phone so drop a card with
phone number to Box 2669
University Station, Murray.
Ky. 42071

"AND THE LITTLE PIG SAID,
NO NO NOT BY THE HAIR
OF MY CHINNY CHIN CHIN.°

MOVING
until ever
Clothes,
furniture, e
Off E 94.

Dec. 26: Leave Hopkinsville Pennyrile Mall 7
a.m. Drive through Nashville and Chattanooga
to Marietta. Dec. 27: Leave Georgia enter
Florida, go through Gainsville, overnight at
Riverside Hilton Inn. Dec. 28: Visit Bush Gardens, Cypress Gardens,Singing Tower. Continue
to Orlando and spend 2 nights at Days Inn. Dec.
n: Visit Walt Disney World and spend the day.
Dec. 30: Daytona Beach, check into Holiday Inn
Surfside. Dec. 31: Depart Daytona Beach, visit
Marineland, Spanish Fortress at St. Augustine,
Stephen Foster Memorial at White Springs. Jan.
1: Journey northward through Georgia and into
Tenn. Dinner at the Chattanooga Choo Choo
Dining Room. Overnight Holiday Inn Downtown.

10 SPEED Bratle 150, -in
good condition. Call 753-2436.

USE OTTO AS
A WATCHDOG

GIGANTIC
sale. Ameni
Friday, 7 ti
12, Septem
Clothes, fur
goods, and
and browse

Dec. 26, 1978-Jan. 1, 1979

REBUILT
Chevy
and
transmission, plus may extra
Parts. Sell all for 5340. Call
753-9400.

SOMEONE/5 BEEN
RAIDING TNE MESS
TENT. CAN I

FLEA MA
Saturday all
E. near N
turn left H
miles. Wet
or shine.

FLORIDA CIRCLE

is now accepting applications for hourly employees. Must be willing
to work any of three shifts and be able to preform a variety of job
skills.

I'LL SET THA1'5 iT
:5N'T IT? ONE NOTL.:11
PROBABLY STANDS FOR
FIFTY PIZZAS!

AUCTION
at the Amy
mile N of L
Appliances,
antiques. W
paper for

3 days front Hopkinsville, Ky.

4 NEW MAC
Polished
Aluminum wheels. 14 inch
with 2 1 60 14 Goodyear
white letter tires, $160.
Phone: 753- 7393.

PEANUTS

WHAT 4IZE
.THESE NOTCHES
:N ,
i0UR
ROOF FOR

PIANOS & ORGANS-large
selection available, rentalpurchase plan available
Selection quality price can
not be beat anywhere. Shop
for yourself and see. Open
Friday's till 8:00. Clayton's,
Dixieland Shopping Center,
753 7575.

26. TV-RADIO
WANTED one experienced
waitress arid one short order 14. WANT TO BUY
JUST
RECEIVED 30 color tv
cook, above average pay.
sets, console and portable
474-2259 for
Call
aP
COUPLE WANTS waterand 210 black and white
pointrnent.
front, three bedroom, two console and portables.
Also a
bath or larger brick home. load of refrigerators
and
Will pay cash or terms. Up to deep freezers. 759
4895
200 acres adjoining
or
separate
location
also 27. MOB. HOME SALES
desired
Write Thomas
Patton, 252 E Bolivar Dr
1970 MODERN AGE 12 X 602
Baton Rouge, La 70815. No BR, mobile home in fair
Agents.
'Clean-up and lub percondition on extra nice 100 X
175 lot. Has tin storage
son. Apply in person at
building. Priced $7,500. Call
Jim Fain Motors, 753753-8086 after 4 pm

SEWING
MACHINE AM LOOKING for guitar
Operators.
Sewing
ex- students - all styles - all
Perience prefered but not -ages. Contact Monte Fisher
necessary full time. Apply .at Chuck's Music,
753-3682.
Calloway Mfg 111 Poplar.
12. INSURANCE
SIRLOIN STOCKADE is
looking
for
enthuastic 'BENNETT & ASSOCIATES.
management
personnel Group Insurance Specialists
Excellent
salary
and serving West Kentucky, and
benefits, no experience Tennessee
Representing
necessary but helpful. Call GOLDEN RULE LIFE
INS.
753-0440 ask for Bobby Scott. CO. Phone 759-1486.

IS

ifoNIORAERS
INSURANCE
25% DISCOUNT If YOU
QUALITY Sit WATNI WILSON
700 MORE INFORMATION.
WILSON INSURANCE AND
MAI MATE 302 N. 12111 •
7534743

GIBSON El5 3 bass guitar
with case and Peave.y bass
amplifier, 400 series. Also 2
speaker
p.a.
Kustom
cabinets with horns. Call 753
64.

AUCTION
Saturday, September 16, 1978
10:00 A.M.
300 Third and Pork Ave.
Fulton, Kentucky
LOST COMPANION AND GONE TO REST HOME
Frtgidaire range. Philco no frost IS refrigerator, small appliances. Philco window air conditioner.
dining table with 6 chairs, huffette, hutch, chrome breakfast table with I chairs, oak dining
table with 4
oak chairs. antique kitchen cupboard, wood medicine cabinet, antique painted wash stand, electric
fans,
picnic kit in metal case cookwares, dishes, rrockwares, pottery, china. 80 piece set of genunine fostoria,
vases, figurenes, china lamps, milk glass hob nail items, souvenir plate plaques. stone & crock .jars pit&
chers, table, floor & vanity lamps, piece set of community silverware with wood case, food
chopper.
collinders. ironware's, metal match holder, scales. aluminum canister set, clocks, brass plated bath
room
stool, magazine holder, brass fireplace ensemble with screen & andy irons, wood & metal stools,
iron
smoke stand
I. piece living room suite, ;Platform & arm rockers, 3 ;gee* table group, radio recorder player combination. old records. Shuff Walsers piano with stool 4 mr.,S
wool rugs. Pictures, well
mirrors, 3 piece bedroom suite, 3-4 drawer chest,2 vacuum cieseank itataillze
Mee type sewing machine in knee
hole cabinet, vUllant sewing bailed,
tablas, 3 pine poster bedroom suite complete, vanity
dresser with stool- telephone beach, f
comb, 2 antique Wood bode, flat top trunks. 2 uphoLstered
Rtn.rds 8, tab es, shoe shine Idt, 3
cheat.IN leg tables, MW TV, vac sweeper,
stir
h.spital bed complete.neW wheel chair.
Enryilopeihas, old books, Riviera it 45 movie camera with case, fle.lur movie projector, movte
screen
on stand, tripods, slide viewer with light & leather case,slide projector with case, tape splicer,
V100
35MM camera with case, Argus light meter, Kodak 28-2S camera, leather camera & accessoryArgus
hag,
confederate money, old jewelery, pocket knives. brass bugle, tower light meter, Olympia manual
pcirtable
typewriter with case.
Electric lawn mower, push mower, garbage cans. 1 gallon kerosene cans, 2 barrel pumps, 2 wood step
ladders, extension ladder, tire & log rhairiA, handy man jack, lanterns, steel game traps,
chain wrench, ice
tongues, large cage fan, end wrenches bench grinder, pipe threaders, hoes, rakes,
shovels, forks, ales.
saws, floor sander, water cooler, wash tubs, oil cans, croquette set, mitre box, folding
stools, motor oil,
metal porch glider.
1969 Cher. Impala 4 door sedan with standard transmission,2 new tires, good battery
This beautiful 15 room historical home in rapartments, 3 baths, 's basement,
lots of closets & cup
boards, gas heat, hardwood floors & fireplace, insulated siding, aluminum
store windows& doors, 2 con,
(mete porches, private entrances, 2 outside sun porches facing 3 Street & Park
Avenue,
In A quite & peaceful part of the township. Just the ideal place to retire, relocate or rearcenterally locsted
your family with
added monthly income from 2 nice apartments,this fins real estate can be
owner financed at bank rate in
terest & will sell at 12 JO p.m with a 16%, deposit fir balance& possession with
delivery
of
deed
or within V,
days
You are invited to Inspect Oda fine real estate anytime before sale date by contacting
selling
agent for
appointment Make plans nowt* attend this all day auction, bring your own chair
- TERMS Cash nr_good personalized checks, plenty of shade. ('once
-salons
by
Fulton,
South
Fulton
Jaycees FOR FIll1MER INFORMATION CONTACT Dr Wayne A. Iamb P0,A QM
482-7151 for Robert
J lamb

LESSONS.
MUSIC
ntrnes11-e4e-- 44)04449ipiano, organ, or voice
lessons. Exp•rlenced
teaching with notaries in
music. Private lessons age 6
and up-- beginners to ad
van(ed ar.44,01 purchase
plan on piano end organ.
Dixieland
Clayton's,
Shopping Center. 753-7575.
PRACTICE PIA1443S and
used drparts Lonartio Plano
Co., across from Post Office,
Paris, Tenn
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• puppies,
383 after 5
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IAN, one
pers Cali

41. PUISLIC SALES

43. REAL ESTATE

.

AUCTION SALE, Fri. 6 pm
at the Amy Paschall home, I
mile N of Lynn Grove, Ky.,
Appliances, furniture, and
antiques. Watch Thursday's
paper for detail listings.

.11 at 7
coin's
home
kridge
.yville
e per'
: Will
rchard

MOVING SALE, Sept. 13
until everything is sold.
Clothes, tools, balks, some
furniture, etc... 5 miles on 280
off E 94.
16 PARTY yard sale, Harris
Grove
Homemakers
Saturday, September 16.
Something for everyone.
Plants,
produce,
and
miscellat5e0Mitem5. 1408
Dudley, watch for signs.

•Clioo
town.

urray,

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

WILSON
Owen

says sell this 3
bedreset,
belt brick end
stone he.. 4 sidles soffit of
army tritk 3 plus acres.
Rome bas great room with
%opine, kitekee with ell the
itres. Reedy to wore Offs
prised to sail quickly.

/L

Now 11S1M I Nine • teewly
remodeled 2 bedroom Mese
en corner lot. Res central yes
hest, centre air, well itsulotod, eleitiouse siding,
w/rtree witodows mid deers.
Priced to set
753ne.2
[tissue,'
11 ACRES approximately.
New Providence area. Paved
road, good water, 72 acres
approximately in row crop.
Small house-best offer. A.
Williams, 832 Wendober Rd.
Mobile, Ala 36606, (205)-3441917.

JUST LISTED (804
Broad) In excellent
location, close to shopping centers, we have
this fine 3 BR brick
home, central heat &
air, w to w carpeting,
1
baths, a land 2 car
carpont
westorage,
den and much much
more. Call us today,
shown by appointment
only.
Weekenos Evenings Coll
be Senna,' 436 5616
Bud Noll 753 4368
PORI Movie 753 474
Don Tucker 753 1930

COUNTRY HOME: Extra
large 3 bedroom,2 bath home
on large lot, attached
garage, fireplace, central
heat and air, and many nice
features. Priced in mid 40's.
-Located only minutes from
city limits on Locust Grove
Church
Road.
Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222 for details.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
seethed. Co,/ Souore
7534451

e willing
y of job
ffice of
4 p.m.

Leave the City Behind!!! and the traffic & the
hustle & bustle and go to the country. We have 3
choice parcels of land, good building location,
can be bought separately or as a package and at
a discount. Beautiful view and lots of trees. Near
Cherry Corner.

Looking for that spacious country feeling? This
sharp 3 BR brick home offers just that. It's
located 3e2 miles west of Murray and just off
Hwy. 94. The attractively landscaped lot is a
spacious 125 x 225. The home is built out of the
quality of materials you can't get today and the
house is in super A-1 condition. The home is
available for immediate possession and no appointment is necessary to see the house. Just call
and we'll pick you up.

1r con/
g
ith 4
, electric fans,
unine fusions,
rock Jars & pit, food chopper
led bath room
stools. tron

ATTENTION FIX-ER-UPPERS!!! Here's that
old house to challenge your creative abilities. It
comes with 4 acres and 420' of road frontage, a
good well and a septic tank. It'll take some work
but it's offered at only $12,500. It's located on
Hwy. 464 between Almo Heights and Kirksey.
The old homeplace is a gorgeous site. Buy it and
fix it up!!!

•

r player com, pictures, wall
minne in knee
. vanit)
.2 upholstered
r, quilts.
. movie screen
err. Argus V100
mory beg, con
2 wood step
in wrench,ice
Is, forks, axes.
..1s, motor ad/
closteta & cup& doors, 2 conterally located
our family with
at bank rote lisped or within 30
fling agent for
South Fulton
71411 far Robert

Just listed. Good producing bottom land farm
with a total of 48 acres. Approximately 36 are
tendable. If your looking for production' land in
the Coldwater community this is it. There's not
much land offered at $700 per acre and this
shouldn't last long so hurry up and give us a
call!!!
CHOICE BUILDING LOTS located north of
Murray and just off 641 in Candlelite Estates.
Candlelite Estates iseieveloping as a $40,000 to
$70,000 area and we have 4 good lots. Three are
priced at $3,100 and one at $3600. City water is
available for the hookup fee. Be first and have
your choice. Call now!
Walk to the lake from this rustic home in Lake
Forrest Subdivision. You'll enjoy the heavily
wooded lot from the first floor patio or the deck
off the 2nd floor master bedroom. There's aFranklin fireplace to knock the chill off in the
living room. The kitchen features a cookine
Island and lots of cabinet space and the adjoining
dining area is suitable for large gatherings. If
you're looking for the ideal year around hot e at
Ky. Lake give us a call. This could be the home
you've been looking for.

JOHN SMITH, REATTOR
Village Center, US 641 14
Phone 753-7411 Anytime
Nese,
,961147 2181
• Sales leer

753-8u80

GOOD IN-Town location 737
Vine St. 3 bedrooms, living
room With beautiful fireplace
with heatOlator, bath, kitchen, utility room, large lot,
outside storage, garden spot,
and more for $24,000. THE
NELSON SHROAT CO.,
REALTORS, Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center, 759-1707.

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION!!! Move in with
delivery of deed! This lovely 3 BR,11'2 bath home
is located in one of Murray's nicest neighborhoods and is within walking distance of
Murray High School. It also features a chain link
fence to help protect the little ones. You'll also
find young producing apple, peach, and plum
trees for your homemade pies and jellies. This
borne has a well thought out floor plan for your
enjoyment. No appointment necessary. Just call
when you want to see the ame. Offered at only
$39,900.

Kentucky

BOYD-MAJORS..
REAL FSTATE

ALLOWAY County's only
odge-City
apartments.
seven unit for sale) Call 753,
33.

OR
Cynthia Gamble
Ron Talent 753-7411
lends McKinney 753-41567

759-1396

Professional Services
With The Frierictly Touch.'
THRIVING BUSINESS - Includes Inventory.
Groceries,
gasoline,
notions
also
restaurant equipment
included. Call us about
additional information
on
this
excellent
business opportunity.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N./2th.

VII

I

STUNNING
CONTEMPDRARY - Glassed wail in foAr
brings one to the great room
with brick-ed wall, ample
in Business
family sized kitchen,large
Since 1956"
master bedroom with built-in
desk and walk in closet plus 2 ;
753-5646
other bedrooms and two
baths. Add one acre land two
miles from Murray and then
SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS: call 753-1492. LORETTA
Grocery-Gas Station with JOBS REALTORS.
excellent income potential
located on busy highway 94,
REA LTo
12 miles from Murray near
Kentucky Lake. Store has
thriving fresh
produce
business, greenhouse for
plant and flower sales,
fishing equipment and bait
sales, trucks for transporting
produce. This is a wellSouth 12th at Sycamore
established business and an
.a.OHONE 763-1861
'r
excellent income producer.
All operating figures furnished upon request. Phone WE HAVE just listed a
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753- reasonable- priced
two
1222 for more information. bedroom home in a central
location. This is in the
vicinity of 6th and Vine street
lose to shopping downtown,
hoof and hospital. The
home included the drapes,
refrigerator, stove and dishwasher
Call JOHN C.
NEUBAUER REALTOR,206
N 4th St, 753-0101 or 753-7531
to see this good buy.
BOYD-MAJ

Waldrop Realty

Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

PRODUCTIvE
100Acre Tract, blacktop
frontage. Large tobacco barn, lot barn. Approximately 75 acres
in crop. Large pond.
That-Money-Making
Acreage You've Been
Waiting For. Plus,
good building site. See
Boyd
Now.
This
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.

44. LOTS FOR SALE
BY OWNER, 200 ft. frontage
(2 lots) in rapidly developing
Westwood Subdivision.
Single or duplex dwellings
permitted. Only $0,500. cell
753-2859 after 5:00 p.m.

1

Chevrolet, Inc.

LOTS FOR SALE near the
lake. For more information
call 753-2844.

1971 COUGAR, air and
Power, good condition, $995.
Call 753-0440 ask for Bobby
Scott.

46. HOMES FOR SALE

1973 CORVETTE, loaded and
in excellent condition. Has T
top, 753-7765 or see at 1627
Loch Lomond Dr.

TWO BR older home near
downtown Fenced in yard,
upstairs
partial
and
basement $22,000. Call 7530807.

NEW OFFICE HOURS
Setting on a large and 1
Closed All Day Wed.
beautifully landscaped
Monde Y-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
lot is this unique 2500
PRICI NAIR CUT $1.50
met SHAVE $1.25
sq. ft. 4 bedroom, 2
Foe Hospital a House,Colls Phone
753-4013
bath brick home. Built
in 1965 from old
Louisville homes, this
proud home is a
modern antique, you
have to see her inside
*PRESCRIPTIONS
and out to fully ap•HOSPIT AL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
preciate.
'[(AIDING BRANDS OF COSMf're s
Weekends & Evenings Coll:
i.e Keelson 436-5676
•HOWST ER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
eir4 Nall 753 4368
Pam Moyity 753-8674
Dan Tuck.. 753-1930

WALLIS DRUG

1972 CHEVROLET. Good
condition, AM-FM radio, 8'
tract tape. factory air. 7591072.
1964, 4-DOOR, hard top
Chevrolet. In good condition,
price $300. Call 753-8066 after
4 pm.
1975 DATSUN B-210, must
sell, will accept best offer.
Call after 5:30, 753-7438.
1977 FIAT X-19 Call 7533052.
1976 FORD LTD; for more
information call 759-4459.

1973 Montego GT., 1970 Opal
Cadet, 1974 Couger XR 7
Call 767-4479

E P A cETITIFIFID

NIMINEMMOUNIMINIMINIMINIMP

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL
100 South 13th Street
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 4207!
Phone 753-39 11
ROACHES-SILVERFISH-SHRu8S

mAtioom
Mee CONTROL
•.soe•noe

38 Acres of PRIME FARM
Johnny Robertson Road. WillLAND on
sell off in
10 acre tracts. $3,000 an
acre.
Three commercial lots on 12th

Street

Call Buddy Spann, 753-6223

,

ProfeSsiOna!Services
With The Friernill Touch-

1978 PONTIAC PhOniX, 2door, low mileage, AM FM,
air, 231 Cu. engine. Call 4354424.
1974 TOYOTA Corona SR,
low mileage, loaded. S speed,
call 762-6604. or 759-4756 after
6

1977 CHEVY pickup truck,
14000 actual miles, long
wheel base Call after 6 pm,
436 5524

ECONOMICAL LIVING
CLOSE
TO
UNIVERSITY. 4 or 5
bedroom, 3 down & 1
or 2 up
baths,
v nje euortrErk L en.
Could be used for 2
_-apartessents.
Basement,
double
garage
unattached
Immediate
occupancy. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.

604 Sort% 17th Street
Phone 1507) 753-7114
Mummy, Itootveity 47071

50. USED TRUCKS

Route 2, Cadiz, Ky.

FREE
20 MILE
753-0104
Floor*/ anti ready. Up to
II it 24. Al,. bete
style, offices Marro,
mains hems re -ens, eel
eirties, or UltUl(e,
Ii, aneroid* opt. 74
preset tonspletelp really
wI. ley this hest fer
less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLC BUILDINGS
Allinon&

J & L BLACKTOP paving
and repairing. Call 753-1537.

'.7.,;

WATER WELLS. Smith ee,
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells. Call
eek
1-527-1836 after 5 p.m.
'
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements .dreee
work completely guararee
teed. Call or write Morgan..
Consruction Co. Route 2.
Box 409 A, Paclucah,
'
Ky. e
42001. Phone day or night I442-7026.
SS. FEED 1. SEED
HAY FOR SALE. Square
bales in the field. Call after 6
pm, 753-8274.

1970 CHEVY es ton, straights. Call 758-2266, and after 6,
^ 759 4366.
_
-1977 CHEVROLkT 4-w-r**1
drive. Short wheel base, 4
call 753 3938 between
am and 3 pre
1966 CHEVROLET long
wheel base pickup truck,
000d bed and motor. Call 753
9686 after 4 - 30 pm.
1963 FORO 6 cyl straight
shin, In good shape, 1250. 7537765.

410

56. FREE COLUMN

A COMPLETE Insulation
Service.
Cellulose,
Fiberglas, foam, TVA approved.
Kentucky-Tenn.
Insulation Inc., Rt. 7, Box
2511, Murray, Ky. (502)-4354527

If you are tired of serving Satan, God has a job for
you, telling the good news of His kingdom. The harvest is great but the laborers are few. Saturday services 3 to 4 p.m. Bible clas-ses 7 to 8 and 8 to 9
evenings, Special study or Bible answers anytime!
We are a group of people who love the Lord and are
teaching and studying the Bible.

BIBLE FACTS - 159-4600
God Is An Equal Opportunity Employer

BEFORE
WET,
cold
weather, white rock and
grade driveways. We have
any size limestone and pea
gravel. Free estimates. Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
after 4 pm.

Tobacco Sticks
For Sale

CHIMNEY CLEANING, bird
screens installed, minor
repair work by Cliff Heegel,
Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps,
Call 759-4878.
CARPET

CLEANING

New 52" Long Sawed Sticks
Phone 753-5674
Bobby Paschall

References
For
free
estimates call 759-4085.
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care, 489-2774.
CAN'T GET those small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry,
painting, plumbing,
aluminum siding, patios,
small concrete jobs, call 4362562 after 5 pm.

BARKLEY UKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other int€rest. Price
$110,000.

EXTERIOR
PAINTING
done professionally, free
estimates. Call 753-4567 after
5 p.m.
EXPERIENCED interior
and exterior painters with
referantes. Call 759-1228

Ohio Valley Reid teats

FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs

701 West 9th, Owensboro,Ky,42304

PHONE
502-685-4961

FOR YOUR septic tank and
backhoe work needs. Also
septic tank cleaning. Call
John Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348
eeeree...leeeteleeee eteeke

"
I

- .

Large

1FARM MACHINERY
-,cxSat. Sept.16

1978 TRAMS AM, white,
factory tape, power windows, tilt, cruse control and
ale Call 753-2414 or 759 1518.

LAKE BARKLEY
REALTY

HAVING Trouble getting
those small lobs done? For
all your odd job needs call
753-4056.

SEPTIC TANKS cleaned.
field lines iayed, all typeS
backhoe work. Rex Camp,
753-5933.

First John 4:8 States
GOD IS LOVE

53. SERVICES OFFERED

1970 IMPALA Chevrolet,
excellent conditon. 753-1707.
1973
MONTE
CARLO,
loaded, excellent condition.
sharpeS2400 Call 753-9828 or
759-1864 ask for Martha,

GET YOUR order in for lime
early. We haul from Reeds,
Fredonia, and Three Rivers.
Call 1-382-264. We also haul
sand and rock. Evetts
Trucking Co., Lynnville, Ky.

1977 SUMMERSET ski boat,
161
/
2 ft., 175 horsepower
Evinrude, Brown and gold
metalflake. Cali 753-8647.

1976 ASPEN wagon special
25.000 miles.
eer
4420.
edition, under
Also a high chow, cat,

1976
Chevet, excellent
condition, new tires, good
miliage
eas
Call 759-4878.

209 Walnut Street

SELL YOUR FARM through
KOPPERUD REALTY, 711
Main We have had many
inquiries regarding all types
of farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a farm or
acreage tract to sell, contact
us at 753-3222. Also If you
have been wanting to pur
chase acreage, contact us for
an update on properties
listed for sale in Calloway
County We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a complete
range of Real Estate Service.
Phone us today.

GUTTERING BY SEARS,
Sears continuous gutters
installed
your
per
specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.

$3. SERVICES OFFERED

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN FREE: Beautiful white
long
and gas installation, will do haired cat. 7534379.
plumbing, heating. sewer.
cleaning. Call 753-7203.
ST. WANTED
a.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
MITCHELL
BACKTOPP- USED acoustic guitar
good
ING - sealing, patching
16 FOOT Mark Twain with stripfng. For free estimates, condition, call after 5 pm, e.
759-4512.
140 hp Merc-Cruise, full
call 753-1537.
canvass mooring cover and
WANTED FARM Tractoreeeee
Mark Twain trailor. Has 28 NEED
TREES
Landolt equipment, and trucks
hours and le good condition. Tree Service. cut?
Call George our consignment sale for
at
For sale or trade for Pontoon Landolt, 7531170.
Murray fair grounds Sepboat with inboard-outboard.
tember 16. For more inDays-753-4342, nights-436- ROOFING,
excellent formation contact Murray
5676.
'references. Call 753-1486 Ford Tractor,
759-4895. Sale
HOUSEBOAT,. 1973 42 foot, between 7 am arid 3:30 pm, being held by Hale Auction
Shelley.
Co.Sikeston Mo.
Gibson Fly Bridgeewin 225 ask for
hp engines, 7.5 Kanan
ENERGY
WANTED. Junk cars. Call
generator, air conditioned, SOLAR
residential, 474-01311.
all electric fully equipped, headquarters,
Industrial
commerci
.
and
al,
less then 175 hours on
engines. Excellent condition. Also, dealers for Volcano II, WANTED 2 BR house in
the most efficient wood
country. No more than 6
Call 753-7460 or 753-8640
burner in America. Solar
miles from town. Cali
247-1253,
Mayfield,
evenings-759-1159, days-759
HOUSEBOAT
40'
fully King of
Broadway
W.
607
.
4465.
equipped, sleeps nine peple,
$4950. Call 436-5353.

641 South Murray. By
753 2617
76 Chevy
Neil"
14250
350 engine, power steering.
brakes and air, nes; tires,
33,000 miles.
77 Ira
Skylark
54175
4 door, V-6, automatic,
poser steering and brakes.
7,000 miles.
77 Chevy Scottsdale
Pick-up
$4975
Bronze and tan, one owner,
poser steering, brakes and
air, 32.000 miles,
76 Chevrolet
Camaro
$4395
One owner. 29,000 miles
power steering, brakes and
air, radio
77 Cktvrolot Ni•Orke
Step Von
Poser steering, and brakes
76 Chevrolet
Step Van
V-8 automatic
Many more dined rsd mew
Airs mod trucks to pick
from. Giro reds, pick-ups,
cars, VORIS, etc
Salesmen:
Mickey Boggess
Jan Dalton
Jerry Boyd
J.H. Nix
Dwain Taytor Chevrolet, 116C.

GOOD F1RIDA Lots, trade
for motor home, Murray
business lot or sell. Call 7534124 days or 753-0790 nights.

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

502 Maple
153 4342

1978 JEEP Honcho pickup,
black and gold, loaded with
equipment, 5,800 miles. Call
753-4509.

I

41te

ORS
REAL ESTATE
153-80110

OPPORTUNITY FOR your
business Now available up
to 3.400 square feet of carpeted, air
conditioned,
centrally heated, secured,
building to develop your own
business...ideally located.. ideally designed for
expansion. Oh yes, we have
available financing for you
too! Unbelievable? Try Us!
753-1492 LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS.

FOR ANNUAL or monthly
pest control sevice, call 7533914. Kelly's Termit & Pest
Control.

PHELAN LOW boy with
truck, also a 20-B Dozer with
1975 HONDA XL-250, good
2 blades and rake Call 1-235I condition. Call after 5 pm, 2704.
759-1123.
FOR pickup, 6
fst
1 1974 YAMAHA 250 with TOPPER
months old, 8 ft. paneled,
Eagle
sidecar.
Fully screens, crank out
windows,
equipped with windshields, must
see. 5250, 753-8563 after
lights, air horns, luggage 5 pm.
rack. Sidecar has bucket
seats and
belts.
seat
'br
ty
A..
Excellent condition, less 51. CAMPERS
than 2500 miles. Two helmets
included. $895 firm. Call 753- FOR SALE: 15 ft. camper.
2859 after 5:00 pm.
Call 753-4509.
10
fee
1976 400 YAHAMA YZ, $600. TOPPER for long, bed
Call 489-2149. _
Rewenable. 753-4039.

Guy Spann Realty "I NOTICED THE ALMIGHTY DOLLAR
our Rey People
HASN'T DECLINED TO THE POINT 4/. USED CARS
In Real Estate
WHERE YOU'RE READY TO PART
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
753 7724
z
901 Sycornore
Morro', By
WITH ONE. 11
43. REAL ESTATE
43. REAL ESTATE
8 Dwain Taylor
IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION:

Two bedroom brick
home, 2
blocks from
university. Earn extra income
with
upstairs
1
bedroom apartment with
outside
entrance.
Full
basement, central natural
gas heat, and 15'x20' brick
storage building are extra
nice features. Price just
reduced to $29,900. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222.

53. SERVICES OFFERED

1967 GMC pickup, automatic
transmission $600. Good
running condition. Call 7533040 after 4 pm.

47. MOTORCYCLES

ID 1978 United Feature Syndicate Inc

iqn#

Murray, Kentucky

sits on a one acre lot and has 2 BR's, 1 bath and a
half basement. It also features a Franklin
fireplace to add to the rustiteatmosphere. If you
have a VA eligibility or Farmers Home Commitment, give us a call. This home should
qualify. Reduced $4,000 to $17,500.

FAR FROM the maddening
crowd- If you want to be out of
the city, this may be for you.
Nice home with large family
room and fireplace, 3
bedroom, large patio, nice
kitchen and bar, washer dryer connections, stove and
dishwasher stay wih sale,
new 26x38 garage with upstairs which could
be
apartment. All of this on 5
acres for $38,500. The
NELSON SHROAT CO.,
REALTORS, Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center, 759-1707.

SO. USED TRUCKS

FOUR ROOM House and
large lot In Almo Heights
next door to Grocery. Will
except, trailer, truck, or
farm equipment or anything
of equal value for a down
Payment. Call 753-1513 or 759
495.

527-1468 e 153-962S1

502 Maple
153 4342

Tired of noisy neighbors? Want to find a place to
get away from it all? Then let us show you this
recently built frame home on Whiskey Ridge. It

44. HOMES FOR SALE

Popi.v•Benion

QUALITY

43. REAL ESTATE

Mall 7
:nooga
enter
ght at
Garntinue
Dec.
e day.
, y Inn
, visit
ustine,
,s. Jan.
nd into

I

FLEA MARKET, Sept. 16,
Saturday all day. On Hwy 121
E. near New Concord, Ky.
turn left Hwy 260 E. abOut 5
miles. Watch for sign, Rain
or shine.
GIGANTIC
RUMMAGE
sale American Legion Hall,
Friday, 7 till ?, Saturday 712, September 15 and 16.
Clothes, furniture, household
goods, and antiques. Come
and browse We barter.

43. REAL ESTATE

10:00 A.M. Rain or Shine
LOCATION: Murray Fair Grounds. On Highway 121. Murray, Kentucky
MURRAY-FORD TRACTOR is overstocked with tractOrs and farm equipment
and will sell the following
items at Public Auction This is an OPEN SALE and outside consignments will be
accepted No Junk
Please few items subject to prior sale.
1-4 row Rotary Hoe
., COMBINES
TRACTORS
2-Set Tanks and Racks
HO 45 with Cab
1 - JD 4430
1-Wagon Gear 1-Case 660
1-IH 1256 With duals
1-1D Rake
1-ME
510 Gas
I-1H 806
1-AC Field Cultivator
NH 706
1-2 wheel Trailer
FARM MACHINERY
1-ME Super 90
1-1F) 3 pt. Cycle Mower
HD 6 row 7100 Planter
1 -1D 4020 D
2-Front loaders
171D brow RN Cultivator
1 -JD 4020 LP
TRUCKS. BUSES, AND CARS
1-106 row 30' Cultivator
1-MI ete
1-1 Ton Ford Truck
1-MI 35
14(X)Rotary Hoe with
1-GMc Bus
1-AC 0-19 rel D
transport
1-IHC Bus
5-3 At. Plow
1-JO 730
1 -Chevrolet Bus
3-10 4 row cultivator
1-ford 4600 nll
•
1-1967 GMc Pickup
6-2 Al, Plow
5-8N ford
1-1975 Ford 1/2 ton Pickup
1-4 At. Plow
1-MI 1035
1 -Toyota Car
1-ford 601
2-10 4 row planter
1 -Olds Delta 88
I-JD 2 row Planter
1- JD A
1•GAtc Sprint
1-JD KBA Disc
1-JD 8
1-Dome -Buggy
1-IHC Wheel Disc
1-M Harris 444
1-1H Super A
1-tH Cub *mower
1 ef) G with loader
I -AC WI)

3-5 Pt - 3 Pt Disc
TERMS: CASH • Settlement must be
3-Drag Disc
male day ot sale, unknown buyers must
4-30. Rotary Cutter -- have
cash, cashier's check or bank
1-Burch Wheel Disc
letter of credit.

This is only a partial listing, also there will be for sale several
sea 5 IA Big It
FMETC7TeriTIrt Hines,etc-arale Otrritri now
to atteertlesTrItt sste
Isalleffor
LW.San
1111411-11111

rEir DEW ITT
Ill-471-037i

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT502-753-9482

1114111100. WO
ORO OSIO .101111/ 4111-101111 ANION
RAY HAAT
Cu:MU Serie
314-411-5343
314'-417_4790

Arrotroosor
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DAVID MATTH
314-411-1495
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Dr. Bert Roark To Head State Environmental Protection Bureau
FRANKFORT — Dr. Bert L.
Roark of Lexington has been
selected by Goy. Julian
Carroll to head the state's
Bureau of Environmental
Protection
within
the
department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection.
Roark, who operates the
Lexington consulting firm of
A. L. Roark and Associates,
replaces Dr. John A. Roth.
Roth has returned to Vanderbilt University to teach.
As coriumssioner of the
bureau, Roark will oversee
the divisions of air pollution
control, hazardous materials
and waste management,
sanitary engineering and
water quality. .
In announcing the selection,
natural resources and environmental
protection
Secretary Eugene Mooney
said,"We couldn't be getting a
- better person for the job. Bert
Roark
has
strong
a
background
in
both
management
and
environmental sciences.
"We are indeed fortunate to
add someone with Dr. Roark'S
technical expertise to our
staff. We are confident he will

excel! in this position as did
John Roth. He brings a unique
ability to blend and coordinate
the
various
technical
disciplines inherent in this
very complex and important
bureau."
Roark
received
his
bachelor's and master's
degrees from the Univerlity of
Kentucky and Pus doctorate in
numerical analysis from the
University of New Mexico
where he also did graduate
work in business and administrative science.
From 1968 to 1969 he was an
associate
professor
of
mathematics and computer
science at West Virginia
University, and from 1963 to
1972 served as a systems
analyst for the Albuquerque,
New Mexico-based Sandia
Laboratories. He worked with
Sandia until 1972.
Between 1972 and 1975 he
was vice president for
operations research for the
planning firm of Wilbur Smith
and Associates of Columbia, S.
C. He held a similar position
from 1975 to 1977 with
Schimpeler
Corrandino
Associates, a planning firm
located in Louisville.

He started his own firm in
1977.
Roark is a member of
several professional and
fraternal organizations and
has had numerous technical
works published.
Roark said he is looking
forward to his new job, with
some apprehension but great
enthusiasm because of the
challenge it offers."
He promises an integrated
approach to protecting the
environment rather than a
fragmented one. "This should
speed things up," he said, "I
especially want to speed up
the bureau's response on
permit applications."
He begins his duties as
commissioner Sept. 15.
Roark, 37, is married to the
former Katherine Foley of
Lexington and they have one
child.

WHAT TO DO
WITH YOUR
NEWSPAPER!

NEW
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION HEAD — Dr
Bert L Roark of Lexington
has been appointed by Gov
Julian Carroll to head the
state's Bureau of Environmental
Protection
within the department for
Natural Resources and Environmental
MEXICAN BABIES SOLD
Protection
MEXICO CITY (AP) — At Roark comes to the office
least 500 Mexican children from the Lexington confrom poor families were sold sulting firm of A. L Roark
last year by their parents to and Associates, and replaces
American couples, according Dr. John A. Roth, who has
to an official study published returned to
Vanderbilt
here.
University to teach.

Don't MissIt!
Endurance Cross-Country)
September 16
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1. Read all Local,State, National and International News.
2. Clip Money-Saving Coupons every week in-THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES.

Dresser
September 14-1.5
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3. Save your paper to read again for an enjoyable past-time.
4. Clip stories for your Scrapbook or files for future references.
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5. Get tips on saving money from the ads everyday in THE MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES.

Gu

6. We GUARANTEE delivery of every paper on our city routes. If vou are
missed,call before 5:30 & 6:00 weekdays and 3:30 & 4:00 on Saturdays
and we will bring you a paper.
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7. You may request any paper carrier in the city to put the paper where
you want it. This is his responsibility to do so under his contract with
the paper.

After You Have Read and Enjoyed
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You Can Then Use It In Hundreds of Ways!

1978 World 3-Day Event Championships
September 14-17
Three-Day Eventing is to equestrian sports what the decathlon is
to track—a combination of different competitions which test
all-round athletic ability.

Saturday,September 16
The Cross-Country phase on Saturday is the heart of the competition.
You won't believe your eyes, as horse and rider race against the clock
over banks, ditches, water, and combinations of fences.
The Cross-Country course is 41
/
2 miles long, with 33 jumps and obstacles
well spaced, providing plenty of room for everyone to enjoy.
It's a great day in the country for the entire family.
The "Paddock Potpourri", an international trade fair of 125 shops, will be
open each day of the competition with unusual foods
and thingsto buy and see.

•

Tickets

Tickets for each day of the competition will be available at the gate.
The event will not be sold out.
Dressage - Thursday & Friday, 10 am-5 pm - $5/day
Endurance(Cross-Country)- Saturday, 10 am-5 pm - $5/day
Stadium Jumping - Sunday, 1 pm-4 pm - $10/clay

HERE ARE JUST A FEW:
___ -1. Under your tires to get your car unstuck! RemenitietTast winter.
2. Line your cabinet shelves.
3. Start your fires.
4. Train your new dog. He won't mind that the are a few coupons
already clipped out. Why there are nearly $1000.00 a year just in
special coupons in-THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES.
5. Yes! You can line your bird cage at no cost to you with a LEDGER &
TIMES.
.6. Wrap your garbage in a used LEDGER & TIMES.
7. We have not missed an issue during the worst Winter in over 50
and hope that most of you have gotten your paper regularly. years
days have been almost impossible but your carriers are trying.Some
we don't think your paper has been thrown on top of your house. And

Thank You
T.P. Delaney, Jr.
Circulation Mgr.

The World 3-Day Event Championships is a great time to visit the
newly opened Kentucky Horse Park —a unique new theme park
dedicated to man's love of horses.

KENTUCKY HORSE PARK
I-75 and Iron Works Pike, Lexington
.
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